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LOCAL AFFAIKS,

ft Monument of Strength
financially and a world of conservative management are the titles
which have been bestowed on
THI IURRILL NATIONAL
■

Open

an

BANK,

llaworth, Main*.

account with it and you

assured of the safety of your
money. In addition you secure a
hanking connection that may^rove

are

of great practical service to you in
many ways.
Inquiie at the bank
w hat they are and
how you may
secure

NKW
jI
!

ADVKKTI4IM KNT4 THIS IVKKK.
Hillgrow.
“-Chaney W Randal).

Labor day celebration.
Mrs il C Hatheway—Music and German les-

sons.

Furnished rooms wanted.
K H Cushman—Flank (or sale.
U T Bowden—Motor-cycle.
Ellsworth GreenhohsJ—Bulbs for sale.
Ellsworth Falls, .\|b:
Edwin P Lord—House for sale.
Banoom, Mr:
Chas rf Fernald, Eugene T Fernald—Notice
of foreclosure.
South Frbeport:
New England Trading Co.
Boston

Anodyne Liniment.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

Schools

AT KLL8WORTH POSTOFFICK.

them.

in

tffevi

June 21,

tb(

MAILS RRCB1VBD.

MAIL CLOSh.8 AT

UNION TRUST COMPANY
IPANYj
OF ELLSWORTH.

Marcellus Woodward
Boston lor a vacation.

ACCOUNTS

OF

is

home

has left to

Alfred L. Murch, D. V. S., of Bangor,
who was in Ellsworth recently testing
cows, found only one diseased out of
thirty-five tested. This one was ordered
killed. The city is now' issuing licenses
to sell milk to those who ha^ve had their
co ws tested.

p in.

from

resume

Maine fair at Wattrville this week.
Mra. J. T. Cushman left to-day for
visit With relatives in Massachueet.B.

TO

INDIVIDU-

Co. for the manufacture ol children’s
sleds and Other toys, which he sells on
commission. The company has the matter under consideration.

a

Mrs. Rodney Higgins is in Bar Harbor
visiting her sister, Miss Hattie Bowden.

ALS, COR FOR AT IONS AND FIRMS.

While the official decision of the State
railroad commissioners on the petition for
gates and flagman at Ellsworth Falls railroad crossing has not yet been announced,
it ia understood that a compromise will
be effected, by which the railroad company
will establish gates at the crossing back of
Whitcon. b, Haynes & Co.’s store, and
maintain a flagman at the square eighteen
hours daily.

Miss Marion Nealley dislocated
her
shoulder Saturday by a fall Ijom her bi-

A( COUNIS SOLICITED

cycle.

Municipal and Corporation Bonds for Safe Investment
John A. Peters, President.

Leonard M. Moore, Treas.

The stewards of the Methodist ehnrch
will serve supper at the vestry Wednesday,
Sept. 8.
Mrs. Elvert E. Parker, of Lewiston, is
the guest of her parents, Henry L. Moor
and wife.

ningham.
The new Lincoln cents are being put in
circulation in Ellsworth by the Union
Trust Co.

Hundreds of people are banking with us by mail. They af«
proving the simplicity and surety of our by-mail system; then too,
money deposited away from home is not so liable to be Urawn on
for pettv expenses, and actual saving results. I’rivacy is another fe'atu* lyhieti i»- Uinoh appreciated. We will gladly tell
vim all ate lit our banking bv-ia.ul system if you will tell us you
are interested.
Why uot ask to-day V
BANMNO CO
BANGOR,
Branches at Old luwn and Mnchina.

TRU.VT a

EASTERN

flAINE.

Friday, Sept. 3, beginning

Mrs. A. W. Clark and Mrs. L. J. Backus
spending a few days with friends in
East Corinth.

are

At

5 o’clock tea given yesterday afternoon by Mrs. Charles L. Morang to girl
friends of her daughter, Miss Ella E.

Mrs. George K. Caldwell, of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting her parents, L. U.
Foster and wife.

a

Morang,

at 8.30

a. m.

Children from out of town desiring to
enter the Ellsworth high school must present a certificate from their local superintendent that they passed the reqaired ex
iminations.

The Washington County railroad will
run an excursion to Woodland for the
annual Labor day celebration next Monday. A full program, including parade,
games and 9ports, is offered. The fair for
the round trip from Ellsworth is $1.10 and
from Fran Klin and way stations to
Marion, 11.00. A special train will leave
Ellsworth at 5.15 a. m. Returning, leave
Woodland at 6.29 p. m.

Miss Mary £. Hall, of Brockton, Mass.,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. J. A. Cun-

IT’S EASY TO BANK BY
MAIL WITH US.

41 flBCOITD CLAM MATT**
MLLhWONT* POSTOFTIOl.

No. 4 (Morrison)—Ruby J. Gurney.
No. 6 (Surry road)—Evelyn M. Bonsey.
No. 6 (Infant street)—Mary E. Davis.
No. 7 (North Ellsworth)-Lena F. Austin.
No. 8 (Nicolin)—Bernice Franklin.
No. 9 (North Ellsworth)—Ruth A. Curtis.
No. 11 (West Ellsworth) Roy F Moody.
No. 13 (Bayside) —Blanche Moore.
No. 14 (Beechland)—Mary F. Doyle.
No. 16 (west side)—Mary A. Gaynor, Annie
R. Stockbridge.
No. 18 (Ellsworth Falls)—Grammar, Minerva Jordan; sub-grammar,
Mary E.
Jordan; primary, Ruth Fields.
No. 19 (Shore Road)—Evelyn DeWitt.
Superintendent Killam requests the
teachers of all common schools to attend
a conference at his office next
Saturday
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Children living in Ellsworth who passed
through the ninth grade, bat by reason of
illness or other cause did not take the
final examinations, will be required to take
them in order to enter the high school.
Arrangements have been made for these
examinations at the office of the superintendent of schools in Hancock hall next

Friend
George P. Steinbacb, of Baltimore, Md.,
teaching in Natick, Mass.
has been in Ellsworth the past lew days,
C. I. Staples is attending the Central
negotiating with the Ellsworth Hardwood

THOROUGHLY COMPETENT BY REASON

CARE FOR

in.

Daily, Sundays included.
No mail uispatched to or received from the
*1 Sundays.

Miss Lea B.

OF EXPERIENCE AND RESOURCES

m.

POSTOPKJCB.

Going WwST—11.60, am; *2, *5.16 and
p
Going East—6.15 and 6.15 a m; 4 and 5.40

Kiliam.

G. T. Bowden is to move his bicycle
shop from State street to the building on
Dr. Bimoncon’s lot on Main street.
He
expects to be relocated to-day or to-morrow.
The building has been fitted up
with electric power.

9

From W«st—*6.65 a m: *i?.08, 4.30 and 8.22 p
From East—12.20, 6.4^ and 11.07 p ni.

AT

N. J.| where Mrs. Holmes will be emSCHOOLS OPEN NEXT WEEK.
ployed it an assistant matron and Miss
Holmes will teach in an orphan’s home.
Complete List, of Teachers Appointed
—Examinations.
Harry McMillan, of Rondout, N. Y., is
All the schools of Ellsworth will open
visiting friends in Ellsworth. Last evening he was the guest of honor at a party next Tuesday. Following is e complete
given at the home of Capt. R. C. Bonsey. list of teachers elected:
Mnsic was furnished by Clark’s orchestra. High school, principal, Clayton M. Ward;
first assistant, E. W. Ellsworth; second
C. C. Roberts, of New York, has been
assistant, Georgia Foster; third assistthe guest of his brother-in-law, W. H.
ant, Esther Emery.
Titus, the past week. He made the trip
No. 1 (Lakewood)—Martin A. Garland.
down from New York with Capt. W. P.
No. 2 (Brimmer’s bridge)—Hazel McGown.
Woodward in the schooner Henrietta A.
No. 3 (city)- State street, Catherine HurWhitney.
ley. School street, Annie F. Mulian,
took
the
State teachers’
Twenty-eight
grammar; Ella M. Jude, sub-grammar;
examination at the Ellsworth high school
Pine
Mary C. Hamilton, assistant.
last Friday, and one took the superintenstreet, Margaret G. Drummey, intermedents’ examination. The examinations
diate; Mary H. Black, primary. Water
were conducted
by Huperintenlent-ofstreet, Alice Mulian.

Klark-Urban Co.
In bankruptcy—Edward

Johnson's

|I BKTVBKD
rum

ELLSWORTH 19 REAL GOOD.

investigation

now

being

made

by

Civic League of Maine regarding the
police records of misdemeanors in the
twenty cities and five largest towns, is
nearly ready for publication.
This report will show that Ellsworth has, in
comparison with its population, the lowthe

!

daughter’s est rate of arrests of an; city in Maine,
engagement to Charles C.
Knowlton, according to police reports.
son of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Knowlton,
% 'The
city report for 1992-3 is missing
I was made. The
was
announcement
from several tiles which the league has
Mias Hattie;R. Murphy, of Boston, is made
by Mias Carrie Morang, Bis er consulted, and the reports from 1903 to
with her cousins, the Misses Silsby, at the > of the bride-elect. The
wedding will take the present time have not contained any
Richards borne ateud on Bridge hill.
place Wednesday, Sept. 29.
figures showing the work of the police
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M. Moore are rej The general committee on grange field department. Clerk-of-Courts J. F.
ceiving congratulations on the birth this | days in Ellsworth, Oct. 5 and 6,
composed Knowlton, who is also recorder of the
morning of a son—Leonard Sbepley.
of members from six granges, will meet Ellsworth municipal court, has furnished
Miss Harriet Rollins has returned to1 early next week to organize and complete the data for these five years from the
Ellsworth. Mrs. RolliDs is still in Abing- the program. Word has been received municipal docket. The figures for the
ton caring for her mother, Mrs. M. A. from at least a dozen granges promising a whole period follow:
j
King.
large attendance and aid in the program.
’86 ’97 ’98 ’99 ’00 ’01 ’02
Mrs. Edgar Simpson and daughter Roy C. Haines, secretary of the local com- Arrests.-t... 10 48 48 17 14 11
Drunkenness..
7 47 47
15 14 11
has
visited several granges reRuth, of Bar Harbor, are the guests of mittee,
Violation of
Mrs. J. Atwood Bowden on Hancock cently, and all are in hearty sympathy
0
0
0
0
0
0
liquor law...
with the movement. He will visit Bay
street.
’03 ’04 ’05 ’06 ’07 ’08
View* grange at Salisbury Cove to-night,
who
bag
Mae
been
gutterMiss
Btader,
Mrs. Florence Spurling and

daughter
Bernice, of Cranberry Isles, were guests
of Mrs. James Wilson last week.

announcement of her

..

..

..

ShXjLT-Qf)

GLASSES

W. C.

Ry.

$1.10
to WOODLAND and return

September 6

V

can wear them.
Come in and see them.
Now is the time.
I
■ Hive your eyes examined free
mm
■

I

E. F. Robinson,

account
LABOR DAY CELEBRATION

A. Goodwin, of New York.

place

»

|is the Time

your order for BULBS,
this fall to be sure of early

spring flowers.

sworth Greenhouse
Telephone 43

HONS MADE TO ORDER.
mbroidered buttons ol nil kinds;
mach'iie.uuide. plain and bard-

w

Irom
■J*d.
ine

1

im*’1

own

cloth. Made

dressmaking rooms of

M.
H?E
■MMIM HOCK.

HOOPER,

Telephone:

•

ELLSWORTH
67-13.

BOWDEN,
OlALIa

IX

THOR

otor-Cycles.
STREET,
ELL8WORTH,

MAINE

ELLSWORTH

1

Laundry and Baih

Rooms.

WO eat, mo WABBMB."
wnrk don.at
'"'Jr""”
“Med tor and deUreied.

»hnrt notion.

*• ■• MTiY *
CO.,
BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, ME.

TRAIN

Tbe Bangor Commercial announces tbe
publication of marriage intentions of
George T. Bowden, of Ellsworth, and
Grace R. Moore, of Bangor.

Green Mountain Pomona at Eastbrook
next Saturday, and Lamoine grange next

Drunkenness, *
Violation of
liquor law..

Tuesday.

0

11
7

19
i8

0

0

4

7

8

2

1

4

20
7

0

0

0

0

William B. Hill, of Portland, who won
It is significant that the rate of arrests
the State championship at the recent big
in the neighboring village of Bar Harbor
gun club meet there, was in Ellsworth has
greatly diminished during the past ten
last Thursday, and gave an exhibition
years, in which period the population has
shoot before members of the Ellsworth
nearly doubled. The arrests in Bar Hargun club at their range at Wyman park. bor
averaged ninety-one per year for the
Mr. Hill is representative of the Winches- last ten
years, but only fifty-nine per year
ter Arms Co. and the Union Metallic Car- for the last four
years. The commitments
tidge Co. He plans to be in Ellsworth to jail in Hancock county averaged
at the gun club shoot on Labor ddy.
seventy-three per year for four years, from
a
number
of Bar Harbor
Yesterday
1897 to 1900, but only twenty-nine per
men were at the traps for practice, and a
year from 1906 to 1906 inclusive.
few Ellsworth men also shot. Over 1,200
The court dockets in several towns indiwere shot at during the afternoon.
targets
!
cate that the record for the current year
Bar Harbor men present were Dr. J. T. will show no
retrograde i? this record.
; Hinch, Roy Hamor, Charles Shea, Michael
Shea and G. M. Wheeler, representative of
BIAJEHIM. FAIR NEXT WEEK
the Peters Cartridge Co.

|

LABOR

DAY

Good Racing and Fine Exhibition
Promised.
The fair season in this section will open
next week, with the three-days’ fair at
Mountain park, Bluehill, beginning Tuesday. The Bluehill fair always draws good
crowds from this section of the county,
and Mountain park’s reputation for g od

SHOOT.

Ellsworth Gun Club Will Entertain
Many Visitors.
The Ellsworth gun club will hold an in5.15
a.
at
m.,
arriving
leaves Ellsworth
vitation shoot at its range at Wyman park
on Labor day, offering a full day’s proat Woodland in time to witness the
Mias Anna Crippen, of Boston after a gram. Invitations have been extended to races is
always upheld.
few days last week with her mother and the gun clubs of Ear Harbor, Bangor,
The managers of the fair are always
grand Labor and Civic parade.
sister here, left for Southwest Harbor to Bucksport, Old Town and Machias, and
alive to the interests of exhibitors and
visit ber bister, Mrs. George Harmon.
indications are that all these clubs will be visitors. Since last
year a new well has
F. E. Boothby,
James E. Phillips and wife, of Toledo, represented, and an interesting shoot will been dug on the grounds, assuring an
G. P. A.
Ohio, are in the city for a few days, re- be the result. It will be the last big shoot abundance of good water for stock and
newing old acquaintances. Mr. Pbillips of the season in eastern Maine. The in- patrons.
is a son of tbe late Harry Phillips, of this vitation to shoot is extended to all shootEntries for the races dose at 11 p. in. toers, whether members of any gun club or day. The races start each day at 1 p. m.
city.
not.
There will be a base ball game and balMiss Bertha L. Giles left Thursday for
The range at Wyman park will be open loon ascension each
a seven months’ concert tour extending
day on the grounds,
for practice shooting immediately after and a dance each
to tbe Pacific coast, under the manageevening in the town
arrival of the early morning trains. hall.
the
ment of tbe Redpath Lyceum, of New
The first event will be called at 9 o’clock.
The officers of the society are F. P. Mertwo semi annual dividends
York.
This will be a ten-bird event, followed by
have been at the rate of
rill, president; E. L. Osgood, vice-presiHon. H. E. Hamlin attended tbe exercises
six fifteen-bird events, which will com-1
dent; Max R. Hinckley, treasurer; C. S.
at tbe unveiling of tbe memorial tablet to
plete the morning program.
Snowman, secretary; W. J. Creamer, G. A.
his father, Hannibal Hamlin, at Paris
Lucheon will be served to shooters on
J. M. Snow, A. C. Osgood, W. 8.
Friday. Senator Hale was one of the the grounds by the Ellsworth club. The Morse,
Hinckley, directors.
speakers.
afternoon program will include ten twenOTHEB FAIRS.
Hollis C. Joy, wife and two children ar- ty-bird events.
The Eden fair also takes place next
William B. Hill, of Portland, who rerived Saturday. Mr. Joy returned Monweek, Sept. 8 and 9. These fairs will be
day, but Mrs. Joy and tbe children will re- cently won the State championship, will followed by the North Ellsworth fair,
main for a week or so with Mr. Joy’s pashoot through the program for targets
Sept. 22 and 23; Highland grange fair,
rents, C. P. Joy and wife.
inly, and during the day will give an ex- North Penobscot, Sept. 22; Amherst fair,
hibition with rifle and gun at flying
Lynch’s band of twenty pieces baa been cbjects. G. M. Wheeler, another profes- Sept. 28 and 29; Orland fair, Sept. 29.
Why be satisfied with less ?
engaged to play on labor day—next Mon- iional, will also be present and shoot.
will be given for high gun tor
A
Boainen Notices.
day—at tbe celebration at Woodland. the prize
program, and probably second and
This band will also furnish tbe music at third
J1 A new commercial school, to be known as
prizes.
the
Bangor commercial school, is to be
The shoot will be public, no admission
tbe Bluehill fair next week.
16 STATE STREET
to the grounds being charged. Ammu- opened Sept. 14, at 25 Broad street, by Miss
Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes and daughter nition and targets will be for sale on the I Jessie M. Twaddei as principal and proprieMA VI
ELLSWORTH,
Helen left Saturday for New Brunswick, grounds.
| tor, a teacher of long and wide experience.

8PECIAL

>w

ing from severe injuries caused by a fall at
tbe Joyce cottage, Pleasant Beach, ia now
improving rapidly.
Rev. R. B. Matbewa and family returned
last evening from tbeir vacation. All services will be resumed at tbe Congregational cburcb Sunday.
Irene chapter, O. E. 9., will resume regular meetings beginning next Friday
evening. All officers and members are
requested to be present.
Tbe family of Stetson Foster, wbo bave
been occupying tbeir new bungalow bn
tbe Surry road, left yeaterday for tbeir
borne in Hingbam, Mass.
Miss Sarab E. Qreely announces tbe engagement of her niece, Miss Annie E.
Kingsbury, of tbia city, and Capt. Sidney

Dr. Frederick A. Davis and wife, and
Arnold B. Davia and wife, of Boston, and
W. H. Davis and wife, of Bar Harbor, are
spending a few days in Ellsworth.

Our last

4%

HIM 600NIY sums III

|

No. St

|

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Mrs. Mabel Hamilton, of Orland, is viwiting friends here.
Mrs. Richard Smith has returned ft—

Bangor where she has been with Ma
Smith, who haa employment tiiere.
Mrs. Martha Oowell left last weefc feast

Lynn, Mass., after visiting relatives, hen
several weeks. She expected to atox» water
for a day at Berlin, N. H., with bow aa%
Harry Laffin.
At a meeting of the church and
be!d Monday evening,
Rev. Henrjr WV.
Conley was elected superintendent off 99m
Sunday school in place of B. 11. Wistcomb, resigned.
Harold Cook, who haa been at hsaww
from Pasco, Wash., for the summer- wfeh
his

parents, John H. Conk and wife, lb—

to-night, accompanied by his brother Arden, for the West.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, wife tmf eflfr<L
leave

to-day for

a

two

months’ visit with

West.

They go from hem
Marshall, Mo., the borne of Mrs. Hip
more’s mother, where Mr. Prigmore wt ta
supply for two mouths.
relatives in the

to

Delightful Musical.
Tae musical given undor the auspiccnr <n(
tbe west side branch of the Village improvement society at the handsome mmr
home of Judge John A. Peters and wiflu
last

Thursday evening,

was
a
pleases*
The whole house was throwivopam,
and Mr. and Mrs. Peters entertained de-

affair.

lightfully.
About

160 were present, in spite of Ums

threatening weather, which kept maajr
away. Donations by friends of tbe society swelled the total receipts of the*
evening to about fOO. The following program was pleasingly rendered:
Piano solo-Etude de Concert...Lizs*
Miss Margaret Dre *ser

3ong,
Miss Pamelia M Clough
Piano duet,
Mrs C A Cole and Miss Margaret aressev
Miss Frances Weston

Song—Sing Me to Sleep,
W P Clough
Piano Solo—Allegro from Son vta Pat!

e*-

tiqne......Beetbowus

Has Lowest Rate of Arrests of any
City in Maine.
An

f

Miss

Walker

Sophia
Reading—Pauline Pavioona..V..*-T 13 AJdiicJh
Miss M A Greely
Song—My Old Kentucky H< me
'Mr Clongh
Song,
Miss Weston
Piano solo—Etude Melodique...Hhg
Miss Dresser

ladies of the branch ackaoafcdgi
indebtedness to the home talent* a md
to Miss Weston, of Bangor, Mr.
Cloogfa,
and Miss Clough, of Boston, vbo m
kindly assisted. £
The

their

Miss Mary F. Hopkins was accompame&
throughout the program, serving in
usual efl9cient manner. This waa the fSr&Jfc
public appearance in Ellsworth of Mist?
Walker and Mias Dresser since their Datum from the New England conservatory?’
of music, and their playing delighted. Ml

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Week of Sept. 6 and Saturday matinee^
at Hancock hall—Klark-Urban Co. Tidfcets, 16, 25 and 35 cents. On sale at M—saTi
drag stofe beginning Saturday, Sept.#.

Wednesday, Sept. 8, at Methodist
try—Supper.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22
23—North Ellsworth fair.

Tuesday
Grangers’
granges i

Wednesday, Oct. 5 and*
day at Ellsworth*
the county.

and

field

COUNTY.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thundfcy^
Sept. 7, 8 and 9—Blue hill fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. Sand9
—Eden fair.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Sept. 17; IS*
Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly?
meeting at Mariaville.
Wednesday, Sept. 22—Highland gmngs>
fair, North Penobscot.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 291

19

—

—Amherst fair.

Wednesday, Sept. 29—Orlsnd fair.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Thursday, Sept. 2—Gray family at Gapes
Rosier.

Saturday, Sept. 4—Haddocks family a&
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
Saturday, Sept. 11 Haslam family ak
—

Waltham.

Tuesday, Sept. 14-Fullerton family alL
Betts hall. Mouth of River.
STATE.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, at Jacksonville camps
ground Annual camp meeting, Bucltasport district.
—

SBrtjtrtwnntnt*.
The

well-known, old reliable blood

tonic—

Bland’s Iron Pills
when taken with the tonic- laxative

Cascara Sagrada
in fire grain tablet doses, has always
proven an ideal health-producer. To
insure getting the best, try my

BLUE PACKAGE.
Those who have used my

Cream of Crushed Roses
say it is

Parcher’s
14 Main St.,

equal to any.

Pharmacy
Ellsworth, Me.

CHRISTIAN

BD1TBD BT

lawyer Meeting Topic For tho Wtek
Beginning Sept. 5, 1909.

If Motto:

By REV. S. H. DOVi.E.
Topic.—Life lessons for me from the
Romans.—Rom. *11 1 1
(Consemeeting.)
Tbs epistle of raul to the Romans
IBs the superior of anything to be found
an epistolary literature. 1’anl was a
master in letter writing, and his letTters written to some of the churches
which he bad organized and some of

>

■

*

-k«

the attitude toward
tOhrtot that Xenophon did to Socrates.
.Xenophon was the historian of 8oc: rates.
The evangelists in the gosp“l
tell the history of Christ. But I’lnto

^ Wei writers

assume

"AUHT MADOfi".

“Helpful and Hopeful”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—U is for the mutual
benefit, and alma to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It !• far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for them
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity it eollcH*

■%eolr of
paration

which he had visited afterward forn
most Important part in New Testnf ment writings, l’nul was to Christ
* what Plato was to Socrates. The
gos-

aurficrtUnnnit*.

JHatnal Benefit (fiolmnn.

ENDEAVOR.

!
|

communications, and its success depend* largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

to

Thu ahkkicah,
Kllsworth. Me.

TBE
BEST
REMEDY
_

ham’s Vegetable Compound
Noah, Ky.

“I

—

passing through

THE

MORNING

pads, lemon, apple, blackberry, pnmpkin,
Washington, whipped cream and chocopies, chocolate, ribbon, layer, potato
Rom. i. 1-7; xlv, 21; iii, 19-31; It, floor and Chicago cake, tea and
coffee,
1-12; v, 17-21; Till, 1-5; xxvlli, 39; x, dates and fudge.
1-4: Xi, 33-36; xiv, 1-12.
The new members were informed that
two degrees were conferred at the first reunion they attended.
Frances E. Willard's Tribute.
“Eating”, the first
The Christian Endeavor societies degree, followed by the “dish|pan” degree,
have come just in time to lift the and I am glad to say for the benefit and to
churches out of formality and Inaction the credit of those new members, that
to warm them with the young life they “worked the second degree” folly
Itlood without which they would eri as well as the first.
Dinner over, the rain drops began to
long become torpid and to correlate
them with the blessed everyday activ- patter down, but a cheerful fire burned in
the fire-place of the living-room, and
ities of this humanitarian age, nor will
It prove a small part of the good work
At) the geod qualities of Ely’s Cream Balm,
which 1 believe these young people are
solid, are found in Liquid Balm, which is into accomplish that they illustrate to
tended for nse in atomisers. That it is a
their elders that not only has God set wonderful
remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved
late

by

an

ever-increasing

mass

of

testimony.

It

|nug Harbor; 'twa'n’t a circumstance
» the phuiitnni ship my gran'father

reason-

i

*

Hancock
grange with Arbutus grange, Surry.
Thursday, Sept. 23—Field day meeting
of Green Mountain Pomona at Jordan’s
drive, Winter Harbor.

Friday,

Tuesday

Sept

and

3

Wednesday,

Oct. 5 and 6—

ing

a

enter

cordial invitation for your grange to
the meet and participate in tbe

events of the program.
mittee w ill furnish the

ball,

cock

held,

The local
free

use

of Han-

meetings are to be
by Lynch's band, of Ells- j

Falls, and prixes for the

various

events, also entertainment of prominent

j

members.
The

tain

following granges

Hancock, Moun-

Halcyon, Bajrside, Sc hoodie j

View

420 and Mariaville-- will appoint oue of
their number to constitute a gran ge com
Womeneverywhereshould remember mittee having lull charge of the two days1
that there is no other remedy known to program. Ellsworth will be turned over
medicine that will so successfully carry to the visiting granges for the occasion.
women through this trying period as
William A. Alexander,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComChairman,
from native roots and
made
pound,
Hoy C. Haines, Secretary,
E. F. Robinson, Jr.,
For 30 years it has been curing
women from the worst forms of female j
Treasurer,
ills —inflammation, ulceration, disE. G. Moore,
placements, libroid tumors, irregular!-!
Hollis B. Estey,
ties, periodic pains, backache, and
A. L. Friend.

first and second degrees were conferred
There were nine
making ourselves comfortable in ita ruddy upou one candidate.
glow, letters of remembrance and greeting granges represented, including a large
were read and listened to with pleasure,
delegation from Good Will grange. Am- ;
while we wished moat sincerely that those herst. After business a bountiful supper,
who thus remembered us and all others of was served ind tine program was rendered.
our large but dear family could have been
There were many suggestions offered by
with us in person.
During recess
the visiting members.
The following were represented by let- games were played, in which ali took part. I
ter:
Are, Aunt Maria, Editor Kollms,
Mariaville grange held its regular meetwho spoke for his wife and Mr. Titua. N.
ing Aug. 28, with thirty-three members j
L H., A. G. R. B., Aunt Emma, I'ncie and four visitors present. One candidate
Dudley, Alexia and Ernestine. Gladly we was instructed in the third and fourth dewould have heard from more. Those let- grees. The program was much enjoyed,
ters will be published later. Then we
being full of witty sayings. The next.
chatted and became better acquainted
regular meeting, Sept. 4, is postponed on
with each other, and quietly and tenderly account of Pomona at East brook.
we spoke to each other of those who have
HIGHLAND, 3(H, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
gone from our number since the last an-

Highland grange met in regular session
Friday evening, Aug.27, with thirty-three |

gathering—Mrs. Day, Miss Emily
Mrs. Ella Hinckley, known to
the column as Novice.
Wood and

In the familiar places of the past;
Our hope is now, in some fair clime

When, like their
v

own, our

to

greet

work is done at

last.

At times the min fell heavily, though forbut every one was willing
to stay to a second meal which was served
any time after 5 p. m. as it would best
accommodate those who had to leave for
home. Charity’s “John” came to supper
and Zilla’s John to a still later one. Food
was in abundance, though appetites languished a little as compared with the

tunately briefly,

noon

hour.

A vote of thanks was extended to Zilla
and her household for all her kindness
and hospitality, and she in tarn appreciated the willing bands of those who
practised so constantly the second part
of oar M. B. Motto. Oat only regret has
been the absence from the reunion of so
many of the M. B.s.
The following attended: Mrs. 8. E. Billings, Mrs. C. E. Holt, Miss A. M. Paters,
Mrs. Mina Douglass, Mrs. Chat to, of
Surry; Mrs. Fogg and son, Mrs. A. M.
Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Merrill, Somerville; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Small, Sedgwick ; Mr. and Mrs. O. T. Hinckley, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Osgood, Mrs. R. 8. Osgood, Mrs. P. 8. Parker, Mrs. Belle Hinckley, Miss Nellie Douglass, Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Babson, Miss Mabelle Babson, Mr.
and Mrs. F. E. McQouldrick, N. H. Mayo,
Doris, Helen and Hilda Merrill, Martha
and Maynard Osgood, Mrs. M. E. Mayo.
Aunt Madge.
If You Want to lie Dosed.
Don’t contradict people,

eTen if you’re
right.
Don’t be inquisitive about the aflairs of

sure

are

you

your most intimate friend.
Don’t underrate anything because you
don’t possess it.
Don’t believe that everybody else in the

even

world is

happier

than you.

Don’t conclude that you have never had
any opportunities in life.
Don’t believe ail the evils you hear.
Don’t be rude to your inferiors in social

member*

j

present.
The regular order o( business w as traneacted and the lecturer presented the following program: Heading, Mrs. Docia
Gray; conundrum, Mrs. Wright; clipping,
W. M.; locals. Miss Byrd Hatch; song,
Mrs. Millie Ames.

LAKE VIEW. 451, HAPPYTOWN.
Lake View grange held it* regular meeting Aug. 28. The first and second degrees
There
were conferred on two candidates.
will be a special meeting Aug. 31, whan
the third and fourth degrees will be conferred on four candidate* and a harvest
It was voted to acfeast will be served.
cept the invitation from Harvest Home to
meet with it Sept. 4.
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
New Century grange was entertained
Aug. 28 by recitations by Hazel Cowing
There were also
and Clifford Burr ill.
songs by the grange, reading of humorous
dippings, a reading by Gertrude Wakefield and eoloe by Clifford Burrill.
BAYSIDE, 478, ELIAWORTH.
Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Aug. 28, with an attendance of forty-four,
including two visitors. The third and
fourth degrees were exemplified on four

candidates. An open session was held for
the program, which consisted of singing,
recitations and music by Alfred Smith on
the violin, accompanied by David Hhorey
An interesting paper was
the piano.
read by Capt. W. L. Pratt. A fine supper
was served.
Saturday night Bayside grange held a
special meeting to organize a corporation
to build a grange hall. The officers chosen
were S. S. Estey, president; F. A. Orcntt,
vice-president; Capt. W. L Pratt, treasurer; J. W. Bemick, clerk.

fair day.

position.
Don’t repeat gossip, even if it does ina crowd.
Don’t jeer at anybody’s religious belief.
Learn to hide your aches and pains
under a pleasant smile. Few care whether
yon have the earache, headache or rheu-

terest

matism.
Learn to attend to your own buisness—a
very important point.
Do not try to be anything else but a

DEDHAM.
P. Webber and wife visited relatives
in Brewer last week.
Miss Claire Munsey, of Pittsfield, is
visiting Miss Marcia Burrill.
Mrs. James Jenkyua and Miss Inez
Jenkyns, of Tobique, N. B., are guests of
Mrs. E. A. Thompson.
Guy Hatchings, M. D., who has spent
the summer with bis brother, 8. P. Webber, has returned to Euetis, Fla.
B.

gentleman

or a gentlewoman, and that
who has consideration for the
whole world and whose life is governed by
the Golden Rule: Do unto others as you
would be done by.
means one

YOU TAKE

The store epee

an

advertisement catches

NO

RISK.

you suffer constipation in any form,
we believe we can furnished you permanent relief. It we fail, the medicine will
cost yon nothing. We want yon to try
P--.1I Orderlies.
They are eaten like
candy, do not gripe or purge, cause no inconvenience whatever, and can be taken
any time day or night. Try them to-d»
E. Q.
at our risk. Two sizes, 10c. and 25.
Moore, wholesale and retail druggist, cor.
Ikt Euuli Stoic.
If

■Iso, and that in the household of faith does not dry out nor rasp the tender air- the more dollars it is worth.
It allays the Inflammation and
■nan and woman are to stand aide by passages.
aide as priest and priesteaa, equal In goes straight to the root of the disease.
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
Obstinate old cases have yielded in a few cause chronic
constipation Doan's Regulets
power and equally commissioned to
weeks. All cruggists, 75c.. including eprayoperate easily, tone the stomach, cure constipreach the glad tidings of the
ing tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 5t Warren pation. 25c. Ask your druggist tor them.—
Street, New York.
I Adri.

j

on

KABBAM1BH1C. 224, OBLAKD.
Narramissic grange held the first meeting at the close of a vacation commencing in July. Arrangements were made for
the Orland fair to be held Sept. 29, Fred
Bock superintendent. The grange circle,
including all the ladies of the grange,
will serve ice-cream and a 28-cent dinner

~

!J4]{

s?

prostration.

nual

__

asp s*i

If you would like special advice
MARI AVI LLE, 441.
about your case write a confidenMariaville grange met at tne hall Saturtial letter to Mrs. Pink ham, at
is
Her
advice
free, day evening, Aug. 21, with fifty-six memLynn, Mass.
and always helpfuL
bers and forty-nine visitors present. The

not meet

jsed to tell me about when 1 was a
Baled".
l9l*
4 trow.
joy. The old uinn was pretty nigh as
It
to
he
told
when
now
lid as 1 am
Holed.....
«flll
tie and hud sailed the Spanish main
U
Veiretohlaa.
when pirates there was thicker 'n
Sew potatoes, pk
*5 Onions, lb
mmliosts about a newly arrived Amer«St Oreen
Turnips, B
pea* Pk
Hunch uretft,
And toy grnn'ican ship off Kayal.
OS
Squash, lb,
lettuce, besd
C.H
Carrots. Jb,
lather seen her. too. with bis own two Tome
toes, th
M Cstibaje, jb
Cel rj, utich
ao
lyes and her wild cap'n on his wild
Boi-ch carrots,
Sirin* IwaiiH.qt
04
Curumher., ,.,cb
Ihlp. He was the fust pirate to git Si Inach.
pk
I?
It—
I.uncb
don't
do
sweet potatoes, B>
his deserts.
Hangln05 Oreen
e-urn,
Put I'll tell you
that’s only killin'
Prult.
3A<t&«> Lemons do*
'»ronyes, .loa
the story as tnv grau'father told It.
’inennplea.
W.l-rn.-lon. J«*
"A ship-my gran'fatber didn’t know
Cantaloupe,
her name: fact Is. she didn't have a
Snxwrlei.
name; some said that, bein' Intended
Coflee— per B
Rice, JUT %
Mm**
KH>,
•lflfl.lft Vinegar, aal
for a phantom from the start, she
’*
Mocha,
ib Craekial
a
this
without
name—well,
•sill'd
8J> Oalmeat, .hug
per )
nameless ship sailed from Medf >rd
Buckwheat,
J
pk,
-4A#.<» Urahan,,
rum and gold r.nd
with a
cargo o'
•80# 6? Kje meal,
?
Suear— per BShe headed for a West
• liter liars.
CtnaalsM
meal.soj;*
f u«W
liranulate.l,
oil—per galIndian port, 'ait got Into the doldrums
Tel'ow.
o»U
Lln.ee,I,
snd was so long without a breeze that
Powdered,
Kerosene,
if
per gal
the water i’d provisions give out The Molasses—
Havana.
JV>
t-rew was seduced to chew in' tile leathPorto Klco.
Aflewta *u«l Prorlsiont,
er of their le>ots; but. as for water,
Beef.h:
there was none even to be got from
Pork, \.
wtw
dump out o' the snlla. The weakest
Koasu,
a
Corned,
io§i5
died fust, then the stronger, and so
Tongue*.
17# l#
mi till the most endurin' o' the cri w
Veal:
Skit
Steak,
give In and tlielr s|»rlts went al.ft
Lard,
Roa*U,
When the last tnnn had perished, there Lamb
bein' nothin' more for the doldrums
L'tmb,
12#.lo
ca
Tongue*, each
to do. the wind sprang up and the ship
Fresh riNh.
galled away with her crew of dead.
06 Clnro».
Cod,
qt
5
“The wind bein' out o' the nor'east.
ue
Haddock,
M
Scallop# qt
l?eil Marker* la
the ship kop' on her course toward the Halibut,
Sainton., tb
3*0,10 »had, ft.
;■
West Indies. Then It was that Jttau
Flour. UralIu and rood.
Castres. the most onmerclful pirate
Floor—par bbl—
Oau, bu
/|
7 50§8 10 Short
that ever unl'ed the Spanish main, saw
iiag— l iiii a
a baa
l ga Ml*, ford, big
It waa an easy Oorn.iof
her and chased her.
Oorn meal,nag
«v muaiiBga.usjji
1 ta
matter to catch her. though every rag Cricked cora,
was set and she was a due sailer, for
belt' wltbow a helmsman—at least a
LAW KRUARDIKO WfelOHTS A> I» Myi.r..,
livin' one—she'd luff now and then
A bushel of Liverpool salt «»«]| writ# *
and have to wait for her anils to fill poun is, and a bushti of Turk’s laia&d itiubtl)
welsh 7C pounds.
again. When the pirate come up with
The standsnl weight of * bushel of poutow
her the dusk of night waa settlin' In good or»fer an-* dt for shipping, It Wuooadt,
of opples. 44 pound#.
down, and all the pirates could see
The * nndanl weight of a bushel of besnih
good order and fit for shipping, i» m> pound*;
was a figure behind the wheel, another
of wheat, luse.s. rut* bass turnip# *d.1 p«u,0
leanln' np nc'ln the taffrnll and others pounds; of corn. 5*
pounds; of colon# it
n*r*h turnips, ne tod
scattered about In different positions pounds; of carrot#.
Indian meal. 50 pounds; of parsnips, is pound#;
where they'd died.
of barley and buckwheat, ♦- pound#; of otu
"But Castres. secln' tbe ship hadn t S3 pounds, or even measure a# t>v agreement.
beside
her
for
drifted
defense,
(runs
up
when tbe wind lulled and. leavin' some
CASTINE.
of bis men to make fast. Jumped
Mrs. Alice Copley Thaw, of Pittsburg,
The two vessels Pa., mother of Harry K. Thaw, ii at tit
aboard bis prise.
bumped and separated. At that mo- Cast me house for a abort a tty. Mrs.
ment a sodden puff o' wind struck 'em. Thaw baa
quite a number of friends «b»
Tbe pirate had lowered most of htn are at Caatine this season.
sails, and before she could pet 'em up
Capt. A. B. Conner, from the Picifli
a pa In the ship without • name sailed coast, on hta
way to Caatine, Me., to spud
away from bur Into the thick nlpbt. a vacation of two months with his family,
in
on us last Saturday lookia
dropped
and that's tbe last tbs pirate seen o'
flue; and why shouldn't he? In commas
ber.
of the staunch steamship Santa Rita, rue
"Tbe next seen o' tbe nameless ship ning between Vancouver and intermedF
with almost coi*
was by a Britisher.
Cap’n Oastres ate ports on the Pacific,and
as much moo*
tinual sunshine by day
was at tbe wheel stupin' and shoutin’
light as is accorded to any of the «en*
and lauphln' and throwln' bis arms seas, no galea, no fog, but just piaia
about. He bad found himself alone on straight course navigation, only whene»
one of the scheduled peril
a ship with nothin' but dead men. tering some
dipt. Conner owns what was once th
though abe was tbe richest prize be beautiful home of Capt. Frank Jarvis,
bad ever taken, with tbe easiest cargo commanded some of the finest shipsootd
wh
to dispose of, gold and silver bars, Caatine in his dsy, and everybody
knew him regretted that circumstaart
with rum enough to kees him drunk
obliged him to spend bis last days h
for tbe rest of bis natural life. Wheth- Bailors’ Bnug Harbor. During the hit
er drlnkln' Ibe rum helped him to go hour that Cfcpt. Conner spent w ith usiii
about every members
mad or a crew of dead men was week he inquired
the Marine society that he knew, in
enough to do It. nobody didn't know, wished through this medium to be kindJj
but be was mad sure enough—aurk. remembered to all of them as well Mil
starin’ mad—a-sweatin' at his dead marine friends here in the Hast. Wesaif
Conner the enjoyment of a
crew Just as though they was alive, Capt.
montha’ stay in Castine, the beaoufi
and be muat have found plenty of am
Maine village in.which the writer §••«
Mam
munition, for he waa pluggln’ ’em all aa himself was born.—AVtc York
Journal.
tbe while. One o' tbe Bailors on the
Britisher recognised Castres. for be
Mi» Gladys Perkins has finished M
bad been taken by the pirate, forced work at the Lufkin store.
to walk tbe plank and got picked op.
Mrs. Charles Devereux and son »pe*
He told the cap’n. and tbe cap’n turned several
days in Bangor this week.
away without even apeaktn' tbe other
Prof. Kiddle, of Pennsylvania, preeetk
ship.
at the Congregational church Sunday.
"The But seen o’ the nameless,’
l
Miea Bernice Wescott is spending
as th« BrlNahen called ber. waa by an
in
Buckiport.
cousin
few
her
with
days
Italian brig. There waa more an per
Miss Dora Sawyer, who has been
stitlon among the Itallana than the
Englishmen, and, aeetn’ a crew o’ dead through August, has returned lo
men commanded by a mad pirate, they
Mrs. Kata Hetheringtoo and dso«W
all knelt on deck and croaaed their- of Fall River, Maas., are visiting "
selves. Then the cap'n, who waa the Uetberington’s father, VS alter Bartrsni'
only man among ’em that bad any
Miss Kathryn Parsons, of
aand at all, took the helm and aalled
is spending a few days at the
on another course aa quick aa he could
hotel, the guest of Mi sen Miriso
go about.
Caroline Walker.
“But what I've been a-comln’ to all
The drama “Bar Haven «»» f'””'
along la the time my gran’father aeen
evening M
the ‘phantom.* for after some yean Emerson ball Saturday
were well taken
sailin’ a bout, aeen by var’ua craft, that's talent. The parts
what they called ber.
It waa one proceeds are for the fraternity.
Aug. 30.
erenln’ on the equator.
_—
My gran’father waa a young feller o’ nineteen,
gMjntusmrois.
an' he’d heard o' ‘the nameless,’ as she
was then called, when be was all
So. yon see, the story's
years old.
true.
Well, the snn was a-settln',
INSIST
goln’ down Into the water big enough
to take In a dozen craft on the horizon,
ON THE
when suddenly a ship seemed to come
GENUINE
np near by. as If out o’ the ocean, and
sailed right between him and the snn.
On deck was Cap’n Castres leanln
over the gun'ale sbakin’ bis fist, his
The white blood cor?'-:
eyes a-glarln’ and horrible sounds cornof
are the
in’ out of his throat
The phantom
human body
must ’a’ rattled consld'rable, for only
her ribs was to be seen ag’ln the sun,
roada of bacteria carry
a**
lookin' for all the world like a griddeadliest contagious
iron on a redhot fire.
es. It has been
“The phantom always brought bad
that persons
lnck.
Ships seen ber In the early tual tests
morn In’, at twilight after sunset by
moonlight or In a storm. She was always scuddln’. breeze or no breeze,
manned by dead men and steered by
the mad pirate.
And no ship ever have a
sighted her that didn't either have a white blood
plague aboard afterward or go ashore before taking True s
or strike a rock or somepln terrible.
“Just go to New Bedford and ask li has kept the
'em about her. They’ll tell you of the "or
three
women and children of New Bedford
Why not start
■/cars*.
crews bound to be made ‘wldders and
It to-day ?
*~ike
orphans from shipwreck after ‘the
phantom’ was sighted in a fog off the 35c.
60c.
shore there."

Hmi!per

neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain.

do

rresk laid, per dos
Poultry.
Chickens.
Fowl..
Boy.
Be«t loose, per ton...

'a*JJ

com-

where the

music

worth

praise iteuough.” —Hits.Lizzie
Holland, Noah, Ky.
TheChangeof Life is themostcritical
period of a woman's existence, and

we

Creamery par*.
Dairy.

i'oJi'J

general grange deld day. The under
signed committee takes pleasure in extenda

never

forgotten; though
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County Grange Field Days at Ellsworth.

well and strong, so
that I can do all my
housework, and attend to the store
and post-office, and
I feel muchvounger
than I realty am.
»
"Ilyina j->. rinslium's Vegetable Compound is the most
successful remedy for all kinds of
female troubles, and I feel that 1 can

nervous

MARKETS

"»---

The quotations below eiv» th.
retail prices in Ellsworth.

■

Pomona

—

prostration, and
ORANGE MEET AT ELLSWORTH.
hemorrhages.
and Wednesday, Oct. 6 and 6‘.
Tuesday
E.
Pink“Lydia
The citterns of Ellsworth have set aside
ham's Vegetable |
Com pound made me Tuesday and Wednesday, Get. 5 and b, for

AFTER.

17-21).

By ANDREW C. EWING.
Copyright. 1909. by American Press Annelation. J
“Talk abeut the Flyin’ Dutchman."
laid the centenarian of the Sailor's

DATES.

headaches. nervous

FA1RVIBW,

And as I am still here, surely .this is just
the place i:i which to write a report of the
end Paul oceupy the higher positions.
re-union of 1909; for the pleasures and as! Plato was the interpreter of Socrates' sociations of yesterday are ail about us,
tjthlloeopliy; Paul was the interpreter anc though only Zilla and myself still lin«f the doctrines of Christ, luterpret- ger, we almost hear the voices and see
»er» occupy a
much higher ground again the faces of those we enjoyed meet"than mere historians. So that Paul ns ing, and, yes, feastiug with. This morning
>~the Interpreter of Christ's doctrines the air is cool and invigorating, and the
-occupied tile supreme attitude toward view is clearer than yesterday.
Fair view cottage, a few rods from the
Him. By him the life and teachings
«f Christ were formulated into the shore, overlooks the waters of outer Bluebe riciit: ! bill bay, with Long inland two or three
tjreat doctrines which ore
foundations of the heiiofs of the vari- miles across the way, an occasional^ill in
Indeed. the Mt. Desert chain showing above it.
..(itm Christian denominations.
Paul and his writings have beeu so At the right, through a pine grove, a walk
thoroughly preached that some have has been cleared to the shore, while a
claimed that Christ has been over- quarter of a mile farther down, Oak Point
Hut extends into the sea, and tuus a fine cove
shadowed by Ills great apostle.
is formed. There is an unobstructed view
not so. To preach Paul is to preach
> Christ,
for no disciple was ever more of the water in front, and at the left the
devoted to his Master than Paul to trees grow to the shore, but, at a distance
'•a'brtet. He preached not himself, hut of four or five miles are seen what was
‘“’“Christ and Him crucified." His glory formerly known as Mean’s Point nowowned by theSlavins, of New York, who
was in the cross. "God forbid that I
should glory save in the cross of have a beautiful summer home there, and
Bartlett’s lslauc, tb-* home of one of our
■ChHst" was his guiding star.
Great as all the epistles of Paul are. number.
“the greatest is the book of Homans, in
The cottage at Fairview was completed
"which he sets forth so forcibly the thia season. It is u*teful and substan•doctrine
of justification
by faith, tial and in keepi lg vith the surroundwhich doctrine, seised on later by ings. On the lower floor a large livingthe
.Martin
Luther,
revolutionized
room and a dining-room are connected by
eTormality and deadness of the Catholic two open doorways between which a
•church and led to the reformation and flight of stairs leads to nice chambers
Ho•"the Institution of Protestantism.
above with a cozy corner in the uppe^ ball.
mans had had a tremendous influence.
Handsome field stone fire-places in living
By studying It Luther learned that and dining-rooms add muen to the at•"Christianity was by faith and not such tractiveness of the rooms; and a kitchen
rworka as the since called Roman Cath- with many conveniences opens from the
olic church demands. The result was dining-room. A deep
piazza extends
-•fhe Protestant church. Luther's com- serosa the front, where one may sit and
mentary on Romans led to the eonrer watch the ever-changing sea, the gulls
Satan of John Wesley, who in his strug- and herons and other sea birds.
The morning of August 28 opened with
agios against similar conditions In the
Church of England to those In tb<
a bit qf fog visible, and a little smoke in
time of Luther in the Catholic ehnreb the atmosphere, but there soon came indithe
^founded
Methodist
Episcopal cations of a favorable day for us to gather.
church, which has been and is still a Aunt Madge and Narcissus reached the
.great evangelical force In the world. appointed place in season to greet the newThe Presbyterian and all the reform
comers.
Soon a buck* board was seen ap-ed churches base their doctrines upon proaching, and from it descended the sisPaul's Interpretations of the life and ters “A” and “C*\ Wby, come to think of
teachings of Christ. Protestantism al- it, the reanion began like a roll call;
most entirely still stands firmly upon there were “A,” “Ann,” “B. E. S.,” “C,”
•"them, and under the blessings of God “D,” “D 2d,” “H” and “H. O. B.”
rouuwin([ uw duck CK*Br(3 came a gay
•they have been wonderfn^y progressive
little horae and a carriage with very light
■and successful In their work.
li Jfo one was better qualified to write yellow running gear.
(la that right,
It is uo local mate?) There is “Ah" and her John, the
~tma epistle than Paul.
letter, but one for the world. Jews ttrst out-of-town arrivals; and we (eared
ami gentiles alike are shown in it bow lorbours it would be the last, and “Ah”
to be saved, and there is no difference was promised their names should be
In the method. Jews and gentiles, at printed in the largest capitals to be found
tha apostle proves, must be saved. U in Tub American office if they were the
at ah. through faith in Christ and Hi:
only non-residents present.
Next came “Charity”, bringing with her
death. Only Paul was really adapted
the three Graces and an old friend of Aunt
to write such a book for such a pur
pose. His father was a Jew who bad Madge, besides a dish of hot fish chowder
His whioh was taken at once to the kitchen to
been made a citizen of Rome.
mother was a Greek, which bound him meet a similar dish there. Another team
comes in sight; this brings the “New
H”,
J(o the gentiles. He was thus related
“Beulah,” another John and two more
to (he three great empires of his dayand
M.
we
welcome
them
young
B.s,
corRome.
Related tc
Judea. Greece and
all. he could naturally appeal to all dially. This makes three Johns, as Ann’s
has also arrived (I beg pardon, two others
Ha was raised a strict Jew and edn
eatad in the highest Jewish schools. had preceded all of these. How could 1
Tet, his mother being a gentile, he have overlooked such useful helpers! vicwould understand the gentiles better tims of M. B. recipe tests, and right and
than Jews alone. What better equip- left hand supporters always of Aunt
ment tor a worldwide Influence? He Madge.)
We began to be anxious, for the noon
belongs to all nations and has led
members of all nations into his Mas- hour was nearing and others were to
“Oh, there come O. K. and Ford!” They
tar's kingdom. He was a great think
heard the cry and saw the waving aprons
at. a master of philosophy and ol
logic, and the logic of the doctrinal and handkerchiefs and hands. We were
System has never been successfully re just ready to gather around the two long
tables arranged in the dining room when
fated or denied.
The book of Romans Is readily di- a team containing two ladies and a
vided.
It consists of two parts, the boy was discerned, and these proved to be
doctrinal and practical. The doctrinal Dell with her friends. Weren’t we glad
that even beyond the eleventh hour they
part Is found In chapters i. 16. to xl, 36
The practical part includes chapter xii, did not tail ua, and we hope they were
In Rom. 1, 18, is the text of the glad, too.
16.
Then we <11 got very busy at the tables—
doctrinal part. In chapter xll, 1. the
all but the Johns of Ah and Narcissus,
text for the practical part Is fonnd.
who rowed ont so far to aea they did not
■very Endeavorer should commit to
hear the gong;when it sounded for
dinner,
these
verses.
two
memory
nor the imploring calls of the M.
B.’s, and
Life lessons for me:
who consequently had to eat at the second
1. A living and not a dead consecratable with the waiters and children. Did
tion to God (xii, 1).
ask for the bill of fare? Fish chow2. Nonconformation to the world, bnt you
der with or without onions, roast
chicken,
transformation by the spirit of God
chicken and aalmon salad, hot rolls, sand(HI. 21.
wiches of various kinds, cream tartar bis3. My duties toward other disciples
cuit, cucumbers, tomatoes, olives, doughat Christ (xii. 9-16).
4. My duties toward enemies (xii, nuts, cookies, wafers, apple and cream

gospel

good

ELLSWORTH
_

Ommmtrj PtoOdm.

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

the Change of Life ana suffered from

■

the earth in families, but the church

was

[HE NAMELESS SHIP

This column U devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be sigued, but names will not be printed exAH comcept by permission of the writer.

For Women-Lydia E. Piok-

»
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A GOOD TARJKK

there again. We do not believe that
it will in any way affect the cattle-growing industry in this country, but the rtmoval of the duty is far more than con-

LAW.

them

Admirable Summary of the Payne
Law by Hon. 8. W. McCall.
;
To summarize a tariff law in such a way pensated for by the radical cuts made in
to the average leather, in boots and
it
intelligible
make
to
af
shoes, in harness
reader is not an easy task. In the Uouse and saddlery. In these paragraphs the
Hon. S. W. McCall, a Con- ; duties are practically cut in two.
on July 31,
made a
‘•Mr. Speaker, the question before the
gressman from Massachusetts,
speech which seems to accomplish this House is: Shall this report be voted
task so nearly that that speech, even after up or shall it be voted down? If it is
this bill has become a law, seems worth j voted down, you bring in chaos; you
I throw open all these hundreds of dif■while printing.
Mr. McCall is a member of the ways and | fercnces to amendment. You will see
means committee, and was a memlier of i nothing but disintegration. You will not
the Conference committee. His speech was have tariff revision at this session, if, ina*» follows:
| deed, you have it at the next. The quesbefore the Ilouse is: Shall we sus••Mr. Speaker: 1 always listen to the

UNDER THE SURFACE
An Incident T^'at Brought Content to a Dissatisfied Woman.

Missouri, who is the
leader of the minority party, with a great
deal of pleasure, although I do not rind
myself usually in agreement with his conclusion; but he demonstrated absolutely
to-day two propositions. He first stated
from

tion
I tain

republican president? Shall we
! carry out the pledges of a republican
platform.
“Mr. Taft, when h9 was a candidate for
the Presidency, took the people into his
confidence and frankly announced that
that he could take two men, expert in the if he were elected he would attempt to
prove two an- bring about a revision ,of the tariff downase of figures, and could
tagonistic conclusions with reference to 1 ward upon the lines of protection. That
The figures would not lie, bat policy beyond question is reflected in this
the tariff.
a

|

And he then prothe experts would.
ceeded to present a set of figures to the
House which proved that he must have
employed the services of the most accomliar in North America.
[Laugh-

It is

bill.

It is

one

ures ever

a

of

great government measure.
the most monumental meas-

presented

to

an

American Con-

It is a measure the passage of
which is desired by a republican presiplished
! dent. It is the first great policy of this
ter.!
not questioning
am
the administration.
‘•And I
’‘I say to you it would be most damaging
figures at all, but the conclusions to
which they appear to lead. His expert ] to him, it would be most damaging to the
had taken up the different schedules of cause of a revision of the tariff, either up
the (tending bill, and attempted to show ! or down, if enough republicans withheld
that it gave no practical reduction, and j their votes from this measure to defeat it.
he employed figures to reach the con* It would, at the threshold of his adminiselusion in this way: He took the rev* | tration, subject him to a damaging reenues that are now derived under these | pulse, and it would keep uncertainty
schedules and the revenues that he “fig- banging over business.
ures” will be derived under the proposed
“My friend from Illinois [Mr. Mannjdoes
hill, and he calculated up from the dif- not want this report to be accepted beference in the revenues that the reduction cause he thinks that the cut on print pawas practically nothing.
per from |8 and 98 ■ ton to $3.75 a ton ia
“But what .a transparent fallacy was in- not sufficiently drastic. On the other
volved! It has been the contention of no- band, the gentlemen who represent the
body that the bill before the House was great paper-producing districts of the
going to reduce the revenue# at the cua- country believe that a cut even to|3.76
tpra-houses. On the other band, we have will produce disaster. This is only an
had it in view to increase those revenues. illustration of the difficulties we shall face.
If we had made the duties prohibitive, We will have many conflicting views of
there would be no revenue, and by this this kind.
“If this report is thrown open, the gen*
method it wonld be argued that we had
tleman from Illinois will probably not
revised the tariff downward.
“We might have brought in a bill founded see his views prevail and the gentleon the English system, where upon live ! man from New York [Mr. Malby] may
articles alone, counting liquors as one, not see his views prevail. If in a tariff
they produce a revenue at the custom- j bill applying to some 4,000 articles every
house of more than 168,000,000. Multiply duty must first be adjusted to please
that by 2, which is about the ratio of our everybody, or indeed, anybody, we should
population to that of Great Britian, and never have legislation. From necessity
Some
we should produce over $317,000,000 upon i such s bill involves compromises.
K tariff bill like that of ihe provisions of this bill, standing
those five articles.
would be a free-trade tariff; and yet, upon alone, I should vote against.
But as a
the theory of the gentleman’s expert, we whole I believe it a righteous measure,
should have produced no downward revis- and as such it will have my vote.
“We will have a conflict of forces, we
ion of the tariff because the revenues
• will have
would not have been decreased.
disintegration and chaos, if the
“Then the gentleman demonstrated an- report is voted down; and in the interests
other fact. Those of os who have the of good legislation, and to put upon the
pleasure of knowing Mrs. Clark know statute books what I believe is, upon the
that she is a woman of remarkably good whole, as good a tariff law as was ever
sense.
The gentleman from Missouri pro- passed by the American Congress, lapj
ceeded to prove that fact to the House by peal to the members upon this side of the
she
had
read
that
after
Mr.
saying
Payne’s chamber to give their votes in favor of the
report she said his tariff bill wonld save report.”
[Applause on the republican
gress.

|

to the American

people |6,000,000,000 every side.]
was a highly

year. That, to my mind,
sensible observation.

“Now let

EAST FRANKLIN.

T. M. Blaisdell is loading a vessel at bia
wharf with paving for New York.

look at the striking fact
brought out by the statistics that were
produced by the chairman of the committee on ways and means.
He shows
that we have reduced duties upon articles
which are consumed in the United States
to the amount of about 15,000,000,000 every
year.
Well, what is the democratic
us

Frank Wooster preached a helpful
mon in the Methodist chapel Sunday.

ser-

Miss Harriet M. Blaisdell will leave this
for Hazardville, Conn., where she
employment.
Miss Maggie Hardison, who is ill at Bar
Harbor hospital, is still very low. But
slight hope was entertained for her recovery Saturday.
Mrs. Spurllug, a school teacher here
some twenty-three years
ago, with her
daughter Bernice, who has been at T. M.
Blaisdell’s and with other friends, will reweek
has

theory?
ne democratic

tneory ie» mat me people are not merely taxed upon goods that
are entered at the custom-house, but there
is also an equivalent tax put on all those

commodities produced in the United States
and consumed here. Whether that theory
is true in its extent or not, there is no
doubt that customs duties upon goods in turn to her home this week.
The body of S. E. Ashe, who died at his
many cases increase the price to the consumer of the same kind of goods produced
home in West Sullivan, and for whom serin this country; and when the chairman ! vices were held at his home by Rev. Mr.
of the committee on ways and means Purdy, was brought to East Franklin for
shows that this bill decreases the duty interment. This was for many years Mr.
upon articles consumed by the American Ashe’s home. Rev. Mr. Purdy held services
people, necessary articles, to the amount at the grave.
R.
of $5,000,000,000 a year, and that it only
Aug. 30.
increases the duties upon goods consumed
TRENTON.
to the amount, excluding luxuries, of
Mr. Moore has moved to Ellsworth
$272,000,000 a year, it seems to me he has
demonstrated conclusively the tendency Falls.
of this bill.
Mrs. Jane Gordon is visiting her sister,
“It is said that this is not a revision Mrs. H. H. Leland.
downward. Why, it is impossible for any ; George Watson spent last week in Banfair-minded man to take these schedules gor with his sister.

By

ROY

RICHARDSON.

“I'm sorry we’re Invited,” observed
Mrs. Edmonds to ber husband as they
‘We shan't have a
dressed to go out.
good time."
“Why?” her husband inquired. “I

always liked Ned.”
“Yes,” responded Mrs. Edmonds. “1
like them both, but. Will, try as hard
as I may, they make me absurdly jealous.”
Mr, Edmonds grew serious.
“The
old excuse, Grnee. I thought you had
outgrown that bad habit. We’ve got
so
much that they can never have.
Therel" be cried, pinching her cheek.
“Let's put It aside. We have each othWe
er. while you know they quarrel.
must have them here some evening
soon.
You can sing while I Juggle the
Ned Constable never
chafing dish.
could make a decent rabbit. His wife
won’t let him lenrn how.”
Mrs. Edmonds sighed even at her
husband's picture of a pleasant evening at home. ”1 shall depend upon
you,” she said as they rang the Constable doorbell, “to keep me contented
tonight. Will.”
It was quite an affair. Mr. and Mrs.
Constable, whatever they might be
when alone, were a charming host and
hostess.
“How well they do it!" exclaimed
Mrs. Edmonds to her husband as they
sat eating.
Then, with a dangerous
tone in her voice, she said, “I wish,
oh, so much, that you and I”—
“There, there,” Edmonds broke in
gently. “We’re not going to speak of
that, dearie. By Jove!” he ejaculated
suddenly. “I do believe there’s old
Tom Goodwin over there all by himself. You remember Tom. don’t you,
Grace—the fellow who was too poor
to come to our wedding and who said
he was sending forks Instead of buying a railroad ticket? 1 haven’t seen
him for months. He writes things, I
believe. You must meet him, good old

chap."
“Do you know,” Goodwin remarked
few momenta later, seating himself
beside bis new found friends. “I always promised myself the pleasure of
meeting Mrs. Edmonds. And now.”
and his genial face beamed with good
nature. "I see how true It Is that unexpected pleasures are the keenest
Funny thing, Mrs. Edmonds, but I
didn't want to come here at all.”
At this Edmonds smiled at his wife.
Now we are glad
“Neither did we.
we did.”
he said.
“But. Tom. why
haven't you called? You might have
found us before this In the directory."
“Oh, yes.” Tom rejoined, “but you’re
such dreadful swells I didn't dare.
You see,” he explained while Mrs. Edmonds tried to tell him how modest
they really were, “I’m just beginning.
When you just begin people don't like
you. and mostly you don’t take to
them, and so I have thought It best to
keep away by myself until I had done
something worth while.”
Goodwin made himself very agreeable. and Mrs. Edmonds liked him.
Her husband got deep in debate with
a business acquaintance, and the two
men presently drifted to the other side
of the room, so when the music began
In the conservatory Goodwin took Mrs.
Edmonds upstairs.
"It's awfully good of you. you
know." he said to her as they seated
themselves next a dense mass of palms
In the ballroom, “not to insist on
dancing, but to talk to me. You're so
cheerful and seem so contented. Will
Is a fortunate man. Mrs. Edmonds.”
"How odd! 1 was discontented and
blue when 1 came here tonight,” she
said, “all because I was—well. I was
a

covetous.”
Tom laughed.
“We all get that way at times. I
fancy.” he remarked. “Look at those
De Puysters standing over there, the
richest people here. You wouldn't be-

lieve It, but they are ridiculously jealHow the
ous of the Four Hundred.
Four Hundred fare we never know,
but the De Puysters ape them as far
as they can. while some of us are silly
and to go through them from beginning
Charles Davis and wife are receiving enough to ape the De Puysters. I am
to end and deny that it is the most effectcongratulations upon the birth of a son, glad you are not one of those.”
ive revision downward undertaken by any
Before Mrs. Edmonds could confess
born Aug. 27.
tariff bill ever presented to the American
Mrs. Marietta Hopkins, with two chil- that Indeed she was one of them there
Congress.
came to her ear from behind the palms
has moved Jto Ellsworth. Albert
“You can count on the fingers of one hand dren,
and family will occupy her house by which they sat the sound of voices.
in the chemical schedule the increases if Jordan
They both recognized the tones of
her absence.
you leave out luxuries, while there is a during
It was an
their host and hostess.
Sunday morning the community was
whole page of decreases, and among them
awkward position, but they could not
Bbocked to learn oflthe death of Agnes,
the great chemical—sulphate of ammonia,
from over
Bar Harbor ; have escaped being seen
which is put upon the free list, various wife of Arno Marshall, at the
the palms.
woman
forms of potash—those chemicals that en- hospital. Mrs. Marshall was a
Constable was evidently remonstratand will
ter into manufacture and into the con- who had a large circle of friends,
ing with his wife. “You can't mean to
all. The deepest sympamissed
be
by
sumption of our people.
pretend,” he was saying, “to be keep“And then take the iron and steel sched- thy is extended tojthe family.
ing pace with the De Puysters. One
May.
ule. We begin by making a reduction
Aug. 30.
would think you were, to see us tofrom 40 cents to 15 cents a ton in the duty
ATLANTIC.
night. I tell you, Anne, I can’t afford
upon iron ore, which lies at the basis of
it, and that’s flat."
Miss Anna May Galvin U spending a
all manufactures of iron and steel. We
“That’s what you're always saying—
Hose Hill farm.
reduce the duty upon pig iron, which is few weeks at
‘can’t afford this; can’t pay for that!”'
H. O. Staples and wife, who have been
used by so many industries, from $4 to
cried Mrs. Constable, with considera$2.50 a ton. We reduce the duty on scrap here, have returned to Brooklin.
ble heat.
“Why don’t you go into
is
of
North
iron from from $1 to $1 a ton. We cut in
Anson,
Mrs. Melvin Berry,
bankrutpcy and be done with it? You
two the
S.
Mrs.
The
steel
Joyce.
duty on steel rails.
visiting her daughter,
never used to complain.”
schedule presents a reduction which
“We would look well bankrupt,
Mr. and Mrs. McAvery, of Bangor, have
amounts practically to cutting it in two. been
wouldn’t we?" her spouse cut in. “I
visiting at Mrs. Deborah Joyce’s.
Yet we have adjusted these cuts to the
never used to complain, as you say.
Mr. and Mrs. McCrosson are visiting at
conditions of the industry, and we bebecause I was getting rich fast then.
with Mr. and Mrs. Rutter.
believe that they will not result in harm- the parsonage
It is changed now, and I’m often
The young ladies of Atlantic held a
*ug any part of this country. The duty
to the verge of
Seaside hall on Wednesday pinched for money
upon coal is cut 33 per cent. The duty supper at
desi>eratlon. I’ve told you so, Anne.
for the benetlt of the church; it
evening
is
reupon petroleum and its products
While I’ve no objection to your ennetted |30.
moved altogether.
tertaining and having a good time,
S'
Aug. 27. ________
“And so it is throughout the whole bill.
there's a limit to our means, you know,
Take the duty upon hides. They have
Advertise / bring t the customers and and where the devil the money for this
been upon the free list ever since we have assists the salesman.
is coming from I don’t see.”
keen a nation, with the exception of two
“You never told me!” cried Mrs. Con°r three
the
English
physician,
great
Ur. Abernethy.
intervals, and this bill places
"You merely said you were
stable.
When they are
said, "Watch your kidneys.
is in danger."
Foley’s Kidney worried. And I’ll tell you right now,
I*r. Daniels’ Horse Renovator for affected, life
corrects
kidneys,
makes
healthy
Remedy
your horse
Ned Constable, I do Intend keeping
Makes Blood—gives vim,
uriuary irregularities, and tones up the whole
•trength and health.
system. G. A. Pahcukh.

j
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—

—

was

a

pause.

pacifically: “You

|

gentleman

Ann*!”
There

Then be said
and.

go at It wrong,
husband. 1 must correct
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pace with the De Puysters ami Hatter

myself I have done so.”
"He stuck me on change for $12,000
last week,” muttered Constable. “You
may be able to keep up the pace; but,
by thunder. I can’t at that figure.

9

r

I'Witional County Newt

tee

The State board of trade will
annual meeting in Rockland Thu
and Friday, Sept. 23 and 24.

other payet

WEST GOULDSBORO.
Oharlee F. Libby, ol Portland,
Miss Ruth Allen, of Sullivan, is visit ing
elected president of the American 1
Mrs. Frank F. Hill.
aociation at ita meeting in Detroit, Mfoh.*
Mrs. Lanra E. Allen, of Everett, Mass.,
week.
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Annie J. last
(
Charles H. Berry, of Rockland, for naanyf
Sargent.

your
you.
Look at Will Edmonds and his wife.
Rev. Thomas Van Ness, who is summerare
as
the
world
takes
such
They
poor,
ing at Prospect Harbor, occupied the
but
are
richer
and
people,
they
hap- pulpit Sunday morning.
pier than we nre.”
Mies Corn Guptill, with two friends
“Yes,” exclaimed Mrs. Constable,
from Allston, Mass., is visiting her sister,
“and live in a little place where you
Mrs. Cecil Boose brook.
can hardly turn around and where you
Horry Martin, who has been enjoying
meet starved musicians. Impecunious
a two-weeks’ vacation with his
parents,
actors or authors who hope to startle
has returned to Fitchburg, Mass.
the world some day.
Perhaps you j
Rev. C. A. Henderson, who has been ocwould like to change pieces with |
them.”
| cupying the pulpit here through July and
“I may have to.” Constable murmur- i Angust, returned to his church in Wiled, “before It Is all over. Come, Anne: ; mington, Del., last week. All hope he
the people are going.
We must get | wiil return next season.
downstairs.”
Everett, Richard and Kenneth Hill very
Goodwin and Mrs. Edmonds arose, pleasantly entertained a few of their
he serious, she trembling.
friends at a lawn party Saturday after“Tell me.” he asked her. “should we noon. Ice-cream, cake, fancy crackers
and cookies were served.
have gone away?”
"Yes and no,” she answered.
"We
OBITUARY.
couldn't without their knowing.” Then,
Arthur B. Kingsley died at his home
putting her hand In his as they came
to Mr. Edmonds, she observed serious- here Wednesday, Aug. 26, after a long and i
Mr. Kingsley had
ly: "A little while ago 1 was Jealous distressing illness.
of them. Mr. Goodwin.
Now 1 am lived his life of fifty-one years here, and
not, and my little place where you can was one of our most respected citizens.
hardly turn around seems sweet and Loyal and true to his family and friends,
good to me. Come and see us In It. his work has been faithfully done. He
We will welcome you, and you may has held many positions of trust, and
get an Idea how nice humility is. never proved false to even the least of
Good night.
I thank you for being | them.
He leaves a widow and two children—
here.”
•
ALpheus and Blanche, two brothers
••*•••
As Grace and Will stood again In Stephen L., of Bar Harbor, and Nathan S.,
their own house later that night she of this place, and three sisters- Mrs. Mary
said to him as she kissed him. with Hill, of Somesvilte, Mrs. Julia Strotham,
of Minneapolis, Mian., and Mrs. Harriet
tears In her eyes: “I thank the Lord.
Will, dearest, for our little place where Crosby, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Funeral services were held at the Union
some people can hardly turn around.
Shut your eyes. Will, and say It after church Friday afternoon, Rev. C. A. Henderson officiating.
The many beautiful
me: 'Bless our little place where you
flowers testified to the love and respect in
can hardly turn around.
Amen!”'
which the deceased was held.
N.
Aug. 30.
Eccentric Henry Cavendish.
Whenever Henry Cavendish enterMARIA VILLE.
tained his guests he would always give
The Morrison reanion was held at the
them the snme tare—a leg of mutton. (arm of Dr. C. C. Morrison in this town. {
A story goes that one day when four A good number was
present and ail sat I
friends were coming It was asked him down to a
samptous dinner.
what should be ordered for dinner.
V. L. Hanscom and wi(e, of St. Loais, !
He answered. “A leg of mutton.”
Mo., who have been spending his vacation j
“Sir." was the reply, "that will not be with his
parents, T. O. Hanscom and wife !
enough for five.”
“Well, then, get after an
absence of seven years, left Mon- !
two." said the host. When this gentleday. Mr. Hanscom is manager and eecreman died he was the largest holder ot
tary of the Western Automobile Co. The
bank stock in England.
He owned
family was all at home daring his short
£1.157.000 In different public funds, beof Stratton, and
sides freehold property of £8,000 a year stay, except William,
of Worchester, Mass. Four generaand a balance of £50.000 on account. Percy,
tions were represented.
This large income was allowed to acAug. 23.
8.
cumulate without attention.
On one
Mrs. S. L. Brimmer, of this town, took
occasion, when the bankers had in
hand a
balance of £80.000.
they foar first premiums and one second
thought It well to acquaint Mr. Cav- premium on butter at the fair in Bangor
la9t week.
endish with the fact.
"If it Is any trouble to you I will
Harry Goodwin is at home for a short
take it out of your hands. Do not come
visit.
here to plague me."
"Not the least
Mrs. E. A. Carr visited her daughter in
trouble to us, sir. but we thought you
Waltham last week.
might like some of it to be Invested.”
Mrs. Joseph Frost visited relatives in
“Well. what do you want to do?” "Perhaps you would like half of It Invest- Bar Harbor last week.
ed?” “Do so, do so. and do not come
June Williams, of Eastbrook, has been
here to bother me or I'll remove It." here the past week, visiting friends.
was the churlish finale of the interNathan Jordan was at Hull’s Cove Satview.
Cavendish was seventy-eight
urday and Sunday, visiting his son Joseph.
years of age when he died In 1810,
8.
Aug. 30.
and he had never changed the fashion
of his dress for sixty years.—London
HANCOCK.
as

—-

j

years prominent in banking, real estates
and hotel business, died suddenly Thurs-

day of heart trouble. He was vioe-president of Camden & Rockland Water company and tbe Rockland Trust company, m
heavy stockholder in the Rockland, South*
Tbomaston & Owl’s Head electric railroad^
and

principal

owner

of

the

hotel and of tbe Warner Moore Lin
pany of Richmond, Va. He was a director
of the New England Portland Cesasntfe
company, and president of the Rocklandtj

Building syndicate.
Walking in the Rain.
To enjoy walking in the rain yon m—H(
lay yourself out to enjoy it and start witth!
the intention of getting wet. A compit" ^
mise is worthless. Perhaps the bert plssa|
for enjoying it is a wood of decidawafll
trees, not because they give shelter flraaat
it, but because they make so much of it^l
multiplying with their leaves the
falling drops.
There is always something disconaofcdtah
rain on a bare heath,
however*
thirsty the heath may be, but a wood.',
seems to give a warm welcome and tepflaa

of the
about

it on like good news from the hiylng
branches to the lower and from thorn hoe
the rejoicing earth. JRain, of coarse, to de—j
licious in the garden, but there, after m
drought, you are tempted to watch its option upon each particular plant, aad mm.
you are in danger of catching a chill.
You must walk in the rain if yon aiw tea
enjoy it safely, and there is no greater*
pleasure than to walk through lane andL
wood and meadow, and to share the d**—
light of each in a long-desired down-poarw

aPuttuummu.

Blemishes
On the Face'
Don’t go about with a face M «C
blotches or other skin eruptions.
Clear off these disfigurements in a
s'’0"t time at little expense. These
unsightly blemishes come from impure blood and a disordered system but will all disappear after s
lew doses of

SBeechami

_

Graphic.

quickly and
thoroughly. Salves, ointments and.
washes never cure a pimply face.
You must get the poison out of the

which do the work

system. This is what Beecham’s
Pills do. They move the bowels,
start the bile, carry off the impurities,
cleanse and vitalize the blood and.

Beautify the
Complexion
Sold

sd 8c.

In boxes 10c.

Everywhere.

Mrs. Sherman Bunker, of Sullivan, has
been

visiting

her

9istar,

Mrs.

Strong.

Truth Telling.
Mabelle A. Bennett returned Saturday to
“Pa,” said little George when his
where she will resume teachfather attempted to carve the Sunday Eastbrook,
duck. “I can’t tell a lie. I dulled the ing.
George E. Moon, who has been seriously
carving knife.”
“My son.” said George’s father after ill, is improving. His many friends hope
looking gravely at him for a few min- for a speedy recovery.
utes, “I am glad to forgive you. Let
Sibley G. Martin is laying the foundation
me explain why 1 forgive you.
It Is for a house. He will have it fitted with all
because you have not tried to deceive the modern improvements.
me.
You have told the truth. ThereMiss Mabelle A. Bannett and Misses
fore you shall not suffer punishment. Elizabeth and Dora Jellison attended the
I wish to have you realize that it is
Hodgkins reuuion at Marlboro.
always best to tell the truth. You see
Rev. D. M. Gray, formerly oflBarj Harhow easy it Is. If you had lied to me
a house erected, and
bor, i9
expects
about having dulled the knife It would to havehaving
it completed in a few weeks.
have been very hard for you to keep 1
30.
A.
Aug.
from letting us find out the truth—inbe
a
There
will
dance
at
the
town
hall
deed, we should have found It out
sooner or later—and then you would Thursday evening, with music by Kelley's
orchestra. Ice-cream will be served at inhave been punished. Thus you would termisson.
have been made very unhappy in addition to having been compelled to inCAPE ROSIER.
vent a lot of falsehoods, which would
The fair comes off to-day at the ;union
liar
alhave been very hard work. A
church.
ways creates trouble and sorrow for
The Morrill family of four are* camping
did
that.
How
himself.
Remember
on the grounds of C. H. BlaJ&e.
you happen to dull the knife?"
Bissel Cary left Black’s the J20th for
“I was try In’ to whittle off one of the
limbs of that tree you had set out In Hartford; his brother Ralph left the same
the back yard ’cause It’s got a nice time for New York.
prong for a slingshot."
Among the guests at Black’s are Miss
“George, you come into the attic McCluny, a teacher of Hartford, Conn.,
with me! By thunder. I'll leach you and her niece,'Miss Dorothy Day, of Bannot to cut limbs from trees that I’ve gor.
Miss K. P. Wheelock, of
paid good money to have planted!"—
Hartford,
arrived at Undercliff (Black’s) the 19th.
Chicago Record-Herald.
Jack Wheelock, also of Hartford, came
the same day at Fairview.
Patti’* Parrot.
Aug. 25.
M.IA.QB.^
Mme. Adelina Patti, staying some
years ago in the fail in New York,
heard of a wonderful talking parrot,
Forthwith she bought
one
Jumbo.
him at the unconscionable price of
£200.
Once in her possession Jumbo
did not open his beak. Every blandishment failed, and at length she gave
him up as hopeless. Then one morning the diva awoke with a severe sore
She was engaged lo sing at
throat.
the opera on the same night and naturally in great trepidation sent off for
a throat specialist.
Jumbo, whom she
had quite forgotten, remained to all
As
appearance asleep on his perch.
ttie door opened, however, and the spedaMat stood on the threshold, before
ever Patti could open her lips Jumbo
flapped his wings in great excitement.
“Oh, doctor.” he croaked. ”Fm so
sick!” That was the first and last
time since Mme. Patti became possessed of him that he deigned to speak
—Dundee Advertiser.

KINEO

Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to its N atural
Color and Beauty.

No matter how long it has been pay
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Dan*
droll. Keeps hair soft aDd glossy. Be
fuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, al dr ago Mb
Se*»d 3c lor free book The Care of the Hair.“
Philo Bay Spec. Co.. Newark, N. J. ^

■ay's Harllna Soap ceres Phnpn*
red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin dia»
•am*. Keep* skin fine and soft. 25c. drujnriata.
Send 3c lor free bonlc “The Care of
B. G. MOORE, Dnik'S

the

.Skin.*

St.

A Reliable

Remedy
Ely’s CreasiBalm

J..,V 'OpCOLOl

is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restores t he Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form. 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New Yorlu

m

HAY FEVER

RANGES
will

satisfy

the raoet

critical.
They
quick bakers and

are
con-

sume

but little fuel.

They

are, in

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes

& Nutter Mfg.
Bangor, Me,

Co.,

«Ctif (Ellsujortl) American.!
and political, journal
CUBLlSHLD
fWCBY WEDNESDAY AFTF.RM>OS
AT

ULLSWORTH, MAINK.
RT TUfc

MUklfTOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
C. W. Rollins. Editor and Manauer.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
on

a year; tl 00
»hr<*e montba;

Price—f‘2 00

__a; SO cent* for
ArVtly in advance, fi

caaapectivuly.

.V,
Single copies 5

vanftnre reckoned

for six
1r raid
75 and 38 cents

at Uie

cent*.

A0

»r-

rate of 92 per

#’twrllriry Rates—A*-* reasonable and will be
iuou

app icatlon.

communication* shoo'd be aidressed
id all checks and monry orders made pay.
to Thk Hawcock Cocktt Publishing
Pile worth. Maine.
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of

2,528
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COUNTY

GOSSIP.

was

following inscription:.

rnaudery.
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the

killing frost in Hancock
—■ly last Monday night, and in low
hcsKia or© pa suffered severely. An Orland
laid yesterday that this August
'There

adversaries have twenty to your nothing, and have alto won the first game on
the rubber, the odds in favor of their winning the robber on tbeir own deal are so
grest that a risky no trump is warranted.
It should always be remembered in addition to this, that when a risky no tramp is
advantageous, it is safer to make it as an
original declaration rather than to force
the dealer’s partner to make it from the
been different.
hand where every weakness is exposed.
The decided percentage in tavor of the
Walter Meson was the captain of the
Muldoons, and with hie brother Puilip dealer who plays two hands is materially
made up the battery for that team. As a increased when the declaration is made by
pitcher Walter knows several tricks of the him. He is able to false card, thus contrade, but he couldn't seem to catch that cealing his strength. He is frequently
man on tint off his guard, and thare were
credited with false carding when he plays
several of their. Too bad, but better luck
his lone are. If bis combined hands are
next time perhaps.
weak in one of the red suits, the aaeumi
TUe pastor of the Baptist church cap- tion that be will false card helpa to contained the Ciawhammers, and for the ceal the weak state of hii own hand in resecond time led his team to inglorious de- gard to that suit. On the contrary, if by
feat, but it wasn’t so bad as it might b ! passing the make to dummy he confesses
The battery for the unfortunates weie bis own weakness, the adversaries will
killam and Patten, bat the heavy hitters find it much easier to estimate the comseemed to bunch on the side of the Mul- bined weakness of both hands and to
doons.
finesse against it.
The hopes of the Ciawhammers began to
When the adversaries are a game in, the
rise in the last inning, as ran after run waa odds that they win the rubber are three to
added tn their soon, bat th aids was re- one. This fact should he taken into contired with the aeon standing U to 12 in sideration when making the declaration.
favor of the Solid Muldoons, and tbs prise If on the rubber game the adversaries are
—a peek of peanuta—felt to Ibsn.
But twenty to your nothing, the odds are
what was a peck among to many?
greatly in favor of their winning on thel*
It it not known whether the umpire got deal if yon do not win on yours then and
any peanuts or not.
By the way, hit there. For these reasons the make should
name was Chtriie Jonas, and he did the
be one upon which yon can win if possibeet he could, or said he did. At any rate ble, not the odd trick, but suBclent points
his occupation did not seem to endanger to score the game. In many cases a good
his life, and whila some of bis Judgments heart make will win the game. Occasionwen a little hard there was no fussing, and
ally a sound diamond make will win the
even the fellows who got beaten had a
At no trump
game from a sera score.
three odd tricks are needed to win the
good time.
The younger boys had a gams after the game, it takes four at hearts and live at
older fellows finished, Charles Dresser diamonds.
For
these
leading one aide and Ballou PhiUipe the
reuona, with an adverse
other. Dresser’s train won, and the prise— •core, your Brel thought thould
be
three dozen suckers—soon went the way whether you dare declare no trump*,
of all the earth.
next comet hearta and then diamond*,
The run borne waa made in two houn which thould not be named onleea their
with the moon smiling on us, so as to give length and atrength are to great aa to insure the bringing
in o( any winning
everybody bis (or her) money’s worth.
cards which dummy may bold. When
the score stands in your favor you are
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
governed by entirely different consideraKLARK-URBAN COMPANY.
tion in naming the trump. Your chief
The Klark-Urban company will be at
obj ct should be to hold the advantage
Hancock hall all next week, with Saturyou already have, therefore, an original
day matinee. “Pleasing plays perfectly black make with a reasonable aseurance
presen tod,” is the announcement made by of
winhing the game is better bridge
Manager Klark.
than a risky no trump or a weak red make.
The company will open Monday evening
When the adversaries stand twentywith the comedy success, “At Piney
four to your nothing on the first game
your declaration should be conservative.
It is almost as important for you to prevent them from winning on your first
deal as it is for you to win yourself.
If
when they deal they are a game in, the
odds in favor of their winning the rubber
are greatly increased.
Unless you can see
the odd trick with reasonalle aid from
the event.
The beach offered its attraction to the
little folks, who went wading, while some
of the grown-ups went off on a jaunt or
picked blueberries. The event of the
afternoon was the ball game between the
Clawbammers and the Solid Mnldoona,
with the result that the Claw hammers got
bimmered, although if there had been
only one more inning, results might have
honor of

HANNIBAL HAMLIN.
Born Near This Spot August 27. 1809.
House of Representatives
Maine
Speaker
Member of Both Branches of Congress
Governor of Maine.
Vice-President of the United States.
Minister to Spain.
Friend and Counselor of Lincoln.
the
Man. the Patriot, the StatesHonoring
man. the Citixens of Paris
And His Companions of the Maine Com-

copies.

Avenge for the year of 1908,

Point* In the Fascinating
Interesting Kxereises at Paris Hill The Methodist and Baptist Sunday Important
(•ante of Bridge Whist.
Schools Have Excursion.
Last Frhlay.
Ask any good bridge player,*What la the
(Contributed.|
The town of Paris honored its tnoflt disThe annual excursion of the Methodist most important (actor in winning a
its
an
the^Rtate
paid
tinguished son,
schools was held on
rubber, and hia reply would be the necestribute also, last Friday when the memo- and Baptist Sunday
For this
Monday, and iiSO enjoyed the sail down sity of batching the score.
rial tablet erected to the memory of HanNeck. The schooner reason particular attention ia paid in this
nibal Hamlin was unveiled with appro- the river to NeWbury
Storm Petrel, (.'apt. Hiram Treworgy, was column to the state of the score in relapriate ceremony. The date was the centhe craft in which we embarked, and the tion to the declaration aa welt aa to the
tennial anniversary of the birth of Hamtuft Little Round Top, Capt. Holt, fur- various strategies which arise in the course
lin.
of play.
But a short distance fronr the old man- nished the motive power.
At the very beginning of the game the
The day was an ideal one for the occasion where he first saw theligbt of day, a
that the wind was rather dealer in declaring tramp mast be guided
massive boulder, to which was affixed a sion, except
brae in which kept the chills nverberatby the risk which the score requires Llm to
tablet with an appropriate inscription,
The citi- in- along the spinal columns of those who assume. Perhaps the score is desperate, and
was dedicated to his memory.
had come unprepared. Hut it waa pleas- he must declare no tramp in the hope that
zens of Paris furnished the boulder, and
his partner will hold the cards necessary
ant on shore, and the writer la quite sure
the tablet was given by the Military Order
The tablet of bronse that everybody ate a dinner and a half in to help him out. Take an occasion when
of the Loyal Legion.
has the

The

a

United States
Place This Memorial August 27,

11K19.

The exercises in connection with the
unveiling of the stone were under the
5 a frost for every month so far
auspices of the Maine commandery of the
■jreor, there being one the first week in Loyal Legion. In the presence of fully
Wi» his section.
3,000 people, who gathered from all parts
of Maine, eloquent tributes to Mr. Hamlin
trees
in
A«ew pest has attacked apple
were paid by Governor Bert M. Fernald,
is
of
the
to wicinity of Ellsworth. It
Hon. John D. Long, former secretary of
a
■nr species, but attacks tbs end of
the navy and one time governor of Massainstead of the trank. The end of
chnsetta, who waa boro in the neighborrtwig dies, and catting it off it vrill be
town of Buekfleld, Hon. Eugene Hale,
■nd hallowed out on the inside, little ing
United Statea senator, and Hon. Charles
te the oater bark remaining. Follow9. Hamlin, of Boston. Gen. Joahua L.
«p the hollow by splitting the twig,
Chamberlain, who presided at the exgrab will be found—a lively worm
ercises, also spoke briefly, and a beautiful
st three-fourths of an inch long.
poem was read by Rev. Henry P. Forbes,
D. D., dean of the theological school of 8t.
WILD LAND TAX LAWS.
Lawrence univexsity, Canton, N. Y.
The widow of Hannibal Hamlin and
Owners Most Ask for soma other relative# of the
great political
Their Tan Bill.
Gen.
leader were present, including
are
made
st
the
being
Hglsqsiriti
Charles Hamlin, of Bangor; Hon. Hannii of ths State treasurer relative to the bal £.
Hamlin, of Ellsworth; Frank Hamof payment of the State, county and lin. of
Chicago; Charles E. Hamlin, of
district taxes, and for the in- New
York; Dr. Cyrus Hamlin, of Brookofall concerned the following
lyn.
is issued by the department:
ELLSWORTH MAN PROSPERS
• law under which the State and county
shave been collected ia past years has
keen s' rictly enforced, but with the addict the fire tax, which ia aaaeaaed as the
■e forestry district tax, together with new
governing the collection of nil these
r, a full compliance of the law is made
The law reads in part as follows:

L. H. Mitrhell. Proprietor of Large

Bakery
The people

at

Chicopee,

of

Ellsworth

Mas*.
ere

pleased to

always

anow

citizens

former

boy’s

from the date of such assessment.”

“In
existed at the corner of
in addition to the above law, when taxes
Main and Church streets the little baaery
paid within the prescribed six mouths,
of
Ward
well
& Rice. This bakery was
chapter 218 of the public laws of 1909 provisos that owners of lands in the unorganized purchased in that year by L. H. Mitchell,
smmmahips (wild lands, so called) shall be lia- who continued to run it till 1891. By
ble 4a pay such taxes to the State treasurer close
application to business and meeting
If such taxes are not paid
upon demand.
all the demands of his customers in the
within thirty days after such demands, the
production of bread And pastries, he found
Cceasurer may collect the same, with interest
himself cramped for room. Building a
as provided by law, by an action of debt in
larger buildiug on Bridge street, he retbi.‘ name of the State. Such action shall be
years did
fsiuaglg in the supreme judical court of the moved there, and for
county where such unorganized townships an ever-increasing business until again
and
the
arc located,
attorney-general may be- j forced to Had larger quarters.
gin and prosecute sucl. actions when thereto
“He puchaaed tue large three-story brick
requested by treasurei.
buildings, numbered 47 to 36 Main street.
Am to the payment of these wild land taxes,
Here be has settled down to another term
owners do not understand that it is !
of business prosperity. His plant is run
xy for them to ask for tax bills each
by electricity and is thoroughly up-towithin six months from the date of
in
all appointments. The
awnment (which is usually the latter part date
Urge
of March), and to furnish the State treasurer white-tiled ovens with their several openi a description of the lands on which they ings meet the visitor at the
bakery, and
to pay taxes. This must be done, as about it are th; various
mixers and utenask unch taxes are assessed against the
sils for the miking of pies, doughnuts,
in
the
several
intownships
cakes and his justly celebrated rye and
of against the individual onwer,
butter breads.
mad iu such a way that it ia impossible
“From the time the flour comes from the
fortke treasurer to render tax bills and send
floor above, no band touches it till it
tfeea directly to the proper parties.
The State tax for 1909 was assessed April 2, emerges from the ovens evenly and corUM.snd is therefore liable for interest after rectly baked. Large armed racks contain
,1909.
all the baked
until the time of the
1889 there

mao mot

aiAeen

j

\

your partner at either
black make is safest.

j

MAISIE CECIL.

Ridge,” with “The Belle of Richmond”,
“Way Oat West,” “The Slsves of Russia,”
“Fogg’s Ferry,” and the “White Caps” to
follow.
Maisie Cecil and Harden Klark,
at the head of the company, are
favorites here, as their work in the past
has commended itself to all lovers of
dramatic art.
Great care has been exercised in selecting the supporting company this season.
The specialties include Maisie Cecil, song
and dances; Frank Clayton, comedian,
vocalist and muaician; A. E. Tenney, comedy juggler and club manipulator; Pickert
and Whippier, international dancers, and
Sebreiber Bros, and Klark and Urban, the
Miss

who

Mitchell is a hastier and is absolute
his business. Courteous in
manner, he has won and retained customers without number.
“This establishment is a credit to our city
and its growth is proof that a live business man can prosper
in
Chicopee, as
well, if not better, than elsewhere.”
“Mr.

Fullerton.
Miss Inez Favro, of Lowell, Mass., wbo
been visiting her uncle, Frank E.
Swett, has returned home.
1ms

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. V. A. Gasper and daughter, Miss
Eras, left Saturday for Lowell, Mass.
Mias Adelia Barron and brother Milton
want to Bangor Saturday for a few days’

visit.

Mrs. Frank Herrick and daughter Geor-

gia were guests over Sunday of her daughter, Mrs. Percy Turtelotte.
Mrs. Lizzie Meade, Miss Mary and
Daria Meade and Miss Helen Wallace
Begt Saturday lor their homes in Beverly,
CS.-B. Floyd joined his wife in York last
week, alter attending the reunion of his
mgiment at Portland. They will be home
Mheiast of the week.

CHURCH

trump

or

red

a

black

a

are

four musical monarchs.

Monday evening will be ladies' night,
special reduced rate coupons being issued
for that night.

NOTES.

_

KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.

OONGKEG ATION AL.

*'■

One Man's Life Work on View In
New %*ork City.
At the hotel St. Kegis in New York, a
unique and remarkable clock is exhibited
in the main drawing room of the "hotel.
The clock was made in a little Ohl" town
by a crippled workman, who spent four
years in its construction and whose only
tools

were a

scroil saw,

a

jackknife

and

a

file.
Qus K. Schmidt, of tbe St.
Regis, who board of the clock in tba West,
where be iosoected it, said:
It is twelve
“The clock is s wooder.
feet four inches high, four feet fcur inches
wide and twenty-nine Inches deep. One
large dial gives the standard time, while
directly beneath it is a dial which shows
tbe changes of tbe moon and gives tbe
weather
indications
for
government
twenty-four hours in advance.
“By watching tbe clock one sees handsome pictures of the ships in tbe United
States navy pass behind a glass. The
history of Christ it shown from nativity
to the ascension by pictures painted by
the maker.
“An interesting feature of the clock is a
miniature Niagara falls, with real water,
the color of which appesrs to change.
Just below are an electric fountain and an
arch. Flags appear ou staffs In front of the
dial and indicate the kind of weather expected twenty-four hours in advance. Tbe
Manager

reports
produced by
ter, a barometer, a hydrometer, a
level
and
■pint
compass arranged on the
front of the clock.
“Tha front of the clock Is lighted by dfty
small electric lights, thirty-live of which
are arranged around the Niagara falls and
electric arch. The history of the United
Stales from the landing of Columbus to
the present time is shown by niasty-six
paintings, attached to a ribbon 108 feet
long which li moved by electricity. When
the Clock strikes the hoar the ffgares of
Unde Bern and the Qoddeae of Liberty
paas oat of an electrio elevator on one
side, down s stairway, around the bam of
tba miniature cataract and electric fountain to tba other aide, where they ascend
another stairway and anter another elevator. A minute after the hoar strikes
fifty lights appear around tha dial, and a
musical attach meat ia brought into play,
aendiag forth delightful airs. At the half
hoar tbs cathedral gong strikes ones, sod
the musical attachment is started egain.
“An illuminated picture ou one tide of
the dial shows Washington crossing the
Delaware with bis army. Three boats are
portrayed, with Washington standing In
tha first one. This scene is repealed every
hoar ana forty minutes. Other illuminated pictures, which appear periodically,
show the old battleship Maine both before
and after tbs explosion in Havana harbor.
“On the back of tbs clock is displayed
the Lord's Prayer, inlaid with 312 pieces
of wood. Pictures of American poets,
mnslclans and the presidents also appear
ou the back.
All of thsee portraits are in
motion and travel at the rate of twentyfive feet a minute. Pictures of Presidents
Lincoln, Oarfleld and McKinley an
shown, and at the hoar of thsir death a
light appears on ths face of tbe clock,
while a
phonograph announces tbe
occasion.
“Tbe face of tbe clock contains a piece
of wood from every elate and territory in
tbe Union, including tbe island possessions, and it took three years for the
maker of the clock to collect them.
“All the mechanism for running the
clock is in tbe baseand includes <H0 feet of
electric wire and 412 electrical connections. The current ie obtained from an
ordinary electric light connection.”
weather
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It-i the bad that's in the beat
of ,,,
Make, the .aiut ... like the
real „r ua’
If. the Rood In the
darken-comt of
Redeem, and save, the wor«i
of
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humanity

A young lad; named
helper
riedtoaman named Lord in a
Kaunas town, and all the
that way headed the
»tory, "Lord lielo..
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Around 50 to look after our buiiotn
In unoccupied territory. Special to.
ment, permanent
C. K. Beau Jk Co.,
Nurserymen. Mnacheeter, Conn.

MAN

flret-eUM men. over 26 rears of
) nf«, to net ne local Or traveling salesmen,
rite nt once for our epecinl terms and secure
beet territory. Up-to-date canvassing outfit
furnished free of charge.
Tub Chasi Ncaasntsa. Geneva, N. Y

8ITBICTLY

jcpcctai ^otirr&a
H. C. HATHEWAY will resume lesaone In Muaic and German on Sept. 7.
at the residence of Mrs. Fred H. Osgood, Main
atreet. Telephone 43—tl.

MRS.

Amutmunts.

HANCOCK HALL
6
and

nights

6

Saturday flatinee
Commencing

nonday, Sept.

visiting in

Hugh Barbor ncd Margaret Hinckley
spent s few days in RockUnd this week.
Mrs. Janet Bailey, ot Everett, Maas., is
visiting her parents, J. A. Hamblen and

or

Hancock

°*

WEST 8TONINGTON.
Mrs. Ervin Thunton
Boston.

V

If. the muddle of Rood and
bsdnee.
If. the tanRle of tear, and
glad ilea.
If. the lunacy linked with
aanity
That make and mar

mom

make

factory.

master of

Mrs. Fannie Bowden, with children, of
Marlboro, is visiting her sister, Mrs. C. Q.

a no

This does not mean
thould frequently
be made by the dealer, but il, when
he
the
passes
make, hit
partner
knows that he has considered the score
before so doing, the reasoning upon which
the declaration is finally based will be
much simplified and the make more satis-

that

goods
loading of the teams commences. EveryMOUTH OF THE RIVER,
thing about the establishment is so
scrupulously clean that the name, “SaniIn. Fred Hall and three children, of
tary Bakery,” is fittingly applied.
Bsever, are visiting relatives here.
“From four to five thousand barrels of.
1
Mm. Frank Swett, who is in poor health. flour are
aunually used, together with
*— gnnn to Bar Harbor for treatment.
many pounds of lard, batter, fruits and
The Misses Look, of Boston, are visiting dozens of eggs. Employment is fnrnished
•hair grandparents, Uriah look and wife. to eighteen men and a dozen wagons
Bart Holt and wife are receiving con- and horses are required to distribute the j
gxatnlations on the birth of a son, born products within the city and through the
surrounding towns.
“Visitors are always welcome and a visit
Mrs. Charles Ferrin and Mrs. Nancy
will well
repay the time taken.
Carter are visiting their brother, Robert
8. Carter.

the

j

of the prosperity of ite
who have established
themselves in bos in ess or professions in
lands are held to the State for pay
! such State and connty taxes, with in- \ other cities. One of these is L H. Mitt thereon at the rate of twenty percent. chell, who has a large bakery business at
neoce upou the taxes for tne year for !
Chicopee, Mass. The following from a
■ch assessment is made at the expiraf six months, and upon the taxes for the Chicopee paper tells the story of this Ellsring year at the expiration of eighteen worth
success:
is

WONDERFUL CLOCK

WATCH THE SCORE.

DOWS THE BAY

HAMLIN MEMORIAL.

6

Annual Tour of the Famous

KLARK-URBAN COMPANY
In an entire new

ltepertoire

wife.

Mrs. M. A. Kelley, who has spent a few
Fire at Cape Rosier.
Cape Rosier, Aug. 30 (special)—The weeks at her cottage here, left for Nebraska
dwelling-house of Willism Counce was Monday.
A lawn party was held in Hamblen's
totally destroyed by fire tbis forenoon. A
part of the furniture was saved. The loss grove Wednesday night. The sum of {12
is about f1.000; insurance f&OO. Hard was taken for the church.
work on the part of neighbors, wbo
Mrs. J. W. Stinson and Mrs. Rosie
promptly formed a bucket brigade, saved Perry, with little daughter Clara, have
the nearby building*.
been visiting at South Deer Isle.
Besides rendering bomeUss the family,
MUM.
Aug. 30.
which consists of wife and two children,
SWAN’S ISLAND.
this fire throws on to the charity of this
Mr. Moon and wife, of Portland, spent a
neighborhood the Misses Dyer, two aged
and infirm maiden sisters, who lost prac- few days in town with relatives.
tically all their belongings.
About {8 was netted at the ice cream
Mr. Counce, who is employed on a yacht sociable in Red Men's
hall Tuesday evenat Dark Harbor, was away at the time of
ing.
the fire, but arrived home to-night. This
E. C. Withee was called home last week
fire is the second stroke of hard luck he
by the serious illness ot his eight-yearhas bad this season, nis launch having
old son.
been stolen at Camden last June.
A party of ladies enjoyed a backboard
ride to Atlantic Wednesday night to a
PENOBSCOT.
church supper. The trip was all the more
Uiu Ester Littlefield hu returned from
enjoyable by having the congenial driver,
a visit in East Orland.
H. W. Joyce.
Miss Alice Bridges, of Bucksport, is
Aug. 20.
Spec.
friends
in
town.
visiting
SOUTH
OOULDSBORO.
Miss Kubena A.
of
is a
_

_

Burgess,

Boston,

Monday “AT PINEY RIDGE”
Change of Play

at each

All special scenery.
money

can

performance.

Finest costumes

bay.

5—BIG SPECIALTIES—5
Price* is. as and 35 cents.
Seats

on

at

sale Saturday morning
Moore’s Drug Store.
itrarrttscmrnu.

FOR SALE!
The Homestead of the late H. M Gray,
37 acres, situated about two miles west ol
blue hill village. Also half Interest In Steen
Mill and Machinery, consisting ol Engine
and Boiler. Rotary. Heading machine. State
etc.
machine, Plainer, Shafting, Pulleys,
One wood lot TS acres, well wooded: one 1M
23 acres; 3 lots SO acres each. One two horse
Jigger, 1 two-horse Bled. Plow, Furniture,
left-handed Saw, Drilling Machine, Emery
Wheel, Ox Bows, etc.
ADDBESS

That baseball is the American game was
Her. R. B. Mathevit, pattor.
Miss Clara Haskins, who haa spent her
guest of Dr. M. A. Wardwell and wife.
Sunday, Sept. B
Morning aervice at never better demonstrated than one afterMrs. Celia Sellers has returned from an vacation here with her parents, leaves
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school noon recently in New York, when Cecil
extended visit in Orland st tbe home of Tuesday for her home in Rock port. Mass.
Lean, who had long been the star of the
at 11.45. Evening aervice at 7.45.
The ladies will hold a sale of useful and
Charles Ginn.
Kirke
La
Balls
sat
on
the
back
company,
at
7.45.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
Dexter Littlefield and Herman Grindle, fancy articles in the church Saturday afof a davenport, in his shirt-sleeves and his
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
andserve a baked-bean supper in
FRANK Fs QRIINIi Admr.,
coat over his arm, and sang a song called who have employment in Bangor, spent ternoon,
iter. W. F. Emery, pattor.
the vestry.
“The Fan”. Before the chorus was fin- Sunday here.
Sunday, Sept. 5 —Morning aervice at
ished crowded houses were shouting like
Miss Jeanette Jones has returned to her'I Miss Pauline Wass, who has spent the
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday achool
summer here, will leave
wild. Lean had caught the spirit of the home in
Tuesday for her
Bangor, after spending two weeks
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening aerhome in Boston. Miss Wass has made
Jptofnwtonal Card*.
game, and every move he made was a pic- at the home of B. H. Leach and wife.
vice at 7.30.
many friends here, who regret her departture. He woke up nest morning to find
Miss Maud Wardwell, of Ellsworth, who
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
ure.
himselt the most talked-aboat comedian was tbe
E.
evening at 7.30.
guest of her sister, Mrs. S. G.
Aug. 30.
in New York. Mr. Lian will be the star
H.
Varnum, last week, has gone to Portland
BAPTIST.
attraction at Keith’s next week, coming to
spend a part of her vacation.
iter. P. A. A, KilLam, pattor.
OCEANIVLLE.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
with Florence Holbrook.
Edward A. Snowman and family and
Mrs. Qoodenough, of Bellville, N. J., is
Sunday, Sept. 6
Morning service at
Another big feature will be Fred Lind10JO. Sermon by paator. Sunday school
Mrs. Snowman's father, Mr. Coombs, left j visiting her sister. Miss Cameron.
Maine
Bar Harbor,
say, the whip expert who has done such
at 11.45. Evening service at 7 JO.
for their home in Springdeld,
Mrs. Alvah Head, of Detroit, is
startling things as to cut the ashes off tha Wednesday
I
visiting
Telephone No. 212.
after
a
summer
here
at
7
JO.
at
Prayer meeting Friday evening
Mass.,
pleasant
her daughter, Mrs. George Hatch.
end of a cigar with a lasso. Violet Black
|
the home of L. A. Snowman and wife.
and company will be seen in a sketch;
Miss E. C. Slowey, who has spent the
H. SCOTT,
Mother (near-aighted)-See that disMiss Rebecoa Fogg, of Bucksport, gave summer
Byron and Langdon will appear in “The
SPECIALTY MAOE Of
here, left for New York Friday.
gracefully intoxicated brute acroaa the
an elocution recital in the interest of tbe
ACCOUNTING AND
—

(JEORGE

GOOGINS,

—

LAKEWOOD.
Mn. Both Tate visited her sister, Mrs.
Owe Barron, of Ellsworth, recently.
Eeisoa Garland has returned from Ma-

■Aaviite, where he has been employed since

ALICE

...

street 1

Howard Moore is home from North
where he has been employed
Moore.

Ellsworth,
|ty Eugene

I

Dude Detective”.

The Three Bohemians

Where oanlthe police beT Daugh- are
European minstrels, and the great
ter (weeping)—Oh, ma, it’s brother Bob!
Weston is the famous character impersonMother (awooning) —Then the saloon- ator. O’hers are Cook and Sylvia in songs
have been dragging that poor and dances, and the Pederson brothers,
the comedy aerial artists.

keepers

William Hatch and Norman Webb have
ladies’ aid society at Grange hall Wednesday evening. After the reading, ice- been visiting relatives in Camden. They
returned in Reuben Cousins’ new
A ntat sum was recream was on sale.
launch,
ceived for the society.
I just launched,
30.
Woodlocke.
Aug.
j Aug. 30.
A.

TYPEWRITING.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
TrustCo.,
Agent of the Culon Safe Deposit iFroDate
Portland, Me., for furnishing
and Surety Bonds.
Drug
Cor. Main and Water 8ts. (over Moore's
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

holding her bauds tight pressed to his
aide, did uot escape the girl’s alert consciousness.
But she answered In ui>
steady accents. There were trepidation in her tone and dread, the dread
a sweet girl
experiences who hates to

OF ANGLIN, SENIOR.

give jialn.
•Tut sorry—sorry—sorrier than I’ve
been about anything In all ray
life." she began
’T—I did not dream
It was I for whom you-cared
Had I
done so I never would have permitted
you to say-** his.”
As one stunned be relaxed slightly
his grip on her Angers, while he accelerated their speed.
“Don't worry!” he answered bravely.
“I must have been awfully stupid to
hnve fancied—you are sure you're
ever

His Own Love Affair and That of
His College Chum.
By HENRIETTA O. ROBINSON.
IM. by Associated Literary
*.Copyright,
Press.]
Halfway down tlie steps of the fraternity house Anglin turned and went
thoughtfully back to the room that he
shared with Beresford.

quite

"You're dead sure you'll not change
comer queried Anglin.
jour mind and
Beresford. with a volume open on
his knee and a pipe gripped between
(is teeth, nodded emphatically.
"Then I suppose you don't mind If I
They're sharper
take your skates?
than mine.”
••Take them, of course.”
But when Fred Anglin had slung the
skates over his shoulder and buttoned
on bis thick gloves he still lingered.
It seemed as though this were not
what he had come back to say after
all.
"I

tell

Tom—we've

yon.
ought
teen such pals light along—that I’m
going to pat my fa’j to the teat tonight. The Tremaine girls will be at
the skating party. And tonight I Intend to speak to Oerla."
to

Beresford Jumped up and wrung hla
friend's hand entbaalaatically.
"Good for youT he cried. “Go In
•nd win! As long as It isn't Geraldine
1 can endure the thought of yoar happiness If she says yes. I’ll be able
to listen to your raptures without experiencing a perfectly legitimate desire to sling yon through the window.”
-Thanks, old man,” laughed Anglin,
adding: "Lucky we’ve not set ont respective hearts on the same sister.
Now. I'm blessed If 1 understand your
infatuation for Geraldine. Bat. aa long
as you are her captive, why do you
You are older than I.
hold back?
and”—
Beresford shook bis bead with a
grim smile.
"It Isn't that You’va a wealthy faI've only
ther and a settled Income.
enough to pull me through this Anal
year. When I get my diploma—well.
I shan't have much more. In a material line. 1 don't dare ask Geraldine
to wait until I have attained—achieved
—arrived
It wouldn't be fair to her.”
“It would—her promise—be a tremendous Incentive to you!”
“Oh. I know that But she must be
considered first.”
There was another handclasp, a firm
and silent one.
Anglin swung away
for the tramp Into the country, where
the skaters were to assemble at PUmgnt ciosea aown
early. When Anglin reached the appointed place the amnaement of the
evening was already In full swing.
The expanse of Ice was clean swept
and of an opaque, turquoise tint
Strings of Chinese lanterns dangled In
the multl-bued propinquity from bare
tree to tree and from pole to pole. In
a declivity, semi-abaded by a fly tent,
a royal Are blazed and crackled.
In
and out, around and about. In dullness
under the sullen stars or In red relief
where the flambeaux, set at regular Intervals. flared fantastically, sped aDd
flashed the dark figures of the skaters.
Fred Anglin got on his skates as
quickly as possible and started out
across the frozen pond.
Many turned
to look after the athletic young figure
circling through tbelr midst with such
easy, snallowlike grace of motion.
Hut be uotlced neither their presence
nor their admiration.
He was looking
for one particular little figure.
She
would wear a short skating costume of
blue velvet, the Russian blouse, which
w«s girt with
heavy cords that swung
backward when she raced. The high
peaked cap would make a penthouse
over a mass of fair curls and mis
chlevous eyes, bluer than any violets
that ever mocked the blueness of a
June time sky. And—
"There she 'la!*' be said suddenly to
star

stuauea

himself.

Alone In the shadow of the wigwam
shaped refreshment tent, apparently
fancying herself unobserved, a slender
young form was whirling on heel and
foe, cutting a pattern of Intricate trac-

ery ou the Ice.
"Come with me,” he cried as be
dashed to her side. He held out his
hands, crossed at the wrists in the
old approved
carry-the-lady-out-of-towL
style.

Together they swung gracefully dowi

<he strip of
gleaming Ice which was
ieast covered.
But when they were quite away
from the merry crowd of skaters,
whose voices came to them musically
through the frosty night air. Anglin
turned their Impetuous progress to on>.
very deliberate. And then, as he took
® firmer
hold of her mittqned bands,
he began; after the manner of
many
another lover who has been compelled
to force his
courage to the sticking

Point:

“Dear,”

“1
he said desperately,
You
silent any longer.
I’ve cared for you ever
since—well, ever since I entered college. Although I’ve never been obliged
to consider
ways and means, still a
•cgacy has made It possible for me to
ask you to
give me your promise. I
know,” he added hastily, "you won’t
care about this sort of
thing, but I
ought to mention It There’s only one
Question now—do you think you will
erer love me-a
little r
words, voice, even the tensity
with which he retarded her
flight.
can’t keep
know how

®J8

idflitinnat

Count? Sewn,

im

coast.

STONINQTON.

AMHERST.
Mrs. Ida Herrick, of Northeast Harbor,
who has spent a week here, left for her
home to-day. Her father, Nathan Sum-

Miss Eva Snowman, of Bluehlll, is visiting friends here.
Miss Flo Belle Smith, of Bangor, is the
of Miss Jean Small.

j

accompanied

ner

O. B. Mills, of Portland, is visiting his
nephew, Sumner P. Mills.

Mrs. William Watts has gone to Bar
Harbor to visit her husband, who has employment there. She was accompanied by
her daughter, Mrs. Alvin Giles, and little

on

business

PORTLAND

her.

guest

Florian Small is in Portland
for the Stonington Water Co.

Ifebertiffmtiitt.

end of the island will be one of the moat
magnificent summer estates on the eastern

other page*

son.

The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will
hold their annual picnic on Labor day.

AUGUSTA

application.
F. L.

SHAW, Pres.
Portland, Me.

GEO. D.

Aug.

Mrs. Rose E. Candage, of Marlboro,
Mass., is visiting at her old home here.
The high and common schools will open
Sept. 7, with a few changes in teachers.

30.

Sunday.
George Haley,

Open in September for the school
COURSE

Prospect, arrived today from West Sullivan, where he has
been employed.
Aug. 30.
Bkiab.
of

MANUAL
No tuition

of

MARINE

IN

A Train Load of Monkeys.
A plague of monkeys some years ago
sorely troubled the officials at a small
station on the Saran rail way. Jn northwest India, says the Bombay "Gaze t te.
Trucks full of grain for export were
often stored up In the station, and the
monkeys came down In large numbers
from a neighboring grove to help themselves to the grain, picking holes In the
tarpaulin roof of the wagons. The officials were wearied out with keeping
watch and scaring away the thieves,
who dally grew bolder, till an Ingenious guard hit upon a stratagem. For
several days sweets and fruits were
put on the roofs of the wagons, with
the result that the whole of the monkey colony were attracted to the spot
and soon became perfectly Indifferent
to man. One morning when they were

busily feeding an engine was
stealthily attached to the wagons, and
suddenly the train moved off. The
monkeys were quite scared and made
no attempt to escape, sitting crouched
together till the train had gone several
miles and stopped at the jungle. Then
they wanted no hint to leave. Every
monkey leaped down howling and fled
Into the jungle, whence none ever returned to trouble the railway.
•11

at

Cape Rosier,

to persons who agree to teach in Maine tiro years

Bangor Commercial
Merchants Bank Bldg.,
as Broad St

Aug 21, sch John B Norris
Aug 28. sch Lillian
Aug 25, Ga s Balmar, schs Annie P
Kimball, Mildred May, Bra Mildred
Ar Aug 29, sch Effle M Morrissey
81d Aug 2&, sch Kennebec
Sid Ang 28, sch John B Norris
Sid Aug 28. schs Annie P Kimball. Mildred
Era Mildred, Lillian
May.
Sid Aug 81, sch Effle M Morrissey

(In

“Grow up” In Business!

in

Demand is strong for

Perkin9,

Thorough training along practical lines. Write to-day for catalogue.,

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.
offer for sale
Estate in

desirable bargains in Real

some

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will reWe do a

RICH—REED—At West Tremont, Aug 21, by
Rev A B Carter, Miss Lillian M Rich, of
Tremont. to Hollis G Reed, of McKinley.
ROPES—KELLOGG—At Hancock Point, Aug
26, by Prof C J H Ropes, Mis -: Alice Rogers
Ropes, of Bangor, to Rev Edwin D Kellogg,
of Orange, Mass.
WHITMORE-WESCOTT-At Castine, Aug
25, by Rev >W A Hanscom, Mrs Anuie H
Whitmore to Paul Wescott, both of Castine.

Beatrice

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH,

IN/IAINI

IvIGHTMING

ASH—At West Sullivan, Aug 26, Symonds E
Ash, aged 77 years, 5 months, 26 days.
CARPENTER-At North Sullivan, Aug 26.
Mrs Julia A Carpenter, aged 59 years.
COLBY—At Bncksport, Aug 29, George P
Colby, aged 57 years.
JELLISON—At Eastbrook, Aug 23, Edward A
Jeilison, aged 60 years, montb.
KINGSLEY—At West Gouldsboro, Aug 25,
Arthur B Kingsley, aged 51 years.
MARSHALL—At Bar Harbor, Aug 29, Agnes P,
wife of Arno W Marshall, of Trenton, aged
46 years, 9 months, 26 days.
SPRAGUE—At West Tremont, Aug 22, Capt
Winfield S Sprague, aged 59 years.

Don’t go without insurance during the shower season. We can insure
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

O.

FREE!

TAPIvEY

W.

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

FREE!

FOR HEADACHE, BILIOUSNESS,

CASES, FLATULENCY, HEARTBURN, VOMITINd, INDIGESTION,

Inquire

of C,

W.

«Sg

1^.

■

Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

FRUIT
Tbe choicest that the market affords

STOMACH, LIVER AND

fresh, luscious, wholesome.

HEBRON ACADEMY

SODA

BOWELS

All flavors—Drawn from
handsomest fountain.

FULL BOTTLE MAILED FREE

Located in the country but having
the conveniences ot the city in the
way of water, electric light, steam
heating, etc. Modem in equipment
aud methods. Three courses. College.
English, Scientific. Admits to New
England colleges on certificate.

Ellsworth’s

Bananas at Wholesale.

jy Write toKiay lor YOUK free bottle

Skowhegan

Wednesday

to

spend

Confectionery

DR. GREENE

NERVURA

Main

nass.

MEN,

the

HD
i^lv*

with her uncle, Prof. DeForest H.
Perkins, and attend school.
A.
Aug. 30.
winter

save

your

beauty

and

strength.

HDPPNP has cured thousauds

auu

will cure

you

Write freely and in full confidence to
Dr. Qreeae to-day.

BAR HARBOR.
in

all,

has

been

purchased by

Ed-

ward T. Stotesbury, head of the firm of
Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, the sale being
made through the agency of Edward B.
Mears. this is the biggest land transaction that has ever been consummated in Bar
Harbor. The price paid, it is understood,
The property was
was well over |100,000.
owned by Charles B. Pineo and wife and
Milton B. Rodiclc.
The purchase will
doahtless put an end to the bridge discussion, and the injunction proceedings now
pending in the United States district
court. Mr. Stotesbury has not made this
purchase with the idea of carving the
property into lots and disposing of them
It will comprise
to the highest bidders.
one grand estate, and although it has not
been definitely decided yet, the probability is that within two years the western

(Giles Block)

Ellsworth.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between Brand St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

!

Splendid girls' dormitory provides
for 80 girls under care of six
lady teachers. Home con fort and
home supervision. New boys' dormitory in process of erection will be
ready for use Nov. 1, 1909. ScholarFall term opens Tuesday,
ships.
Sept 14,1909. For catalog aud information address the Principal,
rooms

W. L

Salient, Hebron, Me.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

The western end ot Bar island, forty
acres

Street,

Write to his

Office, 34 Temple P|„ Boston,

for

and Cigars.

LUCH I INI'S,

DISCOVERER OF

WOMEN Kta.5™1

MASOJT

SUf

all troubles ol the

Gives advice Free;

Iv.

Properties in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,
CHTTfiM
I lUli, Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
■
**•
OU
Souttu
REAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on toe Coast..
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.:,
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

DYSPEPSIA, CONSTIPATION and

of

A BARGAIN

A fine (arm at NHancock, containing 150 acre*—One and one-half story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard in bearing. Farm is
stocked aod fully equipped with modern tools, implements and machinery.

Several other Attreotive Real Estate Values

Dr. Greene’s Laxnra

in

HE.

ELLSWORTH,

aotuctisantntft,

commences

Roberts will leave

IHfi

ceive the very best attention.

DIED.

has visited her sister, Mrs. E.
has returned home.
Miss

gr

not only fits you to become s competent stenographer or
book-keeper, but assists you to a paying position. Terms
moderate, B. H. Doe, Principal.

MARRIED.

Skowhegan, who
L Roberts,

of

our

a son.

LEACH—At Orland, Aug 2), to Mr and Mrs
Ira Leach, a son.
t
MOORE—At Ellsworth, dept 1, to Mr and Mrs
Leonard M Moore, a son. [Leonard Shepley.]
SMITH—At Ellsworth, Aug 26, to Mr and Mrs
Frank L Smith, a daughter. [Doris Eileen.J j
STAPLES—At Brooklin, Auf 24, to Mr and !
Mrs Charles E Staples, a daughter. (Carmine Elizabeth.]

West Brooksville.
Miss Lila

building with, and endon
by Beal school ot Shorthand)

tame

1. H. C. A> Building, Bangor, Me.,

BULDUC—At Bucksport, Aug 22, to Mr and
Mrs Jerry M Bulduc. a son.
DAVIdnAt Trenton, Aug 26, to Mr and Mrs

iB home.

district No. 3

School

DOE BUSINESS COLLEGE,

BORN.

Mrs. E. U. Douglass, of Brewer, is with
her daughter, Mrs. May Wescott.
School

SlM~|

MISS JESSIE M. TWADDEL, PRIN.

bec
Ar
Ar
Ar

em-

Sept. 6. taught by Miss Myrtle Tapley,

YEARS,

Study BOOKKEEPING, ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP, SPELLING^
You mt

ley, Bangor
Ar Aug 80, schs Franconia, Providence; Little Lee, Boston
Sid Aug 29, sch Henrietta A Whitney
Southwest Harbor—Ar Aug 90, sch Kenne-

Surry.
ployed

TWO

8OHOOL8.

etc., under • practical bookkeeper end experienced teacher.
thorough individual instruction at

BKOOKSVILLE.

Mias Grace Prescott, who has been

ALL

OPENS TUESDAY, SEPT. 14

LIST/

Ellsworth Port.
Ar Aug 27, »ch Melissa Trask. Newark
Sid Aug 28, sch Commerce, Northeast Harbor, wood, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Ar Aug 29, sch Catherine. Boston
Ar Aug 81, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Aug 28, sch!Abel C Buck-

Charles Davis,

TRAINING

Catalogs giving full information may be obtained upon application to anjgi
of the following principals : A. F. Richardson, Castine, 8. L. Merrimaa.*
Presque Isle, W. E. Russell, Gorham, W. G. Mallett, Farmington.

HANCOCK.

supply

charges

year 1909-10.

COVERS

graduation.

the new Lincoln cents have
been received at both stores of C. B. Young
A Son, and will be used in making change
daring Friday and Saturday of this week.
A

OF" STUDY

_

visiting relatives

Treses-

Maine State Normal Schools

O.

_

HALL QUARRY.
Frank R. Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
were guests of J. H: Macomber and wife

Miss Irene Marks has gone to Bangor to
finish her course at the business college.
Mrs. Charles Flye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
is with her parents here for a vacation.
Mr Parker, of Kyan Parker Construction
Co., New York, is in town on business.

Miss Olive Black is

HARDEN,

Bangor, Me.

her husband.

n nat was tnnt you said?" she asked sharply.
"Gerla. I suppose I should have said
Miss Tremaine,” and then, ns she did
not at once reply, be wheeled swiftly
Miss Nellie Eaton will leave (or Somerand confronted her.
ville this v.eek to begin her new school
She had dashed back the peaked
year.
hood of her skating coat. He saw a
Schooner Samuel Hnbhard, Capt. Blalce,
little, dark, mlgnnnne face looking up
at him In the wavering amber light— is at the settlement loading stone (or NOr
York.
a face that looked uncertain as to
Mrs. Sadie Simpson is visiting her pawhether It ought to break fnto smiles
or quiver Into tears—the face of Gerla’s rents, Capt. Charles Chapin and wile, in
Camden.
twin.
"Geraldine!” be exclaimed as be fell
Simeon E. Goss and wife will leave this
back In astonishment.
week (or Waterville, where he will open a
, It was her turn to be amazed. "Why,
new store.
did you think It wan Gerla 7” she cried.
Jnsnita chapter, O. E. S., will hold its
"Sure.” he added, with enthusiastic first
meeting alter the summer vacation
relief. And then when her merry peal on
Sept. 1.
of laughter bad died away he queried,
Edmund Davie, o( Boeton, who gradu“Bat how do you happen to be wearated at Harvard, class W, is the geest of
ing Oerla's costume?"
Herbert Warren.
She laughed again—a relieved sort of
The largest (oar-master that was ever in
merriment that made Anglin think
Stonlngton, Pendleton Brothers, came in
suddenly of hla roommate.
“Oh, that's what—what fooled yon, Sunday night to load stone.
Dr. George B. Noyes has returned (rom
was It?
Why. we changed them Just
for fun.
But Is Tom”—she flushed Lewiston and Auburn, where he attended
furiously at her slip of names—'“I the reanion of the eleventh Maine regimean If Gerla bad thought”—
ment.
“What!” exclaimed Anglin ambiguW. H. Paine, of Skowhegan, grand
ously. "Geraldine, do you think”—
master of the A. O. U. W. of Maine, vis“Oh, as to Gerla,” she broke In. “she ited Good Will lodge Monday evening,
Is coming back of you. Aak her your- and gave instruction.
self.” And she skated swiftly away.
Nihil.
Aug. 28.
The next Instant Anglin was facing
a girl In a suit of wine colored velvet.
NORTH DEER ISLE,
The peaked cap was drawn high over
George Knights is home.
tousled golden curls and eyes of deepEmery Ellis has been home (or a short
est blue.
visit.
"How you stare!” she laughed. "Am
Mrs. Charlena Lowe has returned (rom
I an uncanny spirit?"
'T've proposed to one girl tonight,” Bangor.
Cecil Hardy arrived home Sunday (rom
be confessed as be whisked away to
the waltz the band was playing, "and New York.
1 don’t want to make a similar misMiss Bertha Lowe is visiting her sister,
take again, for she was not the girl Mrs. G. L. Holden.
at all whom I meant to ask to marry
Mrs. B. T. Howard has returned (rom a
me!”
week’s visit in Rockport.
"Are you quite sure you’re not misMrs. Montford Haskell and children have
taken now?" she asked quizzically.
been in Stonington (or a week.
"But
assured
her.
1
he
"Quite!”
Rollins Hutcbingson is visiting hi9
would like positive proof—and corgrandmother, Mrs. Diana Hatch.
roboration !"
And both Fred Anglin succeeded in
Capt. Frank Haskell is home while bis
securing before be strode home to ask vessel is loading stone at Stonington.
Tom
for
congratulations and to
Malcolm White and sister Alice, with
hearten him with the fondest of hopes. two
guests, have opened their cottage.
Edward Adams and family, of DorA Transformation Scone.
chester, Mass., have opened their cottage
That great statesman William Pitt, here.
upon whose word so many tremendous
Misses Laura and Rebecca Torrey, of
Issues hung, was In the habit of retirDorchester, Mass., called on friends here
ing to his country house for seasons of
relaxation. There he dropped his char- Friday.
Franklin Hardy came home Saturday
acter of august prime minister and bemorning, returning to Bar Harbor Sunday
came for the time a romping schoolboy. One day he bad been skylarking to join bis yacht.
He rushed
Elmer Jones, of Beverly, Mass., is viswith his young friends.
Into every fray with the ardor of the iting his uncle, E. W. Hardy.
Mr. Jones
youngest present. When the fun was has served in the U. S. navy the past (our
most furious a servant entered the years.
room and Informed the prime minister,
Rev. H. A. Gerdson, D. D., and wife, of
who was coatless and embellished with Lancaster, Pa., who have been at F. E.
burnt cork, that Lords Hawkesbury Hardy’s (our weeks, left Friday morning
and Castlereagh had arrived from for home.
London on Important business. “Ask
Capt. G. L. Holden arrived yesterday and
them to wait.” remarked Pitt and prosailed to-day for Sullivan to load (or New
When that
ceeded with the game.
York. Charles Gray and Alton Torrey
must
was finished Pitt said that be
went as crew.
attend to two noble lords and retired
Capt. Charles Haskell sailed to-day from
to his dressing room to repair damfor New York in the schooner
Presently he returned, and a Stonington
ages.
Susan N. Pickering. Montford Haskell is
remarkable transformation took place.
mate and G. L. Hardy, cook.
Standing In the middle of the room,
H.
Aug. 30.
the prime minister drew himself up to

full height of unapproachable dignity.
To the astonishment of the young people present the two lords came Into
the room almost on their hands and
knees and with abject obsequiousness
explained the object of their visit. Mu
Pitt listened with an air of distant
hauteur and with a sentence or two
dismissed his noble guests.—Westminster Review.

BANGOR

Merits your consideration because its Business, Shorthand and Telegngkgri
courses St the young man or woman for the business world.
If such were not the case students would not be going out of this iduxC
daily into positions. Catalog giving information in detail will be maited -.me.

Miss Stanley, of Southwest Harbor, is
Mrs. Amy Willis and little daughter
visiting her uncle, Fred E. Webb.
Dorothy, who have spent the summer with
Schooner Ira B. Ellems is loading stone
her parents, George Rodick and wife, leave
at Crotch island for New York.
Monday for Pittsfield, where she will Join

__

grim'9 pond.
ine

enough?

We are nlmost
at the tent now.
I'd better bring you
some hot collee, Gerla."
They were at the tent.
Yellow
streaks of light from its canvas apertures were glinting out at them. The
girl came to a standstill, her hand still
on her companion's arm.
warm

COUNTY NEW.".
f

CAN

YOU SELL GOODS?

ARE you EARNING LESS THAN $3.00 PER
DAY?
If so write us and we will show you how to
a
business of your own ; be
more.
Have
earu
your own boss; and st**adiiy increase vour earnings just a-4 loug as you are willing to hustle.
NEW ENGLAND TRADING CO..
South Freeport, fie.
Box 16,

CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies' and Gents' Suitings
sold direct from the mills

output..

WRITE FOR SAMPRS

Allah WanM In Ena Tm ti* Sail Tins* Cnd
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail Dept.
Box 35 Camtlrn. Me.

|

Sixteen ounces of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisements
I
of THE AtlEilWAK.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range ou

»

fur.

nace—if it is a “Clarion”. u is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

'TRICA
Full Line* of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND PIXTURE5.
oa Wiriai aa4 Saprllaa Ckaarhllr
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Matu St.,
Blls«

Estltaatea

COUNTY NEWS.

Davenport added much to ihe charm of
has subscribert• al 107 tious on the death of Freeman Butler,
the occasion.
the 111 post-offices in Hancock county, president. Readings were by Mrs. Henry 'for %ddit,unal County Sewn nee other
pate*
After the ceremony an informal recephli the o ber papers in the County coin- Butler, Mrs. Carrie Jellison, Master Alvin
tion was held at the cottage of Professor
JmK do not reach so many. The Amkri- Jellison, and Mrs. Marietta Dyer.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Ropes. Here, too, the decorations were
C*V is not the only paper printed in
Sydney Butler, of Franklin, was cnosen
Ira G. Workman has gone to Presque most beautifully arranged by friends as
Hancock county, and has never claimed to president, George Butler, East brook, and
skillful as devoted. The many presents in
ba% but it it the only paper that can prop Charles E. Butler, Franklin, vice-presi- I Isle (or employment.
silver and money showed to the
arty bo oaUed a County paper; all th< dents. It was voted to retain last year s
Leroy B. Hutchings, of Boston, is at his j linen,
Edith ButDr, Eunice Tracy, father's for his vacation.
guests the generosity of the relatives and
mat are merely local papers. The circula- secretary.
friends of the young couple.
Mam
Thr American, barring the Bar Carrie Jellison and Winfield Jordan were
Verne Adams, of Nashua, N. H., is at E.
Mr. and Mrs. Kellogg are under appoint
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger elected entertainment committee. An in- C. Cole’s for a few weeks.
I
; ment as missionaries of the American
than that of all the other papers printed vitation to meet at Everett Tracy's camp,
Emerson T. Cole and wife, of Nashua, Hoard of Commissioners for Foreign Miain Hancock county.
Sept. 10, 1910, was accepted.
N. H., are visiting their brother, S. C. sions to the station of Shao-wu, near FooIce-cream and lemonade were served by
Cole.
;
Mrs. Butler and Mr. and Mrs. Jellison. An
how, in southern China. They plan to at1
New arrivals at Allenhurst are William tend the board meeting at Minneapolis
attraction to many was the baseball game
and to sail from Vancouver on the “Embetween the East brook and Waltham L. Barnes, of Boston, and H. V. F. Remteams. Score 20 to 2 in favor of East brook. ington, Fall River.
press of India” Oct. 30.
FRANKLIN.

COUNTY NEWS.

.jLA AHBKICAN

€+

Fbr Additional County ^Vw*,

NEWjs.

Mrs. L W. Blaisdell arrived home from

Kittery

Point

Thursday.

Miss Fredda Bragdon ‘returned from
visit in Bangor Thursday.

idrs. Flossie Joy Kendall,

_

a

of Wilton, is

guest of Mrs. L. C. Bragdon.
Dr. Walker, of Boston, was the guest of
Henry G. Wooster and wife last week.
the

Mrs. Nettie Dyer and son Norman attended the Lawn-* reunion at Eastbrock
last week.
Mrs. C.

J. Watson and her guest, Miss

Byrdine Watson, of Portland, spent Sunday at Bar Harbor.

$

Mrs. Elizabeth Gates, with young
daughter, of Castine, is visiting her pariisti. John D. Perkins and wife.

Mtb. B. M. Woodruff, of Ridley Park,
Pa*, and Miss E. C. Browne, of Washingguests of Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell,
taw, D.
leave foiflbeir homes Thursday.

Jfc&ftzo Springer

and daughter
their home in Eveleth, Minn.,
Tuesday. This is their first visit since
living hetemore than a score of years agr.
Mrs.

leave for

Prank Wooster, of Bar Harbor, supplied
Mr Rev. C. E. Bromley Sunday, favorably
Impressing his hearers. District Superintendent H. B. Haskell will occupy the

pulpit

next

Sunday.

Jnhn D. Perkins and family attended
the Wilbur reunion at East brook Saturday. It eras Mrs. Perkins* Aral drive for
mnntfce, she having been confined t > her
hsae with sciatica since early spring.

Quantities of

peas and graceful
flams lent fragrance and beauty to surmnndings at the home of Theodore Bragden and wife, Aug. 20, when their granddaughter, Miss Lela Gordon, gave a dinner
tn a party of her young friends, and her
engagement to Curtis Springer was
a anon need.
Both young people are held
ia high esteem and have the good wishes
of their many friends.

van; primary to be supplied. Pupils in
South Bay, Georges Pond and Egypt d istncts will be conveyed to Sullivan, North
Franklin and West Franklin. Very few
changes have been made in the teaching
force, and from the good work done last
spring it can be inferred that the results
will be most satisfactory this fall. District schools open Sept. 7, and the high
school the third week in September, it is

hapsd.
BUTLER

REUNION.

The annual reunion of the Butler family
was held Thursday, Aug. 19, at the borne
of Mrs. Henry Butler, East brook. About
seventy-five members and friends A the
family met at the hospitable home. After
the greetings all repaired to the orchard
and'“in the shade of the old apple trees”
ate dinner in true picnic style.
The meeting was called to order by
Vice-President Sydney Butler.
Prayer
was offered by Mrs. Henry Butler.
The
records of|last meeting were read by the
secretary, Mrs. Marietta Dyer, alsoresolu-

j&rtfcal.

Deeds, Not Words
JBllswortk People

Have

Abso-

lute Proof of Oeeda at Home.

It’s not words but deeds that prove true
merit.
The deeda ot Doan's Kidney Pills,
For Ellsworth kidney sufferers.
Have made their local reputation.
Proof lies in the testimony of Ellsworth
who

_

have

been

cured

to

stay

guests
George W. Sturgis, wife and daughter,
of Portland, are guests of the J. W. Stin-

Among thoee present were Mrs.
Avis Hooper, a granddaughter of Nathan
Hooper, three great-grandchildren of
John Hooper—Mrs. Ida Hoo er Gordon,
John Patten and Alberta Hooper; one
great-grandson of David Hooper—A.
Curtis; one great-grandson of Hart
Hooper—George O.; and one great-grandson of Elisa Hooper—George S.
Gem.
»
Aug. 30.
urer.

NORTH

sweet

The list of teachers for fall terms of
school follows: High school—Maurice C.
Fess, North Anson, principal; Miss E.
Lererne Whitten, Belfast, assistant. East
Franklin grammar, Mrs. Hattie L Lufkin,
Hearsport; primary, Miss Edna Donnell.
Ryefleld grammar, Miss Eva B. Springer;
primary, Miss Daisy Gordon. Tracy district, Miss Katie S. Bunker. Franklin
Centre—grammar, Miss Lillian V. Gray,
Brewer; primary. Miss Lettie A. Smith.
Beech land—Miss Delle
Bragdon. West
Franklin—grammar, Harry Patten, Sulli-

people

1

James Tweedie spent three days at Eastbrook last week, camping.

gins.

Drs. Clarence and L. J. Holt arrived at
Elms on Thursday last for their vaca-

B9 other.

went to

Bangor

Mre. Mary Higfibi, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting Mre. Lottie Andrews.

Otis Leland and wife went
Harb >r last week.

j

j

called out

tion.

E. W. Mayo and wife and Miss Ethel
Mayo, of Brewer, were guests at Mrs.
George Graves’ recently.
The place recently sold to I. N. Salisbury has been repurchased by its former
occupant. Charles Brown.
Miss Anna Young left Saturday for a
week's visit in Portsmouth before returning to her work as teacher at Bryant A
Stratton’s, Boston.

a

Urge party Tuesday,

over

seventy partaking of the dinner and enj lying the sports.
J. B. Cole and daughters have returned
Watervilie, and their guests, Miss
Moore, Miss Brehme and Mr. Pfleger, to
Brooklyn, N. V.

to

Aug.

30._C.

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
George Arey, Friday.

*

The lawn party on Mrs. Dix’s grounds,
Raymond McFarland, A. B., gave an interestingand instructive lecture Sunday on Wednesday, was a complete success.
evening at the Baptist chur jh, his theme
Walter Finlay, sr., and wife, of Brookbeing on "Some Things That Make for lyn,
are at the Eaton bouse for a
Success".

short

stay.
Mrs. Fred Lowd, with Miss Dorothy and
Master Bussell, of Portland, are visiting
at Mrs. H. P. liichardson’s.

Chpt.

of Shelton, Conn.,
guest this week of his brother

N.

harbok.

Mrs. Josephine Tolman and
si.ter Mr.
Uura Smith, who have
spent
here, went to Baugor to visit
before 7
turning to their home in Vinaihaven
23.
Aug.

p";

i&lnm'.ncmmtA

Mrs. Lenora Torrey, who was called here
illness of her sister, Mrs. F. A.
Peirce, went to her home in Campbello

Thursday.
The summer people are leaving every
day; Mias Gaiubiere left Sunday; on
Thursday Mr. Pringle and son Nelson;
Rev. Mr. Roberson, wife and two sons
and Henry Lovejoy, who has been a guest
in the Roberson family, on Friday.
H.
Aug. 28.

j
j

Buy a Barrel

DEER ISLE.
Mr*. P. W. Small, of Sbonington, it visiting htr mother, Mn. W. 8. Pickering.

of This Flour

Bertram Fifield and wilt, ol Vlpalhaven,
(pending a b* day* with Mr*. Frank
Orota.

Capt. Walter P. Oray and wile arrived
home

a

;

brief viait to rela-

Sohoola will begin Monday. The high
echool will have thirty-aix weeka, the
longeat term we hare ever had.

Miss Josephine Leland has been visiting
her sister, Airs. John Mitchell, of Bar
Harbor, the past week.
Miss Ida Stover, of Sorr nto, and Mias
Minnie Morrison, of Winter Harbor,
called on friends here recently.
V.
Aug. 27.

Abont fifty from tnia town attended the
fair at Bangor. The exeunion boat returning waa obliged to atop all night at
Outline on account of the fog, arriving at
Deer Iale at 8 o’clock the next morning.
Rkx.
Aug.

Yon will find it real economy
bay the famous William Tell
Flout by the barrel.
You will not only protect yourself
.against advance* in price da* to
wheat corners'' and crop conditions,
bat, you will always be sure oi the
finest grained bread —the whits*
bread;—the lighteet biscuit—tbs most
to

Jaaper Haakell, who ia employed at a
machiaiat in Eaat Boaton, ia visiting hit
mother.

Mrs. Benjamin Stock bridge and daughDaisy were guests of Mrs. Sarah
Leland last week.

delicious pastry that can be baked.
Note how ainch cleaner Willisa

Tell is than other flours—due to the

costly equipment of tbe Ansted k
Burk Company'* mills for protecting
tbe grain and flour in grinding.
Ask yonr dealer and insist on

(

having

—

William Tell

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Whitcomb, Haynes i Co.
ELL'WOKTH

Mr*. Crane, of Atlantic City, N. J., i*
viaiting bar aiater, Mr*. Arthur Uaviland.
Mr*. Louisa Armstrong, of Plymouth,
Maaa., and Mr*. Butler, of Medford,
Mas*., are gueal of Theodore H. Thomp-

PATENTS

30.___

_

her.

'“

a

by the

land,

WEST EDEN.

whn

ple.*n.
L.c.°be,., renewing

Mrs. Matilda Knowles was in Belfast
last week visiting her sisters, Mrs. Maggie
Turner and Pauline Small.

Miaa Marie Small returned home Monday from an extended trip to New York,
Bridgeport and Portland.

C. D. Crane, of Providence, R. I., is
tbe guest of D. G. Hail and wife.
Mrs. D. G. Hall attended tbe C. E. convention in Charleston. Misses
Clarice
Hall and Margaret Koch returned with

Ellsworth

made

Mrs. 8. A. Miller and
daughter ir„
Frank Boyd, of Dorchester
«,« ’’
rulafil-oa
haw,
visiting relatives hew.

Hattie Hatch has been spending a few
days in Camden with her* aunt, Mrs. Malvina Greenlaw.

thia week for
tivee and frienda..

Rev.

business,

_____

Mrs. Charles Smith, of Southville, spent
days last week with friends and relatives here.

!

atwndinj

Aug. 28.

ol Ulneaa.

ter

on

birch

Mrs. Susan Nowell baa been visiting iter
brother, Cpbraim Alley, tbe past week.
Miss Editb Jellieon, of Otis, is spendings few weeks with Mrs. H. W. Jellieoo.

M'KINLEY.

i

Sheriff Silaby, of

Cap*. Henry P. Smith la at home, tolas
to Southweat obliged to leave hit achooner on account

is home.

been

summer.

town

few

a

J

w.
W.
A. Heath •>«»
been *'
Northeast Harbor the past
**“•
"lrrOiug tor Loren Kimball

art

Edward Ginn, of E. D. Ginn ft Co., Boston, with his family, was here Saturday
calling upon old friends.

A general picnic in E. C. Cole’s grove

son

FALLS. ME

■

and wife.

Frank Howard and

a

friend from Chel-

I

Trtm

miTvsor.

bow to oboaOa pmiwnu. U*da

msrka

oopynctktt.e«4s.t |N ALL COUNTRIES.
are at Mr*. Frank Hatkell’a.
I Burin*, Jim t with Walking Ion tales tme,
Mayo is visiting her ae*, Maaa.,
1
Mr.
Howard
ia
an
old-time
reaident,
cousin. Mi*s Mary Mayo, in Ellsworth.
| smoury and often the patent.
MT. DESERT.
Pateet led lefriepment Pfictlee Ejulutlnl).
having moved from here about twentyArchie Higgins has moved bis family to
Writ* or ootua Unuai
ttve year* ago. Hi* many friend* are !
John K. Gore and wife, of Orange, N. J.,
IIS IM Stmt. cff. Caltod Itotos Patsst OSes.
Leetoa Mayo's house. Town llili.
Rev. Mr.and Mrs. Stanley, of Lisbon, are
WASHINGTON. O. C.
pleated to see him.
are at the Somes bouse.
Lynwood Brailey is building a bouse at
of Mis. Dolliver at the lighthouse.
H.
Aug. a.
A. G. Sanderson and wife, of Montclair, guests
tbe Narrows, nearly opposite the borne of
Miss Marie accompanies them.
N. J.. are at T. S. Somes’.
PRETTY MARSH.
his brother, Edward Brailey.
Misses Marguerite and Harriett Richand
Jastrow
of
New'
wife,
York, |
Joseph
H.
P.
Freeman
1* at home for a few days.
Walter
Clark
has
to
BrooksSouth
gone
ardson returned Saturday to their home
are occupying Camp Taylor.
Mrs. Melinda Ober ia visiting
her
in Wellesley, Mass., after a snort vaca- vilte to work cutting stone.
Miss Madeline Dixon, of Boston, is a
tion here.
Freddie Gonya, of Bar Harbor, is spend- brother, Leonard Webber, at Bluehili.
guest at the Lawson cottage.
I*mitm*r Notice.
Melvin J. Atherton and family, of Boston,
P. W. Richardson ft Son shipped a cargo ing a few days with his uncle, C. M. Rich.
contracted with the t ity o( Ellt*
•
Mis# Florence Hysom recently visited of dsh to Bred
M.
Aug. 23.
are at Castle Atberton for a few weeks.
Bradley, of Gloucester, Satwoth to support and care for *.ho»e»BO
HAVING
her aunt, Mrs. H. R. Hysom.
'he arxt Sw
nviv n*»e-d »tsl«t*nce dunntr
echooner
urday. Capt. Norwood, of
Misses
Ebba
and
Sigrid Stalnacke, of ynr* tnd a*e legal resideutn of E'i»wiTth.I
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk, of Lynn, Mass., are Lillian, took them.
on my tcit
them
bid
all
persons trotting
Brooklyn, N. Y., are visiting their aunt,
A son was born to Ivory Foss and wife,
co*'ot. -s there Is plenty of room and ficcom*
visiting Mrs. Kirk’s sister, Mrs. Lewis
Mrs. Allen Smith.
Walter Finlay, jr
entertained friends
•roc) 4i ou» 10 care lor them « th* City F*™
Aug. 29.
Somes.
M J. DbCWNIT
at dinner Aug. 18, his twenty-seventh
!
EUie rtamor and wife, of West Eden, are bt-une.
Mrs. Harry Perkins, of Rockland, is at
The sale by the United Church Workers j birthday, at the Dix boat house. The
! Wednesday was a decided success.
Net place was prettily decorated with flags, F. L. Colby's.
Miss Mabel Bennett and Miss Madge
proceeds. |170.
Jap Unterus and flowers. The moat atAug. 23.
Red Wing.
! tractive thing waa a birthday cake, sent Moone have gone to East brook to teach.
Dy friends from Brooklyn. It was decoHudson Kingman and wife, who have
amcAican
WEST BRJOKLIN.
rated with the dates and initials of the been
|
visiting relatives here, have returned
Herman Whitman, of Ooeanville, visited happy recipient and twenty-seven t£by to Newport, R. I.
his sister, Delia Carter, recently.
red candles.
Mrs. C. T. Eldridge and two children,
P. M.
Aug. 30.
Rufus Brides, who i* employed in Bar
Cecil and Colby, of Rum ford Falls, are
Harbor, i9 at home for a few days.
visiting at F. L. Colby s.
WEST TRENTON.
Ike BmscImM Remedy
Ahira Bridges, who has been on steamer
Mr. Dutton and wife, of Brooklyn, N.
Mrs. Annie Mclntire, of South Berwick,
famed
for 99 years. Quickly
Sappho at Bar Harbor, came home Sat- who has been visiting tier
who have spent the summer at Judge
relieves scalds, bums, sprains,
niece, Minnie Y.,
urday.
P.
O.
will
leave
Cunningham’s
cottage,
inflammation, muscular rheumYoung, returned nome Sunday. Her
Roland Carter, who has been working l husband, D. E.
atism. cuts and like troubles.
Mclntire, came to accom- Thursday.
for the Mountain let Co. at Sargentville,
C.
Aug. 30.
Taken internally on sugar or In
pany her home.
is at home.
sweetened water, Johnson's Anodyne
Mrs. L. S. Hopkins pleasantly enter*
GOTT*8 ISLAND.
Liniment
will check influenza and colds,
Mrs. Abbie Joyce, who has been spend- tained
Friday from 2 to 4 p. m., seven
bronchitis and bowel disorders; it is most effective lor croup
Capt. L. S. Truk haa had a crew making
ing a tew weeks with her niece, Mrs. girls, schoolmates of her granddaughter,
cholera morbus and many other aches and pains where Instant
oil the road.
Myrtle Power, at Brooklm, has returned Florence M. Hopkins, it being her ninth repairs
treatment is necessary.
Misses
Marion
Trask
and
Nina Staples, o(
home.
Games were
birthday.
played and
Veem- beam ekseW ewer bu wMhmut It
are
guests o( Mrs. Charles H.
B.
Aug. 30.
luncheon served. Each one well given a Atlantic,
Harding.
as
a
card
souvenir.
The
birthday
guests
FRANKLIN ROAD.
2 *•
were Bertha McFarland. Helen Swanson,
Capt. G. H. Kirkpatrick, of St. Paul cotMrs. Jane Wilbur, of East brook, called
has
arrived
from
wnere
he
tage,
Bangor,
'Dorothy
Mattie
Cousins,
Gladys
Leland,
on
her sister, Mrs. Clarissa Dyer, last
has been on business.
Murphy, Lila Young, Madeline Davis.
week.
FAISONS’ MIS
Prof. Arthur Livingston, of Columbia
The community was shocked to hear of
Brace up the hw
Mrs. Bertha Higgins *and son Charles, the death of
CO.
Agnes, wife of Arno W. Mar- university, New York, hu joined Mrs.
L a. JOHNSON A
and make it do
who have been visiting in town, have reHam
its proper work.
shall, which occurred at Bar Harbor hos- Livingston at Hillside.

Aug.

Y.

30.

_

Miss

Mildred

_

GA-SNOW.

JOHNSON'S
WENT

turned to their home in Rockland.

pital Sunday. She was taken there for
treatment, Wednesday, Aug. 18. After an
operation Saturday she failed gradually

Chips.
_

EGYPT.

HOT AIR FURNACES

Misses Clara, Esther and Edith West, of
o’clock Sunday morning, when she
peacefully passed away. The body was Bar Harbor, spent Sunday here with their
brought to her home here, where funeral uncle, F. W. West.
services will be held Tuesday afternoon.
John F. Clark haa returned from Winter
The iamily have the sincere sympathy of
all.
Harbor, where he wu called by the illness
of bis youngest daughter, Miss Sophia
S.
Aug. 30.

or PROVEN VALUL.
The MONITOR and HOT
BLAST for wood,the CLARION for coal, the CLARION
OAK for both fuels.

Clark.
HANCOCK POINT.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

ROPES-KELLOGG WEDDING.
In the beautiful chapel at Hancock Point,
tastefully decorated by friends, Miss Alice
Rogers Ropes was married by her father,
Prof. C. J. H. Ropes, of Bangor theological seminary, to Rev. Edwin Dwight Kellogg, on Thursday afternoon, Aug. 26, at

Hale Burns has returned from Trenton,

to it. I commenced using Foley's Honey snd
Tar, and it stopped my cough, and I am now
entirely well, and have gained twenty-eight
pounds, all due to the good result.* from taking Foley’s Honey and Tar." O. ▲. Paacnaa.

Aug. 33.

until 5

great deal from backache, and where has been employed.
after a hard day's work I could not sit in
W. H. Bartlett came home Friday night
The first from Bar Harbor, returning Saturday to
a chair for any length of time.
box of Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured from the yacht Cavalier for the return trip to
New York.
Moore’s drag store, gave me relief, and I
Aug. 23.
L.
continued taking the remedy until all
A NARROW ESCAPE.
traces of my trouble had disappeared.”
Edgar N. Bay lias, a merchant of RobinsonFor sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents. ville.
Del., wrote:
“About two years ago I
was this and sick, and coughed all the time,
Foster-Miiburn Co., Buffalo, New York, and
if I did not have consumption, it was near
Kemember the name—Doan’s-and take

vaca-

this week.-.

j guests.

the

a

aole agents for the United States.

abort

C. C. Hutchings and wife entertftied an i
Mias Annie Louise Lord, of Ellsworth,
Miss M. M. Leland, who has been visitinformal party at tea Thursday, for J. B. :
is visiting her cousin, Miss Eunice Cog- I
ing in Southwest Harbor and Swan’s isCole and family, of Watervilie, and tkeir

Miss Florence Dyer, night operator at
Arthur L. Frazier, ot Hancock St., Ellsthe Ellsworth telephone office, visited her
worth, Me., says; “Since publicly recom- aunt, Mrs. Freeman Babains, recently.
J. E. Phillips and wife, of Dayton, O.,
mending Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1905, I
have had no occasion to use a kidney rem- who have been visiting his sister, Mrs. F.
8. Graves, have started for their home.
edy. Time has proven the wonderful beneThey will visit in Ellsworth, Dedham and
Doan’s
from
1
derived
fit
Kidney Pills to Portland on their way.
G.
be lasting, and in all other cases where
Aug. 30.

I suffered

a

Melville C. Perry, who has spent his
vacation with his parents, has returned to
Portland.

Mrs. E. W. Cole end her daughter, Mrs.
Clinton Churchill, of Dorchester, Maas.,
were recent guests of Mrs. B. E. Ihdiinson.

LAMQINE.

on

George King and wile

aona.

cored.

Doan’s Kidney Pills have been used on
my recommendation, relief has followed.

Harry Leland it home
tion.

the

day.
Capt. Jeremiah Hatch,
a

*>»«.

Mra. SopLronia Harper is
«t borne i,
,roB
tlantlc, where
h„, ,.
Where she has
Atlantic,

Robert Hatch, of Maynard, Mass., was
with his grandfather, Seth Hatch, Sun-

has been
Seth.

V*0.

SEAL COVE.
W. J. Harper, wife
attended the fair at
Bangor.

den.

j

,,7~~

w„ile Mr. Hainor is
employ,*
> a

Aug.23.

Anthony R>e was in Bangor this week
looking for a horse.
Angeline Robbins is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Seth Robbins, at Buck sport.
Vivian Greenlaw will go to Sangerville,
where she is employed as a teacher.
Miriam Tracy has been spending a few
days with friends in Rockland and Cam-

j

Resolutions were passed expressing reOr. F. F. Larrabee has bought out the
OAK POINT.
gard for the character of their deceased practice of a physician in Washburn, and
president. Freeman Butler, and extending has taken possession.
Edgar Jordan was in Bangor Saturday
|
sympathy to the immediate relatives.
Capt. Deasy hae as guests his grand- I on business.
B.
Aug. 30.
daughter, Louise Deasy, of Bar Harbor,
Myra Walls has returned home from
and Mrs. Elizabeth, Aitnee, of Boston.
HOOPER REUNION.
Bar Harbor.
The third annual reunion of the Hooper
Mrs. Charlotte Hew ins has returned to
Alvin Norwood was in Treroont on busifamily was held at George’s Pood, Frank- her son's, accompanied by her daughter, ness recently.
lin. Aug. 25, with over sixty present, Mrs. Lyman Hewins, and infant son, of
Chester Grindle was in Bar Harbor calllineal
descendants. Washington, D. C.
forty-eight being
ing on friends recently.
The president. Dr. E. C. Hooper, of Fair- j
Ella
of
Johns,
Mrs.
Somerville, Mass.,
Mrs. Agnes Kimball is at the O. W.
field, being absent, the meeting for busi- and her daughter. Miss Lotie Johns, of
for a few days.
ness was called to order and conducted by
j Ellsworth, have been at Alfred Hamilton's Young place
Leland has returned home after a
Mrs. Thomas E. Hooper was j
his wife.
Ralph
a few
weeks. Miss Johns returned to
elected secretary pro tern, and read the
long trip in the Nellie Grant.
Ellsworth Saturday.
secretary's and treasurer’s reports which j
Susie Young and Pearl Davis, of Otter
B. Cole and daughter Sybil, of WaterJ.
were accepted. Voted to let the same con
I
Creek, are guests of Mrs. Jane March.
have joined other members of the
ville,
mittee on research stand, and add to the
Emerson Ladd took a party from Shady
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton's.
at
committee a member from each branch of j family
Nook to Bar Harbor in his motor boat rehave as house guests Misa Agnes
the family. The next reanion will be held They
Miss Matilda Brehme and James cently.
at East Franklin, on the last Wednesday in Moore,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Althea Pomeroy has returned home
August, 1910, and the following committee Fleger,
C.
from Bar Harbor, where she has been visAug. 23.
was appointed to prepare the grounds and I
1
her aunt.
make necessary arrangements:
Thomas
E. T. Cole and wile have returned to iting
Mrs. Eva Dyer Higgins, with little
Hooper and wife, John Patten and wife j Ntthua.
i« visiting her grandand George L. Hooper. Officers appointed
Lorenzo Cole and Mr. Bailey, o( Nashua, daughter E'llyn,
father, J. Howard Galley.
for 1910 are: Or. E. C. Hooper, president; N.
H., are at J. W. Cole’s for a week.
C.
Stinson
Aug. 30.
Hooper, vice-president; Mrs.
Miss Maude Colby and Miaa Emma
Nellie Hooper Dyer, secretary and treasof Mrs. W. H. ltoore.
Thurston are
EDEN.

m.n

Grace Hatch left Friday for her home in
Somerville, Mas*.

v

The fall term of high school will open in
the new school building.

occupying the house owned hy

other payee

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

[

"county

nee

1

Mary West and little granddaughJ ulia, who have been visiting in Ellaworth, have returned to their home here.
Mrs. West wu accompanied by
her
daughter. Miss Helen, who will spend her
here.
vacation
G.
Aug. 30.
Mrs.

ter

The remarkable results
these furnaces give come
from great care in planning
and manufacture. Everya
tail is exact, every casting
strong, every joint tight.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

3 o’clock.

The service was brief and impressive and the music by Frederick S.

Mrs. Jesse Young arrived from Bar Harbor last Wednesday to visit her parents,
E. E. McFarland and wife.

Manv people delude themselves by saying
“It wifi wear away", wheu they notice symptoms of kidney aud bladder trouble. This Is
Take Fojey’s Kidney Remedy,
a mistake.
and stop the drain on the vitality,
it cures
backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
trouble, and makes every trace of pain, weakG. a.
ness, and urinary trouble disappear.
Pascbss.

Misa Persia Young left for Lawrence,
Mass., Saturday, where she will attend
school. She wu accompanied by her
grandmother, Mrs. Henry Bartlett, who
will visit relatives.
A.
Aug. 30.

For durability, heating
tnej
power and economy
Biauu

,

THE HOT BLAST.

aiuuct

Write for circulars.

I WOOD & BISHOP CO- n
Bangor.
-i

u.

Me.

Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.

bstablismbo
w*-

■"cxjU-N'o
*&Uttonnl (>

Franklin,
wife

«****

««U

Mrs. John E. Staples, with son Janies, is
in Sullivan visiting her son Hollis.

8UR&Y.
Walter Kane ia In tbe Bangor hospital
for treatment of his eye.
The schooner A. T. Miner, Capt. McKay,
arrived from Kockland Saturday.

John Collins and wife are spending his
vacation with George A. Pierce and wife.

Edgar Blodgett was at West Penobscot
last week, the guest of his sister, Mrs.

Augustus Gray.
H. D. Dodge and wife, of Revere, Mass.,
are stopping with Mrs. Dodge’s
sister,
Miss Mimie Sparry, who has spent her
here and in Bluehill, returned to Mary Lymburner.

A. T. Townsend, of Bluehill, visited his
mother, Mrs. Abbie Mills, Sunday.

vacation
Augusta Thursday.
The blaeberry factory shut down last
Saturday. Tbe pack has been small on

account of tbe scarcity of berries.
Mrs. Henry Coulter, with her daughher father,
ter Doris, who has been visiting
Josiab Coulter, left for her home in BrockMiss., Thursday.

ton,

number of people came from
Vinalbaven in a small schooner last Sata

Quite

urday. They were friends and relatives
of M. B. JLlnneken and wife, and were
entertained at their camp at Patten's

~pond.

Mrs. Prudence Leonard and daughter

Margie, of Solon,

are

spending

this week

Charles Grindle’s.

at

C.

Aug. 30.
SOUTH BLUEH1LL.

Mrs. C. R. Sleeper, of Sedgwick, is visitfriends here.

ing

Mrs. Frank Gray, of Brooklin, is visit*
her sister, Mrs. Hattie Day.

ing

Mrs. Eunice Carter, Herman Carter and
Miss Dennett, of Waltham, Mass., are
guests of Chatles Ferriu and wife.
Thi Boston Port

cane

for the oldest citi-

toCapt. D. C. Day, of
this place, who was born Sept. 29,1820.
are
in
and
family
Surry.
Ernest Uasper
Miss Daisy Johnson, Miss Smith, Miss
George Howe and wife have moved to Purdy and Miss Cf«0b, of New York, are
Bluehill.
spending a few weeks at A. W. Eaton’s.
ntly visited her brother,
josie Kane rMiss Nellie Anderson, of North Sedg1. \V. I)ow, in Bluehill.
wick, and Earl Beade, of this place, were
II. O. Staples has uioved into tbe rooms married Sunday. Their many friends extend congratulations.
over J. F. Staples’ atore.
C.
Aug. 14.
Mrs. Clarissa Billington is now occnpyB.

Aug. SO.

ing her house ou Murphy road.
Miss Mary Billington visited friends
and relatives in Bluehill last week.
benora Woodman

came

borne from tbe

Kimball house, Northeast Harbor, Mon-

day.
ljeono

MasKeil mu

»iip,

who ua\e

uetn

viaitmg at Charles Mann’a, have returned

zen

of Bluehill

came

MARLBORO.
Bertha Hodgkins entertained ten of her
little friends Saturday, Aug. 2S, her fourth
birthday.
Mrs. William ('base, of Portland, and
Edward Treadwell and wife, of Ellsworth,
were guests of G. O. Treadwell Saturday
and

borne.

Sunday.

Misses

Mabel

and

Maud

Jones,

who

little son,
Benjamin Thomas,
Mrs. Thomas'
who have bee.i visiting
lather, E. N. Osgood, have returned to

spent the past two weeks with their
cousin, Mrs. Gardener Bow den, have returned to Dorchester, Mass.

Portland.

Mrs. E. G. Burnham, with two children,
Clive and Margaret, of Cutler, is visiting
her father, 8. H. Kemiek. Mrs. Burnham

wife and

The llaptist Sunday school held its annual picnic at Mrs. Lucy Emery’s cottage
at

Toddy yond,

and were

very hospitably

euterlaincd.
Everett Gasp’r, Mat Davis and Rav
(Jasper, of Wbitinsville, Mass., are spending their vacation with their parents,
ug.

have

just
hospital
Bangor, where she went July 5 for a surHer
friends
are
glad to
gical operation.
know she is doing well.
has

returned

from the

Aug. 30.

in

Ark.

SEDGWICK.
here.

Miss Mamie Deslsles has gone to Bar
where she has employment as a
trained nurse.

| Harbor,

Mrs. Bard, daughter and son, of DorMiss Ethel Cohb and Miss Akers are
chester, Mass., arc boarding at Dyer
guests of Vf. A. Pert.
few weeks.
F. E. Ferguson and wife, of Chelsea, Young’s tor a
Mass., are vi-iting their son Eugene.
| Hortense Merrill, wit b a party of friends
Mrs. Gertrude Pekius is spending a few from Eddington, has been occupying the
log cabin fora few days. They returned
days with her mother, Mrs. i. D. Alien.

Eddington Sunday.
Raymond Hodgkins and family and
Morris Hodgkins returned to their home
in Portland Wednesday, after spending
Louis and Gay Means, with their wives,
two weeks with their parents, W. 8. Hodgof Lynn. Mass., are -pending their vacawife.
Mrs. Lillie doper and familr, of Whitman, Mass., are with her parents, M. E.
Friend and wife.

parents here.
Bartlett brothers have gone to Boaton.
Llewellyn will proceed to California to
'attend to holiness interests there.
tion with her

Meant, of Dorchester, Mass., and
M. B. Meana, of New London, Conn., with
their tamiliee, are visiting their brother,
Fred

William X. Means.
Aug. 33.

H.

_

William Sylvester and wife have moved
to Brooklin.
E. F. Staples is entertaining guests
from Rockland.
Mrs.

Mrs. Belle Allen and aister, Mrs. Perkins, bare gone to Penobscot.
Mrs.

Bingbambrother, C. N.

Brunner and eon, of

•
I ion, N. Y.,

are

visiting

her

to

kins

and

Aug.

30._

H.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Miss Helen Snow is visiting her brother,
Everett Snow.

Preston Sellers and wife, of Waterville,
spending their vacation here.

are

The Penobscot base ball team added anjjj
other victory to its list last week, beating

Bluebill, 5

to 4.

Wight, of Waltham, Mass.,
is spending her vacation with her mother,
Miss Belle

Mrs. Otis

Wight.

Dunbar has returned to Somerville, Mass., after his vacation here. His
family will remain a few weeks longer.
Owen

Aug.

G.

23.
_

NORTH BROOKUN.

Anodes.

Misa Clara Cole is spending her vacation
with her sister, Mrs. W. J. Johnson, at

point.
8. Husband, who ia employed in
Flushing, N. Y., visited his family here
the

T.

last week.

Miss Jennie Billings, of Bluehill, is caring for Mrs. Leslie Flye, who is ill.
George F. Hall and wife, of Boston, are
Bpending a few days at W. A. Hale’s.
Adalbert Seavey is recovering from a
bad attack of blood poisoning, from a
tooth.
Erast us Candage has completed the
stoning of a oellar for Walter Crockett at

Mrs. JudithICoffln and aon, of Newburyport, Maas., are guests of Mrs. Coffin's
sister, Mrs. A. F. Cole.
Harry Pervear^snd wife, of Lynn, Mass., brooklin.
are with his parents, T. J. Pervear and
John Carnes, retired real estate broker,
wife, for several weeks.
and Andrew Owens, retired, are visiting
H.
30.
Aug.
at W. H. Giles.
Sub.

Aug. 23.

LAM01NE.
Urt. Mary Coolidge i* visiting relatives
in Sorrento.
Mrs. William Lyman and
Grace have retnrned|home.

daughter

Mrs. Betsey Young left Sunday for Ellsworth, where she is to spend a week.
Mrs. John F. Coolidge and son Fairfield
left Friday for their home in Waltham,
Mass.
Miss Olive Coolidge left Saturday for
Bar Harbor and Winter Harbor to spend
a few daya with friends.

Oapt. Charles Hodgkins and family gave
clam-bake at G. B. Hodgkins’ shore last
Tuesday afternoon, which was enjoye 1 by

EA8TBROOK.
Schools begin to-day.
Mrs. Victoria Butler, of North Hancock,
will open a singing school here to-night.
A goodly number of Wilburs attended
the reunion at the grange hall Saturday.
MrB. Nason Crimmin, of Hallowell,
visited friends and relatives here last
week.
George Newey and wife, of Winterport,
Mrs.
are visiting Mrs. Newey’s mother,
Calista Wilbur.
Gum.
Aug.

30.__

a

BAR HARBOR.

Frank D. Foster, of Pasadena, Cal., is
reladaugh- spending a short time here, visiting
and renewing old acquaintances.
ters, Miss Louise and Mrs. Sumner Foster, tives,
Mr. Foster was a leading business man
left Friday for their home in Qambridge, here some
years ago, moving West, where

^rs. Ansel

Reynolds, and

two

Mass.

he has

An ice-cream social was held in C. E.
hall last Mbnday eveining. A good number was present, and $14.40 was added to
the treasury.
Prof. Raymond McFarland gave an
dress in the church Sunday evening.
friends listened with much interest
appreciation.
Aug. 30.

ad-

His
and
B.

NORTH BROOESV1LLE.
Mrs. Ralph Hawes and children have
turned to New York.

re-

Bernice Perkins attended the teachers’
examination at Bluehill Friday.
S..A. Long, of East Bluehill, and P. W.
lie Beck, wife and two children, of West
WARNING.
persuaded into taking anything
Honey and Tar for chronic coughs,
bronchitis, hay fever, asthma, and lung
trouble, as it stops the cough and heals the
lungs. G a. PaacaiR.
Do not be
but Foley's

since made his home.

BROOKSV1LLE.
Miss Ethel Sanborn is working for Mrs.
F. H. Billings.
A. J. Candage and daughters Esther and
Lois have gone to their home in East
Bluehill for a short time. Mr. Candage
has a sore hand and is unable to work.

Aug.

23.

__________

The only place to get bargaint is af the
itore that advertises for your trade.
Accidents will happen, hut the best-regulated families keep Dr. Thomas’ Bclectric Oil
for such emergencies. It subdues the pain
and heals the hurt—Arm.
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AID
ismetios and lotions will not clear your
iplexion of pimples and blotches like
bj's Orino Laxative, for indigestion,
uach and liver trouble and habitual conation. Cleanses the system and is pleasto take. O A. Parches.

*£,

ptnoii'iiMnaM

To >11
In either of
eafates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of August, a. d. 190v.
rilHE following matters haying beeu pre
X sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be pun
lished three weeks successively in the Ell*
worth American, a newspaper published a
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the seventh aay
ot September, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
in lb' forenooi^anri he *eard thereon if the;

STATE OF KAHK.

Ravooci m.
To the Honorable Justices of tho BiprfM
Judicial Uou t neat lo be holden at Mtftworth, within and for ibe county ei laa*
cock, on the Second Tuesday of fhtatw,
Mr. Ireland and wife of Corinna, have
A. D. 100ft.
(Copyright, 1907, by M. M. Cunningham.]
M. Mclnnls, of Btaoksporft. fn
Dr. Treat*a private insane asylum, been at one of S. J. Treworgy’s cottages
said County of Uancoek, wife o John
for a vacation.
Mclnnls, respectfully represents th*l her
situated nine miles from the city, had
ni .iden
name was Virginia M. Bpsavdi**;
D. J. Curtis and family, of Surry, and
been In existence for ten years when
thnt she was lawfully married t'> ti e Mud
Miss Phillips, of Ellsworth, are atS. J. ;
Mclnnls at said Bucks port, on the >mi»
John
the first breath of suspicion was raised
day of May. A. D. 1888, hy William A. Remfefc,
Tre^nrgy’s cottage.
Esq., a Justice of the Peace; that your lfheft
against It. The editor of the Dally ArBnt resided in this State when the csnee »<f
Mrs. Hattie Mayo and son Harold, and
gus was a personal friend of the docdivorce accrued and bad resided here in gtsd
Ine* Fauro, of Lowell, Mass., who have se> cause.
Frances W. Grtnt, late of Larooine, in said faitb one year prior to the date hereof; tlmft
tor.
He regarded It as one of the
been visiting at Surry, have returned county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- your Hbe lant has always conducted besaelf
model Institutions of the country and
as a faithful, uw
porting to be the last will and testament of towards her said husband
home.
end affectionate wife; that on ssid mia
said deceased, together with petition loi/probad time and again commended it in
of
said
A.
D.
the
John Melanie
IMS,
day
Msy,
bate
thereof, presented by Harry L. Crabtree,
Mrs. Edward Stone has returned to her
|
the most favorable terms.
utterly deserted your iibeliam without msw
the executor (herein named.
*
her part and that said desertion has conOne day a yonng woman escaped home here after|several months in Rock- i Otis W. Aibee. late of Swan’s Island, in said on
deceased.
certain instrument pur- tii ned more than three consecutive y»am
and told such tales as led to on inves- land and Boston. Mr. Stone is employed county,
prior lothe filing:of this libel. TbatMhw
porting to be the last will and testament of next
on steamer Monhegsn.
h>«s used reasonable diligence to ascertain
said
deceased,
with petition tor pro
together
tigation.
ti
e
residence
of said libellee and that ahwiu
bate thereof, presented by Vicie M. Albee, the
Aug. <*).
C.
I he trie* or getting a reporter into a I
unable to ascertain bis residence and she.
executrix ther in named
thereto e. first being duly sworn, alleges venL.
George
late
of
in
or
an
for
a
few
weeks
Quimby,
Bucksport,
prison
asylum
said county, ueteased. A certain Instrument der oath in this libel that tbe residence of tho
1L»TIFIXD AFTER FOUR YEARS.
to report On the condition of affairs
raid lioeilee is unknown to ht-r and cannot
to be the last will and testament
Carlisle Center, N. Y., G. H. Burhnns, purporting
I
t e
sc» named n> reasonable diligence.
Tlnn
ot said oeceaeed, together with
was
a
new thing then, thongh old writes: “About four
petitiou for
I
years ago I wrote you prohate th> not,
is no collusion between her and the a*id
p.esented oy Winslow F. there
ibat I had been entirely cured of kidney
libelii e to obtain this divoice;
enough new. On the city staff of the : trouble
the executor therein named.
Quimby,
two
bottles of
by taking
Kidwbeiefcre she asks ibis honorable Court
Henr> Bowden, late of Penobscot, in said
He ney Remedy, ond after four years Foley’s
Argus was a man named Green
I am again
to decree to her a divorce irom her said husto state that I have never had any county, deceased. A certaiu instrument pursuggested the plot that was carried !I pleased
porting to ne the last will and testament of band, John Mclnnls, for the on use of utttvr
return of those symptoms, and I am evidently
sain
out. He w«» to he sent to Or. Treat’s cured to stay euied.”
together with petition lor pro- des- rtion of her by htr said busb -nd, conFoley's Kidney Rem- bate deceaseu,
I
thereof, and for administration* with the tinued for thiee consecutive years next prior
asylum for treatment. The editor took j edy will do the same for you. Q. a. Parch kk. will annexed presented by Uriah Bowden, a to the flung of this lioei.
Dated this 7th day of August, A. D. 19ML
son of said deceased.
The executrix named
np the Idea not because he doubted
Virginia M. Melvsn.
in said will having declined the trust.
the doctor, but from a newspaper
uwhuafii and Steamoo*
Lottie M. Higgins, late t E Iswcrth, in said
STATE OF MAINE.
deceased.
Petition
that
r.dnioud
J.
Green
would
find
county,
standpoint.
nothing
CUMBERLAND t>S.;
August 7, Itlft.
Walsh or some other suitable person be ap
to criticise during his stay, but his arPersonally appeared Virginia M. Mcluuls,
pointed administrator of tbe estate of said before
me, and being duly sworn made oath
deceased, presented by Jerry Bridges, a crediticles on life In an Insane asylum
to tbe truth of the foregolug libel by her
tor of said deceased
would malco good rending. !f would be
Han ay C. Simivan,
Calvin 1). White, late of Surry, in said coun- signed.
Justice cf tbe Pease.
a
stroke cf newspaper enterprise to
ty, deceased. Petition that Pi auk T. Jellison
or
some
other
suitable person be appointed
STATE OF MAINE.
Coinniendna, June 21, 1900.
show that 'he Argus was wide nwike.
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
Hancock
bs.—Supreme. Judicial Court. In
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
pre seined by Augusta A. Stackpole, a creditor
The detail:1 of the plot were worked
El Is wo lb. August 14, A. D 1M9.
Vh< atiuJ
Sunday of said deceased.
the fo<e«oing Libel. Ordered: That
Upon
ont, and then Green suddenly disapGeorge W. Wescott, lat« of Gouldsboro, in the Libellant
give notice to the said LibeHea
saio county, deceased
Addition it account of to
|A Ml A M AM P M' p
peared. It was learned from the editor I
appeur beioie the Justice of our Supremw
James W. Wesuoit and Charlotte a. Wescott,
H 2(1 II OOl.... *7 lol
Mnst
Judicial Court, 10 be h« lden at Ellsworth,
afterward that Ills friends had him 8 W H
executor'*, filed for seiliemtnt.
9 00 11 20_! 7 20
|
wi hiu at d fo ibe ( oumj of Uhi cock, on thu
Mary J. Freeman. late of Mount Desert, in Kei uu Tu. aday oi October, A. U. itfOi*. by
Incarcerated In the asylum ns a '‘trou- N E H-' 9 10 II SO....; 7 30
said county, deceased. First account of Wm.
—j 9 so 11 50 ....: 7
lu plain English BealH
putdi.-liing nu attest* copy of sa.d Libel ana
blesome person.”
H. Freeman, administrator, filed for settleBar H 6 00 10 45
1 00 4*10 9 00
this order thereon, three weeks successively
ment.
that mentt that he stood between Srnto i-no 21 ql2 4hi 3 55
in the Ellsworth American, a newapafmr
Alice
B
of
Han Fib 35 10 40 ql2 55! 4 36|
Warren, late
Bucksport. in said printed in Ellsworth, in our County of Hua>
somebody and property. Two doctors Sull’n;
conntv, deceased.
Second account of Wil11 10
4
iock. thr last publication to be thirty '••ys at
liam M. Bradley, administrator, filed for set*
M D F 7 O' II 40
were found to certify to the fact that
1 50j6 05' I
6 30
lea»t prior to tbe secoud Tuesday of Ootobur
blement.
11 47 1 57 5 13! \
8 37
next, that be may there and tben in our said
That Wauk 7 07
he was “harmlessly Insane."
Sarah R. Richardson, late of Eden, in said
Han <7 15 UfSO
5 17
6 42
Court appear and answer to said libel.
meant he teas in the way. hut not ex- Fr R 7t22
5 26
Bounty, deceased. First account of Ida M.
B 50
Arno W. King,
W Jc 7 3u 12 14
11 00 7 01 10 00 I Richardson, executrix, filed for settlement.
6f3.5
Justice of tbe Sup. Jud. Court,
with
to
up
people
given
chopping
actly
Mehitable A. Handy, late of Gouldsboro, in
ELLS 7 87 12 20
6 42
11 07 7
10 08 !
A true copy of tbe Libel and Order of Court
Baid ounty, deceased.
First account of
«n ax.
HI* examination by these doc- Ells F 7 42 12 25
5 48
II 12 7 14 10 18
tbereon.
6 08
7f5 2 .17
llt25 7127 10126 Luere B. Deasy, administrator, filed for set*
Attest —John F. Knowlton, Clark.
tors lasted less than half an hour.
Or L R 04 12t46
6 13
11 H4 7t37 10 85 ilement.
John E. Clark, late of Eden, in said county,
The editor continued to visit the Phil L 8tll 12f68
11 Ml 7M5 10t42 I
6t2l
NOTICE
OF FORECLOSURE.
n
deceased.
filed
a.
Petition
Helen
18 ltoo
6 29
by
Clark,
11 48 7153 10 49
doctor's retreat and to assure him Hld’n
Jennie M. Burgess, in her own
Br Jc 8 38 1 19
administratrix, for license to sell certain real
6 49
12 08
13 11 08
estate of said deceased, as described in said
that he believed In his Integrity, but Ban’r 8 45 1 25 •3 30 6*55
12 15 B 20 11 15
fight, and William K. Burgess, her
husband, jointug therein with her, then of
petition.
each time he went out there he man- Potld
5 55
George C. Stewart, late of Brooklin, in said Monroe, in the county of Waldo, and State of
7 40 1255
45 4 50
3 45
9 06 11 05 5 30
00l 8025
aged to secure a brief Interview with
7 00 | county, deceased. Petition filed by Reuben Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the sixC. Siewait. administrator, that an order be teenth day of May. a. d. 1901, and recorded in
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Green. In fact, he was handed a writissued io distribute among tbe heirs of said Hancock county registry of deeds, in booR
accessed, the amount remaining in tbe bands
ten report of what had been seen and
|
Sunday
3t>2, page 268. conveyed to Hellen If. Fernald*
4
of said administrator.
then oi Bangor, in the county oi Penobscot,
heard. Why none of these reports—
Alice B. Warren, late of Bnckaport. in said in said State of Maine, a certain parcel of
twelve In all—were never published Bstn
10 uo
county, deceased. Petition filed by William land situated in the sixth range of lots iu tbs
8 00 lOaOOl
M. Bradiey, administrator, that an order be town of Bucksport, in the couuty of HanIP M I
will be explained later. Green had not Potld.... A1 *
issued to distribute among the heirs of said cock, in said State of Maine, being a part Of
20
6 50 11 10112 50]
deceased, ti.e amount remaining in the hands lot numbered 18c, and bounded and described
P M | P li I A M
gone to the asylum to dissemble. He
of said administrator.
as follows:
M) *11 05 3 30 *5 101 8 30
Beginning at a pine stub, on tbe
announced on his arrival that he was Bng'r.... •5 50 6*l0 10
Isidore Cornwallis, <ate of Castine, in said northeasterly corner of said lot, on the range
Br Jc....
6 17 in 06
5 171 8 37
l ....ft :-8 10 25
perfectly sane, nnd he continued to Hld’n
5 87i 8 57 county, deceased. Petition filed by Augustin line near Long Pond; thence southwesterly
Phil L...
6f44 io m
..!t5 44*f9 04 H. Folsom, executor, that an order be issued on said range line 37i? rods to a stake and
talk and act like any sane man.
to distribute among the heirs of said de- stones; thence northwesterly on a course
ft 12 10 40
Gr L.
For the first three days he was well Nic'lu
ceased, the amount remaining in the hands parallel with the side line of said lot, to land
| ....I7t00 10f49
of said administrator.
of Daniel Page; thence northeasterly oy said
j ....17 14 11 0/
treated. Then he was called Into the Ella F
Mehitable a. Handy, late of Gouldsboro, in Page’s land 37*2 rods, to the northerly side
ELLS
*6 55.7 19 11 07 17 08
doctor’s office nnd told that If he con- W Jc... ....17 ?5 11 13 12wl4 4 42 t6 27 f9 48 said county, deceased. Petition died by Luere line of said lot; thence southeasterly on said
B. Deasy, administrator, that an order be line to place of beginning; containing forty
II 21
6 35 .9 66
tinued to play the hypocrite he would 1 Fr Bissued to distiibute among tbe heirs of said act es more or less, and being the same conHan.
.111 »
6 44 10 01
deceased, the amount remaining in tbe hands vey«. d to the saia Jennie M. Burgess, by Jesse
*7 1®
.11 3h 12 l
4 59 6 48 10 08
bring down punishment on himself. Wauk
of said adminis: rator.
Atwood and others, by deed dated February
11 40 *12 40 5 06 *6 55 10 15
The doctor meant by that that If M D F... i*7 25
Sarah R. Richardt-on. late of Eden, in said 22. a. d. 1901, and recorded iu Hancock county
Sull'n
I 1 h
1 10 ....I
.I 1 85
| 7 56'
Green still continued to act like a sane Han P..
Petition filed by Ida M. registry of deeds, book 360, page 262. to wnictx
8 25
.1 1 00 *1 00! 5 25'_5l0 30
county di ceased.
fl
Richardson, executrix of the last will and tes- deed and record reference is made lor a more
if7 50.. • 1J40 J1 Id 5 40 *7 20M0 40
4
He re- Srnto
man he might expect trouble.
«
Bar H
'*8 16
11 15 tament of said de-.eased, that the amo nt of particular description oi said premises; and
; 3-6 *1 851 6 50
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
fused to make any change nnd was Seal H
wherens said
Hellen M
Fernald has since
*9 05'.. 1 2 25 *2 26' ft 40
determined by tne judge ot probate.
deceased, and the undersigned, cnailea b.
E Har *9 25...
2 4ft *2 451 7 00
placed In a dark cell for three days. 8N W
ewoowi, late of Abington, te. iiald and Eugene T. Fernald. nave been
Har ,*9 as).. -I 2 55 *2 56, 7 16
Mary Scott
As he was still rational when he came Mangt... '*9 40|
Montgomery county, Pennsylvania, deceased. duty appointed and qualified as administra7 10
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.30 Petitiou fiUd by Clement B. Newhoid. execu- tors of the estate ot said deceased; and
out. one of the keepers knocked him
tor of tbe last will and testament of said dewhereas tbe condition ot said mortgage has
m.
and
at
Ellsworth
12.20
11.07
arriving
noon,
p
down with n clnb.
ceased, that the amount ot collateral inheri- ! been, and still is broken, now therefore, we,
p. in. connect with Washington Co R R.
tance tax
upon said estate be determined by ! said Charles h. Fernald and Eugene T. FerThat was the beginning of the man's
*
included.
Daily Sunday*
the judge of probate.
i nald.aa administrators oi tue estate of said
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
persecution. He could have been reEDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court. { Hellen M Femaui, deceased, oy reason of said
breach of said condition, Lereby claim a foreA true copy of the original order.
leased at any time by tipping the wink
t Stops on signal to conductor.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. closure of said moitgage and publish inis noto the editor, but he had determined
q Sundays only.
tice for the purpose ot effecting such loreSTATE OF MAINE.
closure.
c Stops to leave passengers holding tickets
to make Ills Investigation a thorough
from points west of Bangor.
Bangor, Maine, August28,1909.
Hancock as:—At a probate coart held at
one.
One of the punishments was beCharles d. Fernald,
in
and
for
aaid
of
Ellsworth,
w Stops to take but not to leave passengers.
county
Hancock,
Eugenic T. Fernald,
on tbe third day of August, in the year of
ing tied down on a cot, face upward,
at
Sorrento
d
Sat
to
leave
J
Stops
day only
Administrators of the estate of Bellea 1L
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
and a dish of water suspended from passengers from points west of Bangor.
Fernald. deceased.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the celling In such a manner that a
Ticket* for all
South and
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOSUKfe.
a copy of the last will and testament of
single drop struck his face every sec- West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
A. B. Varnum, of Penobscot*
EDWIN MOREY, late of BOSTON,
Ellsworth.
ticket
office,
ond. At the end of an hour each drop
county of Hancock, and State of
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the 25tl»
connect
at
These
trains
Bangor
withthrongb of Massachusetts, neceased. and of the proseemed to have the force of a sledge trains
day of February, a. a 1900, and recorded in
on Main Line, to and from Portland,
bate thereof in said Commonwealth of Mas* Hancock county registry of deeds, in booh
hammer. Another was to tickle the Boston and St John.
sachusetts, duly authenticated, having been 458, page 84, conveyed to me. the undersigned*
into
soles of Ms feet until be went
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro- presented to the judge of probate for our said a certain lot oi parcel of real estate bounded
before entering tne trains, and county of Hancock for the purpose of being and described as follows: “A certain lot of
There was a ferocious cure ticketsEllsworth
hysterics.
to Falls and Falls to allowed, filed and recorded in the probate land situated in Penobscot and described mm
especially
court of our said county of Hancock.
great hound at the asylum, the proper- Ellsworth.
follows, to wit:
Beginning at an iron rod
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to driven in the ground seventeen feet from B.
and
F.
B.
BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
ty of one of the attendants. Green
all persons interested therein, by publishing H Leach's north corner of his store on road
M’DONALD,
chair
MORRIS
other patients would be tied In a
a copy of this order three weeks succesleading from Bluehill to Castine; thence
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
sively in the Ellsworth American, a newspa- southerly fifty-eight feet on B, H. Leach's
and the dog tied to a ring In the wall
per printed at Ellsworth, in said county line; thence northwesterly on B. H. Leach’s
Me.
Portland,
The
and left together for half an hour.
of Hancock, prior to tbe seventh day of Sep- line
fifty-eight feet to road leading from said
tember, a. d. 1909, that they may appear at road to the wharf; thence northeasterly on
rope on tbs dog would be tied so that
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
wharf
road to first mentioned road fifty-eight
an
Inch
be could get his teeth within
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten feet; thence southeasterly on said road
fifty*
o'clock in the forenoon, and &how cause, if eight feet to first mentioned bounds, with
of hls victim’s legs. On several occatbe
same.
any they have, against
and
whereas
the
condithereon,"
buildings
enabled
sions tbe rope stretched and
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate. tion of said mortgage has been broken, new
A true copy of tbe original order.
therefore, I claim a foreclosure of said morthim to Inflict terrible bites. Green conAttest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
gage and give this notice for that purpose.
and
managed
cealed pencil and paper
Bluehill, Me., August 26,1919.
Fare Between Bar Harbor and In the District Court of the United States for
them
Alfred O. OflGoon.
to write of these things and pass
the Hancock District of Maine.
By Forrest B. Snow, his attorneyhad
month
a
After
to the editor.
In the matter of
Boston
Bankruptcy.
case
W.
Chanby
a
Randall,
good
Xo. 7513
passed he had made
subscriber, Hattie M. Harriman, of
Bankrupt,
Middlebnry, Vermont, hereby givea noagainst the doctor and was told to
To tbe creditors of Chaney W. Randall, of tice that she has been duly appointed admin$4.25 one way and
to
refused
This
he
Southwest Harbor, in tbe county of Han- istratrix of the estate of
chop It off there.
cock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
do. He wanted to get the whole of it
>
JOSEPH 8. OONDON, late of ORLAND,
round
is hereby given that on the 14th
"T^TOTICE
down to tbe last detail.
day of August, a. d. 1909. the said in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
Hattie M.
W.
given
Randall
was
to
insane
duly
to
Chaney
adjudicated
When he refused
play
of the State of Maine,
Steamer J T Morte leaves Bar Harbor 1 30 bankrupt; and tha* the first meeting of his Harriman. reaiding out
please the doctor, who must have 1* m week days and Sundays for Seal Harbor, creditors will be held at my office, in Ells has appointed Gertrude A. Soper, whose address is
her agent in
on
the
Orland,
Me.,
10th
of
worth,
sane
Maine,
day
was
a
September,
North east Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Brook,
known that he
perfectly
All perd. 1909, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at said State, aa the law directs.
lln. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and a.
man, Green was starved for two days
time the said creditors may attend, sons having demands against the estate
Rockland, connecting with steamer for boston. which their
of said deceased are desired to present
s
examine
numclaims,
trustee,
prove
appoint
the
at a time, aud
punishments
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 2.00 p m the bankrupt and transact such other busi- the same for settlement, and all indebted
bered a score. One of the worst was week days ana Sundays for South Bluehlll, ness as may properly come before said meet- thereto are requested to make payment imHattie M. Harbimah.
North Haven and Rockland, con- ing.
WauAM E. Whiting.
mediately.
and
Stonlngton,
barrel
rolling
In
a
heading him up
Orland. July 6, 1909.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
necting with steamer for Boston.
him around the back yard for half an
Dated Ellsworth, Me., Aug. 26, 1909.
Steamer Jollette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p m
subscriber hereby gives notice that.
hour at a time. The food he describ- week
days and Sundays for Herrick's Landing, In the District Court of the United States for
she has been duly appointed executrix:
ed as not lit for dogs, though the Ar- -outh Brooksvllie, Eggemogaln, Dlrlgo and
of the last will and testament of
the
District
of
Maine.
Hancock
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
ELLEN P. PETERS, late of BLUEHILL,
gus, to oblige tbe doctor, bad publishIn the matter of
)
Edward Hillobow,
RETURNING
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
ed a bill of fare fit for wealthy people
5
"°‘75i^
All perBankrupt,
bonds as the laws directs.
given
or
Sane
insane,
every
to ait down to.
New turbine steel steamers Belfast and Cam- To the creditors of Edward Hillgrow, of Mt. sons having demands against the estate oi
it 5 p m
week days and
-aid deceased are desired to present the
Desert, in the coanty of Hancock and dis
patient had a program to go through den leaveforBoston
Rockland.
sa me for settlement, and all indebted thereto
trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
with when visitors were being Bbown Sundays
is hereby given that on the u.b art- requested to make payment immediately.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
Nora E. Peters.
Bluehill, Aug. 16,1909.
through the place. They must speak steamer
day of August, a. d. 1909, the
from Boston, week days and Sundays,
waa
duly arijudu-xted
of the doctor as God and bless him for for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and inter* Edward Hillgrow
ana
that
is
the
first
of
meei:i,„'
subscriber hereby gives notice that
bankrupt;
bis goodness. If asked what they had mediate landings.
creditors will be held at m? o.iire. in
be has been duly appointed adminisI
Ellsworth, Maine, on the 10th dn v of Sepiem
trator of the estate of
to eat they must mention a list of
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
d.
a.
at
the
180
o'clock
ir
ber,
aiiernnon.
1909,
AUSTIN E. FRBETHY. late of BROOKL1N,
in these
twelve articles. To fail
at which time the said credit..r- may attend.
1
their claims, appoint s iruste-*. rxainine in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
things meant a brutal beating. The
given bonds, as the law directs.
All perle bankri:pt, and transact -uch other husi
sons having
demands against the estate
editor could see at each weekly visit
ness as may properly com* before siid meetof said
deceased are desired to present
E.
a
Wiluam
Whiting,
last
ing.
at
and
was
how Green
falling,
the same for settlement, and ail indebted
Referee in Bankruptcy
thereto are requested to make payment i nacertain day was set for the erpose
Dated Ellsworth. Me Auv. 26. 1909.
med iHtelv.
Mark L. Dodge.
date
that
Before
release.
and hls
subscribers hereby give notice tha<
Brooklin, Aug. 16,1909.
had
he
that
have
been
executors
received
was
they
came word
duly appointed
of the last will and testament of
subscriber hereby gives notice that
made his escape. Just after the word
is what your mouey will earn il
EMBLINE B. BUCK, late of BUCKSPORT,
•he has been duly appointed executrix
came be entered the office and walked
invested in shares of the
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds of the last will and testament of
over to hls desk without speaking to
being required by the terms of said will.
ABEL P. STUBBS, late of BUCKSPORT,
Carl D. Buck, residing out of the State of
There he sat for half an
deceased, nw
any one.
Maine, has appointed Edward Buck, whose in the connty of Hancock,
and
being
required by the terms of the will.
hls
in
is
head
hands,
address
Me.,
his
hls
hour with
Bucksport,
agent in said All
persons having demands against the es
the
law directs.
State, as
All persons
staff
gathered
finally
when the city
of said deceased are desired to present,
having demands against the estate of said tate
A NEW SERIES
deceased are desired to present the same the same for settlement, and all indebted
around him he lifted hls head and befor settlement, and all indebted thereto are thereto are requested to make payment imnow open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
is
was
He
child.
like
a
Lonrin A. Stubbs.
mediately.
gan to babble
requested to make payment immediately.
North Bucksport, Jnly 8.1900.
ments, 81 per share.
Edward Buck.
clean gone daft, and, though be lived
Carl D. Buck.
never
reason
hls
on for three years,
Bucksport, July 6,1909.
WHY PAY RENT

Mrs. Margery Fogg and children have
returned to their home at Freeport.
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EAST LAMOINE.

Mrs. E. E. Beatee is visiting relatives

A PRIVATE
INSANE ASYLUM.

JUgs; Acucm,

IqjBlNoUcre.

The Cole and Stock bridge cottager will
be closed this week.

—
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WHEREAS

Eastern SteansMn Comp?

(In

$8.00
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trip.

THE

)

NOTICE

Sinking.

Rrove

THE

THE

'returned.

The next day the asylum was mobbed, and the doctor had to fly for bis
life. The Argus had said that be was
a good man and a merciful man and
that hls enemies had done him Injustice. The Argus had a scoop right at
hand, bnt it was never published. The
editor couldn’t see hls way clear to
U. QUAD.
eating hls own words.

when you can borrow Ton your
shares, stive a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
O. W.

Taflky. 8ec>y,
First Nan Bank Bldg.
A W. K mo .President.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CHRISTIANA G. GRENDELL, late of

THE

BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
WILLIAM

Bluebill,

Aug. 18, 1909.

G. GbKKNE.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

COUNTY M vY».
ml

(\mnty Vawa

»«<♦

man

her png**

Gray,

of

Boston,

son

have

been in town several

last week.
was

in town

Miss Nellie Freethey, who has spent her
parents, has returned to
Ware* Mass.
Miss l*ura Stewart has returned to
Providence, R. I.* after spending several

vacation with her

Fowler, of Searsmont, is visiting
here.
Augusta

of

ng some
A. H. Mayo and son Harold and
Favro are guests of Mrs. E. W.
Edwin Conary, of Somerville, is spending his vacation with his sister, Mrs. F.
wX. Bt over.

Gspk. Thomas Snowman, of Near York,
landD. A. Snowman, of Caribou, are vis^tiaiUieir brother, S. P. Snowman, and
ftarifa.
XhM Em na and Aiicfc Hinckley, Miss
.'lUelardi and Kpbert Hinckley recently
Skwtr aa automobile trip with Clarence
£3fc*J«of Ellsworth.
Ifaas Eva Snowman has gone to Minturn
to Stouington Sept.

l«ua vise before going
£7. where she and Miss

Margaret Hinckley

vwili again be etnnioyed as teachers.
The funeral of George E. Stover was
Harr.v Jordan returned to Hartford,
?heki at the home of his son, P. L. Stover, Conn., Saturday after spending his vaca^August 26. Mr. Stover had been ill some tion with his mother, Mrs. Henry Jordan.
ftiae. He leaves two daughters and three He was accompanied
i\v his brother
iso—. He was a respected citizen, and a
Donald, who will be employed at the same
^mw Of great industry and of good nabits.
place.
M.
r. 30.
30.
Ukk Femme.

Aug.

CHORAL

SOCIETY

CONCERT.

The first concert of ibe rtceotly-organBtoehill choral society wad given at
f&be town ball last Friday evening, and

BAR

HAVEN.

On* of the leading event* cf this summer, one which pleased a full house, was
the
three-act
drama, “Bar
comedy
Haven,1’ given at Oad Fellows ball Friday evening, Aug. 27. It was made op en-

unqualified success in every reperformers were greeted by an
•tic and appreciative audience 1
tirely of local talent, and considering the
Twbich completely filled the hail.
The getting together of a chorus of fifty remarkably short time in which it was
it was a great success.
cvr sixty voices in a village ny larger than prepared,
Special mention should be made of Miss
^Hlttehill is further evidence of the eoutenttioatlut there is no end of musical talent Violet Pierson, who so willingly sacrificed
her vacation days to assist in preparing
outside the big cities and larger towns
for the stage, and w ho stayed by
that, indeed, the “woods are full of it”, the play
3tfae difficulty usually being the lack of even to the last uigbl to make up the cosrvnaeooe to develop it. The one thing us* tumes ana act as prompter if needed. Too
wllj lacking Bluehiil has found in Mr. much cannot be said in behalf of her
.Bcateimann, an enthusiast, as well as a kindneps.
Miss Lou Carter made a great hit with
uwhisn, who has been playing this sumb

Tbe

—

second and
third acts. Music was furnished for the
play and for the dance afterwards by the
Stouington quintette.
The proceds, amounting to about |40,
will go to the Brooklin base ball association. Following is the caat of characters:
her recitation

Kneisel quartette.
Both are to be congratulated
the
r on securing the services of so able
distinguished a leader; the leader on
fibs splendid performance given. Of the
•esstiffs chorus all were “home folks”
uxnept four—two men and two women.
The work of the chorus alone wes well
'wrecth the price, but to it was added vocal
mmd instrumental music, thus making the
mer

County

Newt,

tet

with the

—

between

the

Captain Hooper.Donald Jordan
Spray, bis little “gal”.Lon Carter
Mrs. Warded, of Warden Manor
Florence Blaisdell !

•evening one of rare enjoyment.
The following words of appreciation
Are sent The American for publication:
Bluehiil
4*The
choral
society, which
rgave its first concert on the evening of
Jkngnaf 27, greatly appreciates the assistance so kindly rendered by Mrs. Albert'
''Walsh, soprano, Li ova Orenstein, pianist,
ILonis Boetelmann, violinist, and Walter
jKaubiach, accompanist; also Messrs, i
Bernstein, Jacobson, Bresskin,
Gusikoff, of the orchestra. The
I of Mr. Bostelmann, the conductor,
Hr ho organized the society, have been of
tthe highest value, and all its members are
(deeply grateful to him.
“The thanks of the society are eordially
given to Thomas Tapper, who has taken a
•deep interest in its formation, and who
now is assisting Mr. Bostelmann in
plans for its future work. Mr.

Florence, her

charming daughter,

Marie Jordan
Gideon Graham, who assists in the deed,
Wallace Kane
Cyrus Brackett, iu love with Arbella,
Lester Nutter
Arbella Wortendyke.Edith Kane
Rev. John Wesley Wiggins.. .Chandler Carter
Kate (Wardell) Htone.Grace Nutter
Hardy Stone, Captain of tbe new steamboat,
Everett Hale
Leo Bradley, a New York lawyer.Lee Flye

J.W.’

Aug. 30.
BUCKSPORT.

Bertha Jones, of Boston, is visiting
Mrs. Maria Knowles.
Mrs.

Mrs. Francis Genn returned Saturday
from a visit with relatives at Woodfords.

work

as

electrician.

Will

his
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MinSanh Emery, of Bristol, is visiting
Mrs. Emms Devereux.

Mrs. Ella F. Ames is visiting her son,
Otis A. Amos, in Lynn, Mass.

Mrs. Leah Perkins is entertaining Miss
Leah Bragg, of Bradley.

the

sixty-five newly-purchased
nearly 100 added the present

make

Aug.

books,

season.

Sprat.

30.

WALTHAM.
is visiting relatives

Mr*. M. K. Haalem
in Tsunton, N. H.

Singing school began Friday night, Mra.
Victoria Butler teacher.
The Hasiem reunion will be held at the
hall Saturday, Sept. 11.

town

Mrs. Josie Frost, of Mariavitle, was the
guest of Mrs. Lett is Willey last week.
B. S. Jellison, wife and daughter Marjorie visited here Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. George Stanley, of Brewer, visited
her parents, Alden Haalem and wife, last
week.

wife, of Bangor, visited Mrs. Graves’ sister, Isabel Jordan,
Henry

Graves and

last week.

Miss Dupee, with maid, who is at the
Hancock house, KUsworth, was a guest at
Alden Haslem’s Tuesday.
Mr. Spear and daughter, who have been
Willard Haslem's, have returned to
their home in Somerville. Mats.

at

Schools began Monday, with Miss
Christobel Finley, of Palermo, and Miss
Julia Barron, of Ellsworth, as teachers.

Up

II

|H

Binghamton,!}.

DISPENSATORY
“If K5SS!.

Ai» we claiming too much
for p»
rnna when we cfeim it to be
an
Claudia May, the three-year-old daughCharles Dobbins, of Boton, is the guest tire remedy for chronic
catarrh » Ha~
ter of Ernest L. and Marion 8. Bennett, ia of Miss Jennie Perkins.
we abundant proof that
Pernna i,
very ill.
Cspt. George Dunbar, of St. Johns, Ore., reahty each a catarrh remedy? w
Mias Sarah Vilea has returned from is
na eee what the United State*
visiting relatives here.
Disnenan extended visit with relatives in New
Judson West, of Boston, is the guest of eatery says of the
York and New Hampshire. Her brother
principal hJLi.
8 ™
Edward West and wife.
lent* of Perana.
Ernest, of Dover, N. H., accompanied her
Mrs. J. 8. Snow and daughter Blanche
Take, for instance, the
home for a visit.
ingredient

1!

I

are

visiting in

hydrastis canadrnais,

Brooksville.

delightful social gathering at the
Cspt. Prank W. Hutchins came front
hall Saturday evening was enjoyed
by about thirty young people, the event Vinaihaven for a brief slay.
Postmaster Ordway recently purchased a
bein$ the sixteenth birthday of Miss
Uladys A. Dorr. Games were played and pair of horses of Rockland parties.
refreshments served.
Mrs. Florence Guilford is visiting her
| Carle Saunders and family, of ^Woon- aunt, Mrs. Fannie Marshall, at Port Clyde.
socket, K. I., Carle Fish and family, of
Mrs. J. W. Bowden went to Lamoinc
Revere, Mass., Rev. Carl F. Henry and Thursday, to visit her mother, Mrs. Ahbie
of
and
of
family,
Bangor,
Roy L. Dow,
Austin.
A

It seemed a
Wednesday evening. The ceremony was
strange coincidence that, as no one knew
performed by Rev. W. A. Hanscom in the
be was coming, bis brothers Melville, of
presence of relative* and intimate friend*.
New Hampshire, and Jobn, of this plate,
They were attended by Miss Loo, a
should be the drat two men to meet him
daughter of the bride, and Master Alien, a
when be landed.
ton of the groom.
Friends extend con30.
Dolly.
Ang.
gratulations and wish for them a happy
and prosperous wedded life.
TREMONT.
L.
Aug. 30.
Mrs. C. H. Norwood has returned from
Mitchell’s Cove.
WUJl
1IU.UUM.
an

absence

of

nine

years.

Mrs. Richard Dyer, of Cornish, is visitCapt. liuc Morphy U again 111.
ing her brothers, Loren and Sidney Rich.
Bobrrt Diz, oho bar been at work on
Loren Dyer and wife, of Portland, who the steamer Sietir DeMont since Jons, la
have been visiting relatives here, returned home.
home Saturday.
Rev. A. B. Carter baa resigned bis pasMrs. Gertrude D. Conant and sister, torate on account of poor health, to the
Mias Ethel M. Faivey, of Haverhill, regret of all.
Mass., are visiting their aunt, Mrs. C. H.
Miss Edna S. Lunt, who has been visitNorwood.
ing at Manaet, Is here visiting her aunt,
The ladies’ aid society met with good Mrs. L. W. Rnmlil.
sueceee at its lawn party, clearing about
Kate Clark left for Portland Sunday,
flOO. Much credit is due Mrs. Myra Dix having spent two weeks with her mother,
tor her kindness in giving the use of her Mrs. Cora E. dark.
house and grounds.
Warren Carver, of Wisconain, called on
Km.
Ang. 30.
his cousin, Mrs. J. B. Burrill, Monday.

They had

BEAL HARBOR.
Miss Nellie Tspley ie visiting in Banr»E. B. Dane, ol Boston, Has bought the
Coossey piece, and will tear the cottage
down and rebuild.
Melvins.
Aug. 22.
_

A. E. Clement lost
week.

a

horse

one

da; last

A fine watering trough is being set
Main street.
The two-year-old child
Bmallidge and wife died Ang.

of

on

Walter

25.

golden

seat

praved

mucous

membranes, chronio

rhinitis nasal catarrh
.atouiedyipensia (catarrh of the
stomach., chrpni*
intestinal catarrh, catarrhal
iauudic*
(catarrh of the liver), awl in diseased
mucous
membranes of the
organs. It is also recommended for
the treatment of various forms of
dis-

peivii

New York, have returned to thetr homes.

Capt. George Dunbar and son Robert
Henry Dunbar left to-day for Greenville, where he has employment. He was have returned from a visit at Seal Harbor.
accompanied by H. H. Blaisdell, John
John P. Leach, of Camden, visited hia
Gray, Guy Leach and Horace Robertson. mother, Mrs. Mary L. Leach, Saturday
M.
Aug. 30.
and Sunday.
Scott Burton, wife and child came SatSEAWALL.
urday from Somerville, Mass., for a week’s
Mrs. C. W. Newman, who has been
stay at the Dunbar cottage.
quite ill, is better.
Mis* Jennie Walker, who ha* been the
who
went
to
two
Bangor
Joseph Bright,
guest of Mrs. J. E. Blodgett the past
weeks ago, has joined his (amity here (or
month, left Sunday for her home in Fall
another week.
River, Maas.
Clarence Kent and sons Harold and EdWard Smith, John Nangle, Mias Louise
ward, o( Cambridge, Maas., who have Given and Miss Jessie
Nangle, who have
been visiting George Kent, returned home
been spending a vacation here, left yesterFriday.
day tor Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Elisa Newman, with son William
Mrs. M. W\ Grindle had the pleasure
and daughter Louise, ol bar Harbor, was
last week of entertaining a friend, Miss
a guest o( Mrs. Nancy Sawyer Sunday.
Matilda Martin, of Philadelphia, whom
Friends of Oapt. W. C. Moore, o( Port she had not seen for twenty years.
Townsend, Wesb., formerly of Manset,
Paul W'escott and Mrs. Annie Whitmore
were pleased to welcome him back after
were married at their
new home last

or

The United Sta'es
Dispensatory save
of this herbal re.e edy,that it is
lately e».ployed in the treatment of de-

town

Ross Conner and wife are receiving conLadies of the Umveraalist society will
gratulations on the birth of a daughter,
give an entertainment at the town ball. born
Aug. 18.
Southwest Harbor.
] Friday evening, Sept. 3, consisting oi a
Mrs. Charles 8*carns and Miss M 'Hie
The Willard W. C. T. U. will hold its two-act
drains, “A Musical Bouquet,”
Stearns, of Boston, are gain* of Mrs. E.
annual meeting at the public library Fri- with the following in the cast:
Mrs.
H. IkSmansky.
day afternoon, Sept. 10. A good attend- Charles Valentine, Mrs. Morrill Dunn,
Mm. Lilia Hutchings, of West Penobscot,
ance is desired as many matters of imMrs. Deforest Soper, Miss Mae Harriman,
portance will claim attention, among them Mary Wood, Eleanor Dross, Gladys A. and Misa Cynthia Parkins, of Cast hie, are
choosing delegates to the State convention Dorr, Ines A. Perkins, Herbert D. Soper, employed at Koas Conner’s.
at Esngor Sept. 15,16 and 17.
Mrs. George E. Perkins has as her guests
Edwin Partridge. Mrs. Hartford will be
E. H. Perkins and wife, of Cain ridge.
The burning of the confectionery store pianist, and Mrs. Owen Soper, directress
owned by El ward F. Teague Tuesday of Refreshments will be served.
Mass., Mrs. 11. S. Perkins and son Albeit
and Mrs. William ( banning, of East
l*«t week caused much excitement, but
D.
Aug. 30.__
Boston.
the effective hosepipe service and lack of
EA8T ORLAND.
wind prevented a spread of the flames.
Aug. 23._L.
Miss Sarah Lowell, of North Penobscot,
Tnis little building, formerly the Bee
David Dodge is borne from Brewer.
is
Leamon
Blaisdell's.
at
has
served
its
employed
store,
purpose for a quarter
Albert Ward well is recovering from a
of a century, and much regret is felt over
Walter Bmrarn and family, of Castioe,
recent illness.
l a destruction. It was partially insured.
were guests of F. E. Blaisdell over SunRay Wardwel! and family have moved
Before leaving her cottage here. Miss day.
to Brooksville.
Mary Snow sent to the public library
Mrs. Hattie Blaisdell, who has been at
Capt. Kern Cono r arrived Saturday
twenty books, for which the library asso- Hebron sanatorium for treatment, arrived
from New York.
ciation extends thanks.
Mrs. Lemont, home Wednesday.
the librarian, has also donated several
Mr*. W. G. Conner, who has been very
The funeral of Mrs. Millie Blake took
books, and Miss Lee, a hotel gdest, has reis
place Monday, Aug. 23, conducted by Rev ill, improving.
memtoeied the library with books as she
Miss Annie B. Conner i* borne from a
Edward Carter. Interment at the Back
has often done in the past. These, with
visit with friends at Sooth Penobscot.
Ridge cemetery.

Mrs. Emily Farmer returned Monday
baa also very generously offered to
the society with ail the music re- from Dover, where she was called by the
Roland Haslem, with his team, has gone
The interest and kindness of the illness of her aunt.
to Machias, where he has employment
1 people who make Bluehiil their
Mrs. Clarence Ferrill returned Friday with the Machias manufacturing comhome are certainly a great incen- from a month’s visit with Mrs. Georgia
peny.
1in te the society to do the best possible Downing st Beech wood.
The entertainment and ice-cream sale
l it is Very thankful for and apCarl F. Fish and wife, of Revere, Mass., given at the hall Friday evening was
r of this kindness and interest.”
left Friday, after several weeks with Capt. largely attended. The program was as
H.
D. Q. Rich and wife, of Orlaod.
follows: Singing, choir; readings, Geneva
MEMORIAL RSSOLUTIONS.
Misses Elizabeth and May Cahill, who Googins, Sadie Haalem; song, Gladys
of
sadness
that
1s
with
It
feelings
your have
been boarding at Mrs.
Maria Rhodes; reading, Alice Clough; song, Lura
1
accept the duty assigned them
Knowles’, left Monday morning on their Jordan; reading, Bessie Jordan; songs, Mr.
■t a brief tribute to the memory
return to Boston.
Morrison, Leona Wilbur; faro*, “An Interer, Ella M. Hinckley.
Dr. J. S. Bowden, wife and daughter, of rupted Proposal;” reading, Ada Jordan;
That Mountain Rebekah lodge
Morrison and Wilbur; reading,
siestas esteemed member, and we wish to Brockton, Mass., who have been guests at duet,
lour deep appreciation of her faithfnlthe Ward well several weeks, left Monday Marion Jordan; song. Mis* Edith Spear;
I high character; and the memory of for their home.
farce, “Frank Glynn’s wife;” duet. Harerfnl presence, gentle dignity and willvard Haalem and Wilson Googins; singing,
The
death
of
P.
one
of
George
Colby,
to
will linger long
inspire ua to do
choir. Mrs. George Stanley was pianist.
Bucksport’* most prominent and well- Thanks are extended Mra.
r work, and to exemplify in our living
Evelyn Dupee,
known citizens, which occurred Sunday
• principles of^our order.
Mra. Wilson Googins, Mrs. W. B. and
That we extend our warmest evening, was s great shook to his townsMrs. Clarinda Jordan, for the gift of |B
r to the sorrowing husbaud and chilmen.
He wss ill only a few hours. He
sdrea, trusting their hearts are comforted in owned two large farms on the 8ilver Lake
'the thought that their loved one is safe in her road, and was one of Bucksport’s most extensive and successful farmers. He was
Iwfifal new home.
also s dealer in hides and livestock. He
Do You Get
**Her heads are folded together,
leaves a widow, one daughter ten years of
is
“Rest.”
And the word on her lip
And yet it looks like a welcome,
age, a sister-Mrs. Clara Hathaway, of
With a Lame Back?
For her work la com passed and done.
Lawrence, Mass., two brothers—El bridge
All things are seemly ann ready,
G. Colby, of Bucksport Center, snd
Kidney Trouble Makes Ton Miserable.
▲ad her summer is just begun.
Alonzo J. Colby, of dan Francisco, Cal.
It is we who may not cross over.
Mr. Colby wss born in Bucksport fiftyAlmost everyone knows of Dr. Kilmer's
Only with song and prayer,
eight years ago.
▲ little way into the glory we may reach,
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
As we leave her there.
bladder remedy, beJ.
Aug. 30.
But we cannot think of her idle
ll cause of its remarkShe must be a home-maker still,
8ABGENTVILLE.
able health restoring
God giveth that work to the angels
Who fittest the task fulfill;
II properties. SwampMiss Edith H. Snow bu returned to
And somewhere yet in the hilltops
Root fulfills almost
Of the country that hath no pain,
Bangor.
She will watch in her beautiful doorway
every wish in overW illiam Sinclair and family have moved
To bid ns welcome again.”
coming rheumatism,
to Roxbnry, Mass.
I i pain in the back, kid; That oar charter be draped in
ning for a period of thirty days, a copy
Mrs. JohD Bennett returned from Little
Hjll neys, liver, bladder
resolutions be placed upon oar re- Deer Isle last week.
s.g and every part of the
a copy presented to the family of our
uripary passage. It
H.
Simmons
William
is
on the
employed
corrects inaDiuty to
sent
to
Tun
wved sister, and copies
steamer J. T. Morse.
hold water and scalding pain in passing it,
oucan and Bangor /fours for publication.
Fannie H. Pakkrr.
Miss Bertha Turner, who has been em- or bad effects following use of liquor, wine
or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
Christib C. Osgood,
at Haven, is home.
ployed
Alicr J. Butlrr.
necessity of being compelled to go often
Lovis Choate, of North BrooUin, is through the day, and to get np many
Committee.
times dnring the night.
working for Benel Dority.
Swamp-Root is not recommended for
BKUUK.LLN.
Miss Edith Allen- left Wednesday for
i everything but if you have kidney, liver
Maynard Blaisdell and wife were in Woodsvilie, N. H., to teach.
or bladder trouble, it will be found just
j
.Ellsworth last week.
Mrs. James Woodeome has returned to the remedy you need. It has been thoroughly tested in private practice, and has
A. E. Farnsworth and wife returned her home in Dallas, Tex.
from Boston Sunday.
Warren Beedle, wife and son Llewellyn proved so successful that a special arrangement has been made by which all
John Allen and wife, of Boston, re- spent part of last week in Cfcmden.
readers of this paper, who have not alFrank Daria and wife, of Lawrence, ready tried it,
turned home Wednesday.
may have a sample bottle
are guests of Mrs. C. L. Baboon.
sent free by mail, also a book Celling
Llewellyn Herrick returned to his home Mass.,
more about
Swamp-Root, and how to
Miss Evelyn Oray, who has spent the
In Somerville, Mass., Saturday.
find out if you have kida
summer
at
is
home
for
a
few
at
Brooklin,
Harriet Bridges, of Sedgwick, is emc
iron Die.
neyor Diaaaer
days.
v
When writing
mention
ployed at West End dining-room.
Rev. J. R. Dories and son John, who rending this generous
Orville Jones and family, of Everett,
in
this
offer
paper and
spent the first of the summer in Europe,
Maas., are in town for a few weeks.
send your address to
an at their cottage for a few wee it a.
Loci on Cousins returned to Holyoke,
Or. Kilmer at Co., h—
Pitt W. llanforth and 'fife god Guy
Maas., Saturday, where he is employed.
Binghamton, N. Y. The regular fifty-cent
of Melrose, Maas., )|ies Gift rude and one-dollmr size bottles are sold by
Mitchell,
Qeorge N. Bead, of Virginia, with his Gower, of Boston. Misses Harriett P. •11
druggists. Don’t make sny mistake
Hmily, has spent the past week in town. Oarsley and Isa bell Claflin, of Newton, bat remember the name, Swamp-Root,
are
of
Mrs.
B.
Gower. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the adguests
Lfdig
Frank Wakeman and father, of Bridge- Mass.,
Sim.
Ang.aot.
Y.,on every bottle
dress,
port, Conn., came Sunday. Mrs. WakeI

toffiO.
Ang. 30.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

George Sewall, of Malden, Is the guest
of C. E. Cook, whose second daughter,
May, he will wed before returning to his

_

Alexis B. Luce and wife left Saturday
for New York.

untiring efforts toward the success of the
entertainment. The proceeds amounted

otkwr popt

Mason, of Bluehill, after risiting
sisters, who are employed at Seal Harmonths at home.
bor, made a pleasant call upon his uncle,
Charles Flye and wife, of Dorchester, J. B. Mason, Saturday.
Will Inwton is starting on the foundaMass., were guests of hi<* siifer, Mrs. B. O.
D illard, Sunday.
tion of bis cottage in the Clark field. Mrs.
Mra. George Hussey and children, of Grace Lawton Kelley, of Massachusetts,
Hudson, are guests of her mother, Mrs. has been visiting her parents for a week
or two.
Ju.lson Freethey.
Hoses Hodgdon, who rallied in the
Charles Staples and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daugh- spring from a very serious illness, is again
in a critical state and but little hope is
ter, born Aug. 2ft.
entertained of his recovery. Mrs. Nettie
The library sale and supper Saturday afof Bar Harbor, is again assisting
ternoon and evening was a decided suc- Rich,
Mrs. Hodgdon in the care of the patient.
cess.
Receipts about $90.
Mrs. Roy Savage left Saturday, and after
Mrs. Lee H. Powers and son Foster have
returned to Boston. They w.re accom- visiting her parents, will join her husband at Shelter Island, N. Y., where. be
panied by Miss A1ele McFarland.
bat. a good position as contractor for
Mrs. John Pratt and Miss Carrie Tibwharf and dredging work.
These genial
betts, of Portland, who have been visiting
young people will be greatly missed st
friends in town, have returned home..

Boston, is
weeks with relatives here.

Morse,

each, also lira. Sadie Hasletn for her

COUNTY NEWS.
far Additional

William C. Moore* of Port Townsend,
Wash.* was the guest of Gapt. R. F. Wells

BLUEH1LL.
A.

and

weeks.

ease*

peculiar to women.

Another ingredient of Pernna
cory
dalis formosa, is claceed in the
United
S rates Dispense. I ory a* a ton ic. Is
used
as a treatment far chronic
constitutional diseases and scrofula.
Cedron seeds is another
ingredient
of Perana, an excellent drug that hut
been very largely overlooked
by the
medical profession for the past
5fy
The
seode
are
to be found in
yeara
vr«ry few drug stores. The United
State* Dispensatory says of the actioa
of cedron that it is nsed as a bitter
tonic and in the treatment of dysentery, and in intermittent diseases as a
substitute for quinine.
These

not all of the medicinal
Pernna contains. Suffice
it to eay that it is a compound of
herbal remedies, each one of *hich
has, from time to time, been recommehded by physician* of all school*
for different catarrhal conditions
are

ingredients

If yon want to know what the peosay send to ns for a free book of
testimonials of what the people think

ple

of Perana as n catarrh remedy. After Vj
ail has been said, the best evidence for
or against any remedy is the testimony of those who have tried it
ball fame wore enjoyed.
reached in the game of

The climax wia
hall between tee
Boston and Portland girit.
Feet urea of
the game were Ka.e's Irft-h nd pitching,
Beatrice’* eore ntcb. Julia'e tine work on
first base, and Nettie * heavy tatting. Icecream, cake and aandwiches were served.
The anapsbota taken at different intervals
will ue well worth reproduction on post

: cards.

!

Aug. 30.

Thelma.
ISLES FO HD.

Clarence Sparling and wife
home.

are

in

their

new

Mrs. Loring
daughter Doris
a

A.

Stanley and youngest
Addison for

bare gone to

short visit.

Mies Ella Spofford, who is employed in
Massachusetts, is at home visiting her parents, Augustus Spofford and wife.
The masons are laying the foundation of
Herbert Spofford'a boose. He it hoping to
have it ready for occupancy this fall.
Mr*. L. R. Hodgkins, with son Merle, of
Waltham, Mass., who has spent s few
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Walter Stanley, returned to her home Friday.
8.
Aug. 33.
_

William I. Mayo
laatweek.

waa

home

a

lew

daya->—'

Raymond Dwelley and wife, of Franklin, returned to tneir homo Monday.
Miaa Grace Thayer and James Thayer, ot
Bangor, are viaiting their aiater, Mrs. Kay
Mayo.
Mrs. Walter F. Stanley and son Norman
left Friday for Waltham, Maas., to visit

far forty-two years.
Nettie and Beatrice Lunt returned Sunday to their work in Boston, after their
vacation with their parents, G. W. Lunt
and wife.
not met

Edwin H. Rumill, who has been working in Boston the past three years, is
spending his vaoation with his parents, L.

relatives and friends.
Mrs. M. M. Patterson, who haa been
boarding with Mrs. Walter Hedlock, left
Wednesday for her home in Philadelphia.
William DoUiver and wife, of Seawall,
have been spending a few days here with
Mrs. Dolliver’s sister, Mrs. Nathan Stan-

ley.

Mrs. Jasper Meyers and daughters
Greta and Hasal, who have been visiting
W. Rumill and wife.
their former home in Lnbec, returned last
Cspt. George Tinker arrived Saturday i week, accompanied by Mrs. Meyers’
from Back’s Harbor, where his schooner,: mother, Mrs. Hadden.
Fortune, is loading stone, to visit his sis- ; Misa Ella Jude, who haa been employed
ter, Mrs. Lena Robbins.
at the poetofBce several weeks, returned
L. W. Rumill and wife gave a picnic at : Friday to her borne in Ellsworth. Her

their farm Saturday. There were sixteen duties as one of the city's school teachers
Seal Harbor will celebrate its centennial
in the party. All entered into the sports ; call her balk at this season.
WednMay. There will be fireworks in
8.
enthusiastically. Fishing, bathing and a
Aug. 90.
the evening.
Melvins.
Ang. 30.

Abbrrtisrmrma.

HLUEHILL FALLS.
Miae Harriet Douglass, of Washington,
D. C., is visiting Bishop Harding.
Mrs. C. B. Evans, of Washington, D. C.,
is the guest of Mrs. William Dudgeon.
B. H. Candage returned to Deer Island,
Maas., Aug. 26, after two weeks’ vacation.
Little James Flye returned home Bunda;, after spending two weeks with his
grandparents.
Mrs. |Angie Bray and daughter Grace,
who have for ten weeks been employed in
Ellsworth, are home.
CBUMB8.
Aug. SO.
NOKTH FRANKLIN.
Min Verna Lawrie be* gone to Eastbrook to teach.
Mrs. Eunice Crimmin, of Hallowcll, is
visiting Mrs. Caddie Robertson.

Not:

a

of

Alcohol

“tonic"? A medicine that increases the strength
of the whole system. What is an “alterative”?
A medicine that alters or changes unhealthy action to
healthy action. Name the best “tonic and alterative”?
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the only Sarsaparilla entirely free from
alcohol. Ask your own doctor all about it. Never take a *
What is

a

or tone

medjcinedoctorecannotendjMse^J^^^^TI^M^I
Without daily action of the bowels poisonous products must be absorbed. Then you have
Ask your doctor about Ayer’s Pills for constipation.

Impure blood, biliousness, headache.

HOW WELL YOU LOOK—
feeling wail is doubled by looking well. The
"I. F." Alweal's littera are the one remedy that you can
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
condition that means good health. 33 cents a bottle at dealers.
The satisfaction of
true

Miss Grace Woodworth has gone to
East brook to work for Mrs. Guy Butler.

Elray and Russell McPhee, of WatarviUe,
visiting their aunt, Mrs. Lena Galler.
Dallas Tracey is at home from Waterville
for a few days before going to Lewiston,
where hejwill attend Bates college.
T.
Aug. 30.

Drop

are

1

West Lubec, Ms,
would advise every family to keep the *L f.'ISmiiNM
their heme. For ska hinjarhr. it is a valuable remedy. It la
all that it claimant be.”
—Nuta B. Huasnsu
I
.**
In

k.

-

